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a Nozzle' area, also reaction rate parameter
A Diabatic heat; addition term linking fluid dynamic
and relaxation processes
b Reaction rate parameter
B Energy exchange term linking fluid dynamic and
relaxation processes
.c .Species mass fraction
cF Thrust coefficient
C Total particle drag term
CDi Particle drag coefficientD i ,a
Cp Heat capacity of gas phase at constant pressure
C= Characteristic exhaust velocity
;l
D i Subsonic particle continuity term
E
F




fpi Momentum exchange term
F Free energy
F. Supersonic particle continuity term
i
gPi
Energy exchange term	 i
t
h Enthalpy, also integration increment,
H Total enthalpy	 +
OHF, Heat of formation	 i
Latent heat at meltingAHpi
iSp Specific:° impulse
k Variable increment, also reaction rateparameter 	 -^r.
K Equilibrium constant	 a








M Mach number, also third body reaction to rm
n Reaction rate parameter, als o. surrir iation or'.
ite ration index
t
'l' Pressure expansion coefficient
NT, Temperature expansion coefficient
° )Nu! til	 N	 lt	 bPartic e	 usse	 num er
^ii
P Pressure





r* Nozzle throat radius
R Gas constant
Re. Particle Reynolds number
R'-- ° Nozzle wall radius of curvature at hroat













ai Partial derivative, cc) f. ax
P^i, Partial derivative, 8fif aYJ
Y Gamma














c Refers to chamber conditions
i Refers to ith species or equation
j Refers to jth reaction or variatble
o Refers to reference conditions
pi Refers to ith particle size group
Superscripts:
C Refers to corrected increment
P Refers to predicted incremen^F
Refers to throat conditions














This report contains a complete engineering description of the
second computer program being developed by TRW Systems for NASA
(MSC) under Contract NAS9-4358, Development of Six (6) Computer
Programs for Analytical Prediction of Delivered Specific Impulse.
The objective of this contract is to develop a family of six computer
programs to calculate inviscid, one-dimensional, and axisymmetric non-
equilibrium nozzle flow fields. Assuming that equilibrium conditions
exist in the combustion chamY )e r, these programs will calculate the non-
equilibrium nozzle expansion of propellant exhaust mixtures containing
the six elements; carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine, chlorine,
and one metal element, either aluminum., beryllium, boron or lithium.
These computer programs will account for the nonequilibrium effects of
finite rate chemical reactions between gaseous combustion products and
velocity and thermal lags between gaseous and condensed combustion
products.
The computer program described in this report calculates the
inviscid one-dimensional equilibrium, frozen and nonequilibrium nozzle
expansion of propellant exhaust mixtures containing the six elements:
'carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine, and chlorine and one
meia1 element, either .aluminum, beryllium, boron or lithium. The
computer program considers all significant gaseous species present in
the exhaust mixtures of propellants containing these elements and all
gas phase chemical reactions which can occur between the exhaust products.
The computer program is designed for engineering use and is specified
and programmed in a straightforward manner to facilitate its use as a
development tool. In order to reduce the computation time per case to
a minimum, the program utilizes a, second order implicit integration
method. This integration method has been demonstrated to reduce the
c omputa.tion .Mime per case several  orders of magnitude when directly
compared with the. computation times _required utilizing standard C';xplicit






Section 2 contains a derivation of the equations governing the inviscid,
one-dimensional flow of a two phase reacting gas mixture in the form in
which they are integrated in the computer program.
Section 3 contains a brief discussion of the use of both implicit and
explicit integration methods to integrate relaxation equations, and a com-
plete derivation of the second order implicit integration method used in
the computer program.'
r `;
Section 4 contains a.detailed engineering description of all the calcu-
lations 4 performed in the computer program.
At the completion and delivery of this computer program to NASA
(MSC),  an updated version of this document describing the engineering
analyses, a similar document describing the programming and program
logic, and a user's manual describing the use of the program will be




The conservation equations governing the inviscid one-dimensional
flow of a two phase reacting' gas mixture can be simply derived utilizing
the following assumptions
^.l
• There are no mass or energy losses from the system
• The gas is inviscid except for its interactions with the
condensed particles
• Each component of the gas is a perfect gas
• The internal degrees of freedom. (rotational and vibrational)
of each component of the gas h" re in equil "b rium
• The volume occupied by the condensed particles is negligible
• The thermal (Brownian) motion of the condensed particles
is negligible,
• The condensed particles do not interact
• The condensed particle size distribution may be approximated
by groups of r1ifferent size spheres
• The internal temperature of the condensed particles is
uniform
• Energy exchange between the gas and the condensed particles
occurs only by :convection
s The only forces on the condensed particles* are viscous
drag f6rces
rP
There is no mass transfer , from the gas to the , condensed
phase during the nozzle, expansion
These assumptions have been previously used in all studies of reacting
(1)
	
2)gas	 and gas - . particle	 nozzle flows.
The conservation equations are_ derived here in the form used in
the present analysis'.	 -
r
Far each ,component of the gas the continuity equation is




wwhere the axial coordinate (x) has been normalized with the throat radius.
Summing over all components of the mixture, the overall continuity equa-
tion  for the gas is obtained
(PVa)	 0	 (2-2)




For each particle size group the continuity equation is
dx (PpiVpia) = 0	 (2-4)
since there is no mass transfer from the gas to the condensed phase.
The change in gas and particle momentum at any station in the nozzle is
Vdx (P aV)
and
d N ( P
 V aV .)dx	 pi pi piinn
(2-7)
where for the ga.s phase
N





. dT + h.i pi	 10
while for each particle group
f
T
cPidT + hio	 T < Tpmipi o
and
T






serall energy equation for the mixture is
N	 dh	 dV
_P,
PpiVpi dx + vpi dx i 0i=o
^ , + j;^ +i
and the particle heat transfer equation is
dh	 3µg r* C
-V —1?- y` _	 P1	 (T	 T)	 (2 - 15)2m r	 rpi dx	 p	 pt. pi Pl
for each particle group.
Since the expansion through a nozzle can be specified either by the
expansion process or by the nozzle ;geometry, two forms of the above
equations are of interest.
If the expansion process is specified and the pressure is known as




dx 	 PV	 (2--16)
	
d pi _ 1 M2"-" - 7. dP 	 .. .dx	 Y'—°°2 - dx Di Ppi	 1 = 1, 2,	 , 5	 (2-17)
M
dV _	 1dP + 	 (2-i8)dx	 p V dx
1 d,Pdx	 Y P dx A p	 (2 -19
0dp_ _ _
	 1 da - E	 M 
2 
+ A p	 (2-24)dx	 a dx	 m2 _ 1
	
^-
dT _ _ i da
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E (Y i)M2
 +B T	 (2-25)dx	 a dx
	 M2
i
dP = - i da 2
_ E IM P	 (2-26)dx	 a dx	 M _ 1
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The first set of equations is completely specified at the sonic point
while the second set of equations is singular. Thus, ,f the expansion
through the nozzle is specified by the pressure distribution, the equations
governing the expansion can be directly integrated through the sonic point
without mathematical difficulty: The expansion from the chamber through
the sonic point is specified by the pressure distribution in the present
program in order to eliminate numerical difficulties at the sonic point.
In the expansion section downstream. of the so,f point, however, the area
variation is specified and the second se-t of equations is integrated through
the supersonic expansion section.
In specifying the nozzle pressure distribution from the chamber
through the sonic point, rather than the known area .
 distribution, a ques-
tion naturally arises regarding how accurately the calculation represents
the flow through a specified nozzle geometry. Experience has shown that
by iterating on the inlet pressure distribution, the difference in the expan-
Sion and predicted performance caused by utilizing the inlet pressure `dis-
tribution to specify the inlet expansion process rather than the inlet nozzle
geometry is negligible.
Assuming that equilibrium conditions exist in the combustion chamber,
the resent program has been writtenp	  g	 to calculate the none quilib rium noz
zle .expansion of propellant exhaust mixtures containing the six elements:
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine and chlorine and one metal
y	 (3)element, either aluminum, beryllium, boron or lithium. Gold has
established: that the species and cherwical reactions given in Tables 2-1
through 2-7 need to be considered in calculating the nonequilibrium nozzle
expansions of propellant. exhaust mixtures containing these elements.
Considering these species and chemica 
^ 
reactions, the netspecies produc-^





w  = 44. 011 p2 [Xi + X13 + X14 X 18 X21 •+ X 50 - X i i i + X165
X 166 + X203 X245
For H2O
w	 18.016p2 X +X +X +X - X +X	 +X	 - X2	 2	 15	 i6	 i7	 31	 ii0	 120	 i30
+ X134 + X138 X147 + X 165 + X203 + X 2.34 + X235
+ X253 X258 X259 - X260 + X266
For CO
w = 28. 0ilp2 [Xi- X +X 3 +X 4 2X18 X1
	
X20 X2i X223 
	
	
3	 1	 1	 9
+ X50 X51 X64 _ X76 Xi ii +X f14  +X165





 = -70. 914p X4 X2 3 X24 X68 X 72 - X?5 -X78 X136
For HC1
w 6
 = -36. 465p2 [X6 - X 15 + X 23 + 2X24 + X25 X26 X32 + X65
- X67 - X69 + X 77	 X 80 + X84 + X 92 + X112
+ X 121 - X 128 X134 +X 135 X137 +X 139 
+ X 168 X 189 + X 194 - X 195 - X198 +X 205 
+ X 217 X244 + x246 + X258 - X 265 + X276
_ X277 -X 278 - X279 - X281
For HF
	
w = -20.008p2 IX +X +X +X +2X - X30
	 +X7	 7	 26	 27	 28	 29	 30	 31	 57
- X84 + X85 - X89 - X 92 + X93 - X 97 + X113
+ X 122 + X169 + X 183 X205 +X 206  X209
X215 X217 + X218 - X7.22 +X 237  +X247.




w10 = -30. 008p2 X10 - X 20 + X21 - X35 2X36 + X37 + X 38 + X52
+ X66 + X86 X 1 i7 + X 161 + X 162 + X 163 + X170
+ X1 71 X2.00 X250	 k. _,I
For OH
wi it = 17. 008:p 2 X2 X 1 i + X 13 + X 15 + X 16 + 2X 17
 +X 19  +X25
+X 30  X31 +X 33  + 2X34 + X37 + X 39 + X 57 + X59
- X67 +X 77  + x 8 + X93 + X98 +X f08 +X 110 +X i i2
+X if6  - X123 +X 129  + X 132 - X 140 X141 + X168
+ X169 + x175 +X183 +`X 185 + X 194 - X 195 + X199
+ X21$ + X223 +X 225  + X 234 X 239 X240 + X248




w14 = 35. 457p 2 [2x4 + X 6 - X15 - X23 +X25 - X26 - X 32 +X42 +X43
+ X44 + X54 X62 + X70 X75 X78 x79 - X87
- X94 + X 100 + X104 X115 x 124 - X 128 - X129
- x136 X 142 + x 151 + X 152 + x153 - x173 X184
-.x 188 + x 19 - X 192 X193 X 196 X 19-7 x207
- X 2 1 9 +X 227  X244 +X 246  - X261 X271 - x280
+X 282  +X283 +X 284
For F
w19.000p 2 ax +X +X - x +x +x +x +X +x15	 5	 7	 26	 27	 28	 30	 31	 46	 47
+ x48 + x56 X58 + X60 + X8?	 X88 - X 91 + x94
-X	 -X
95 96





143 +x	 +X	 +X	 X145	 155	 156	 ^ 157 +x 158
X 174 +X207 X 208 + X2i0	 X213 - X214 ^+ X21`9 +
i
_ x
220 _X221 +X	 +X	 +X	 +X`224	 228
	 237	 247 +X252;









w^ 6 :-- 1. 008p2 IX 2 + X6 + X7 + 2X + X — X .^ X - X +X8 	11	 i..	 i6	 19	 23
+X 27  — x28 +X 32  +X33 X37 — X39 — X59 +X 65
— X69 — X80 — x 8 + X85 — X89 X97 X98 + X103
X 1 16 X 125 — X 130	 X131 +X t35 x137 X144
X 146 X 147 X 175 x185 X 189 — X 198 X199
+ X 206
 
X209 X215 X222 X223 +X 226 + x229
+X235 +X238 +x240 +X243 -X256 X262 X263
^	 — X273 X274 — x281 x282
For
w14. 0 08 p ?- [Xg2 + X_.='. X + X + X_ + X + X17
	
10	 20	 21	 35	 37	 38
+ X8 6 — X 19.7 + X148 + X 160 + X162
— x 19 - X200 X2i0 X250
+ X66
+ X171 - X176
For O
-W18 _ 16. 000p 2 X 1 +X 3  +Xi0 +X ii  + 2X f2 — X14 - X 17 X22 — X25
- XXx-30	 33 X	 +X35	 38	 39 +X^40
v+ X45 +X 49
+X+ X53 + X58 x63	 X70	 X82 x99 +X106 r
+X 115 r X 118]) X 126	 _X132 -X145 + X1.149 + X150
+X154 +X 159 +X 161 +X173 +X174 +X 176 X 177	 ,-
+X 184	 X186 + Xi9,^ —X201 + X221 —X224 +X230





wig = 26. 97p 2
 X40 +X41 +X42 +X46 -X50 
-X51 - X52 - X53 - X54
X55 + X 59 + X61 + X 68 + X69 + X71 + X83 + X88
+ X89
For A1O
w20 = -42. 97p2 [X'4"O -X41 -X44 -X48 -X50 -X51 -X52 -X53
- X 55 +X +X +X59 + x60 + X61 - X 62 2X63




 X -X -X -X +X +X -X21	 41	 54	 56	 60	 62	 63	 72
For A1C1
w22 = -62. 427p2 X42 X43 X45 - X55 X62 + X64 + X65 + X66
1
+ X67 + X68 + X6 9 + X70 + 2X 71 + X? 2 + X73 + Xfi4
- X 75 -- X76 - X81
-'
	
- X84 - X87
w23	 -97. 884p2 [X4' 3 X65 X 71 X73 + X?5 - X77 X7 9
For AiF2
26 = -64. 97p2 X47 - X83 - X8 rl X90 +X91 X93 - X9b
For AlOF
w27 -61. 97p2 X48 + X49 + X56 - X61 + X74 - X86 + X90 + X92
+ X93 + x94 ± X95 + X96 + X9? ± X98 + X99
For B
w2$	 10. 820p2 X 148 + X1149 + Xi5i + X 155 X160 X 161 X162
+X 164 + X 166 + X 172 + X 175 + X 177 + X 178 + X180
+X187 + X 188 + X 189 + X2Q.2 'k- X20$ + X209 + X21,
For BN
_ca29
 - -24. 828pz x 148 s X 16.0 X 161 X163 - X 170 - X176




w32 = -46. 277p2 X 151 X 1.52 - X 154 - X i68 - X173 + X 178 - X179
+ 2X187 +X 188 + x 18 + x 19 + X 191	 X192
- X199 X200 - X201 - X 205 X207
For BC12
w33 = -81. 734p2 X152 Xi53 X 187 + X192 _ X 193 - X 194 - X197
For BC13
w34 = -117. 191pz [X 153 +X193]
For BOC1
W35 = -62. 277p2 [X154 - X178 + X17
	 X184 X	 + X 4 + X9	 191	 19	 195




	 X	 X" -X
	 X169 	 +X	 -X36	 155	 156	 159
	
	 174	 180	 182
- X +2X +X_ +X +X +X191	 202	 203	 204	 205
	 206
For BOF
``'39 = -45. 820p2 [X158 + X159 - X 180 - X181 + x182 - X183 + x191
- x203 X204 +x212 + 2X216 +X217 +X218
+ X219 + x220 + x221 + x 22 2 + x223 + x 224
For Be
``'40 = 9. 013p2 X f02 + X104 + X f05 + X 1-06 +x107 X1fl'^ + Xii i
+ X 1 14 + X f6 + X ii7 + X 118 + x125 + X f2? + xf30
o
+ X133 +X 136  + X 137 + X1.43 + X144
For Be4
w	 25. 913p 2 [X'--403 - X 106 + X107 Xi f0 X if X 112 x1134f
- X 114 xff5 x if6 x117 X 118 x 11 +X f23
+X 124  + 2X !26 + x128 + x 131 + x132 + X140 + X145
For Be2O
w = -42	 34. 026p2 [X107  Xi1 9 + X 120 + X 1 2 i_ + X122 + X 123 + X 124
Q ^
For BeC12
w45 = -79. 927p 2	 _	 _X 100 X133 X135
For BeF
w46 = 28. 013p2 X 101 X 105 + 2X109 X 11 + X 122 X138 X 13
	
9	 9
X 140 X 141 - X 142 - X143 X 144 X145 +X 14 6]
For BeF2
w = 47. 013p 2 X	 + X	 + X
	
47	 101	 109	 146
For BeO2H2
w4 8 = 43.0 29p 2 X 108 X127 + X147
For Li
w	 6. 940p2 [X 225 +X+X+X+X+XX49 	227	 228	 229.	 230
	 23i
	 234
- X	 - X	 X	 -- X	 - x- X	 X235	 236	 237	 238	 239	 240
	 241
X 242 X243 + X 244 + X 245 + x250 + X272 + X273
+ X 280 +X281
For LiH E^
2
w50 - -7. 948p X 229 X 233 X236 X 237 X238 - X 241 + X243 a
-X247 - X248 '- X254 -X255 -X258 - X261
	 X266
-Xy 267 -X273 X 275 -X277 -X 281
t
i1For Li0 a
w	 _ 22.940p 251 X	 -226 X	 +X230_ 231 +X +X236 +X	 +X,240	 241	 242
- X 245 X 246 =X 247 -X248. -,X	 -X249	 250	 X251
= X 252 + X256 +2X 	+X257	 260 + X 	+ X + X ^263 -	 2 `64	 270
+ X2 75 + X279 + X 283 X2$4
2
-16 'f
4-25. 940p 2 [X ?. 2 8 - 2X232 + X 252 - x 254 + x 266 + x 267 + x 268
+X 269 +X 270 +X 271 +X 272 +X 273 +X 274
+ X275 X277
For Li,.O
5 2	 29. 880p2
 LX231 - X243 - X251 X252 + X253 + X254 + X'255
+ X256 + X257 x2.65 - X2841
For MOH
w	 23. 948P 2 [X225 ^15 3	
+ 
X	 X + X + X - X	 X226	 235	 242	 243	 246 - 247
+ X251 - 2X253 - X254 - X255 +X 258 +X 259 +X 260
+X 261 + X262 + X263 + X 263 + X264 + x265
X266 X269
For LiF
Table 2-1. Gaseous Chemical Species Considered in the Program
Species Chemical Species Chemical Species Chemical
Number Species Number Species Number Species
i CO2 20 A1O 39 BOF
2 H2O 21 Al20 40 Bei
3 CO 22 AlCl 4, BeO
4 C12 23 A1C12 42 Be20
5 F2 24 AlOCl 43 BeOH
6 HC1 25 AlF 44 BeCl
7 HF 26 A1F2 45 BeC12
8 H2 27 AlOF 46 BeF
9 N2 28 B 47 BeF2
10 NO 29 BN 48 BeO2H2
i i OH 30 BO 49 Li
12 0 2 31 BO2 50 LiH
13 C 32 BC1 51 LO
14 Cl 33 BC1.' 52 Li2O
15 F 34 BC13 53 LOH
16 H 35 BOCI 54 LiF
17 N 36 BF 55 L.Cl
18 O 37 BF 56 Li2F2
19 Al 38 -BF3 57	 it Li2C12
Table 2-3.	 Chemical Reactions Considei $ ed in the Program
Involving C, H, O, Cl, F and N Species Only
} Reaction Chemical Reaction Chemical
Number Reaction Number Reaction
1 CO2 + M ,; CO + O + M 21 CO + NO	 CO2 + N
2 1120+M. 0 H + H + M 22 C0+0.:02+C
3 CO+MSC+O+M 23 HCl+CI4C12+H
4 C12 + M .-O- 2C1 + M 24 MCI.-loo-0 Ci 2 + H2
5 F2+M.2F+M 25 HCl+Oq;_0H+C1
6 HC1+M-'-*- H+Cl+M 26 HF+Cl-	 HC1+F
7 HF+M4H+F+M 27 HF+F.F F2+H
t H2+M, 2H+M 28	 _ HF +H^H2+F
9 N +M. 2N+M2 29 2HF-044"-'F	 +H2	 2
10 NO +M, N+O+M 30 HF+O.	 O`H+F
11 OH +M.°O + H + M 31 HF +OHH2O +F
12 02 + M"20 + M 32 H2 + Cla*--HCI + H
13 CO + H"CO + OH 33 H2 + 0.	 0H + H !
k 14 CO. + O.0 - CO + O2	 2 34 H + O ..- 20H2	 2
15 H2O + C1.0-	 + OH 35 N2 + O ENO + N
16 H2O + Hap-, 	 H2 + OH 36 N2 +0 4 2N0
17 H2O + O s 20H 37 1V0 + H4 QH + N
18 2C0	 CO2 + C - 38 NO + O.: O7 + N
19 CO + H	 OH + C 39 02 + H;_ OH + O ^.x




Table 2-4. Chemical Reactions Considered in the Program





40 Al0 + M:MftAI + O + M 70 A1C1 + OMAIO + Cl
41 Al20 + M-^A1 + A10 + M 71 2A1C1--1*""-'A1 + A1C12
42 A1C1+M-.wr'0-DAl + Cl + M 72 A1C1 + AlOCI.4 Al 2O +C12
43 A1C12 +Mr AlCl+ C1+M 73 A1CI+AIOC1 --ab A10 +A1C12
44 A10C1+MfA10+C1+M 74 AlCI+A10E--wA1F+A10C1
45 AIOCI+M-:-A1C1+O+M 75 AIC12+C1^AlCl+C12
46 AIF+M.: Al+F+M 76 AIOCI+CO,^ AlC1+CO2
47 A1F2 + M.^ A1F + F + M 77 AIOC1 +HCI „A1C12 +OH
48 AlOF + M-^ A10 + F ± M 78 AlOCl+C1aA10 + C12
49 AlOF +M--w-AIF+O+M 79 AlOCI+C.mA1C12+O
50 Al + CO 2 ,;_ A10 + CO 80 A10C1 + H ^A10 + HC 
51 Al +CO - AlO+C 81 A10C1+H^A1CI+OH
52 Al + NO pAIO + N 82 AlOC + 0 ,	 A1C1 +-02
53 Al + 0 2	AlO + O 83 2A1F^A1 + A1F2
54 Al + AlOC1-we— + Cl 84 A1F + HC1,^ A1C1 + HF
55 Al + AlOCl fAIO + .A.1Cl 85 A1F + HF,--w-AIF	 + H
56 Al + AlOF FAl20 + F 86 A1F +
2
NO.	 AIOF + N
57 Al0 + HF .04- + OH 87 A1F + Cl ,m-AlC l +F
58 A10 + F ,	 AiF + 0 88 A1F + F--s-Al + F2
59 AIO+H -wAI+OH 89 A1F+H,rAl +HF t,
60 A10 + A1F - Al 20 + F 9 0 Al F + AlO F .^ Al0 + A1F 2 1
61 A10 + AlF -4-Al + AIOF
..- 91 A1F2 + F+.., A1F + F2 3fl
62 Al20 + C1	 A10 + A1G1 92 AIOF + HCI s AIOCl + HF
63 Ail O + 0-,w 2A10 :L-AlF	 + OH i^
64 A1C1 + CO--@-AIOCl + C 94 AIOF + Cl.	 AlOC1 + F s'
ti
65 A1C1 + HC1.	 A1C1 2 +H 95 AlOF + F^AIO + F2
66 A1C1 + NO 4AlOC1 + N 96 AlOF + O ^A1F 2 + O
1
t
67 A1C1 + OH.	 Al0 + HC1 9 7 AlOF -4 '+ H .,,._ Al0 + HF
68 AIC 1 + C l ,: Al + Cl 2 98 AlOF + H-4 -A1F + OH^. }. F




ETable 2-5. Chemical Reactions Considered in the Program
Involving Beryllium Species
Reaction Chemical	 Reaction Chemical
Number Reaction	 Number Reaction
100 CeC12 + M'BeC1+Cl+M 124 Be 20 + C1'"'BeO + BeCl
101 BeF2 + Mr BeF + F + M 125 Be20 + H,.;'Be + BeOH
102 BeOH + M.-.N'N"-',Be + OH + M 126 Be20 + 0. '' 2BeO
103 BeOH + M' BeO + H + M 127 2BeOH,	 Be + BeO 2H2
104 BeCl + M '.06-Be  + Cl + M 128 BeOH + Cl	 BeO + HC1
105 BeF + M.,'- Be + F + M 129 BeOH + C1 ',,-BeCl + OH
06 BeO + M.+ Be + O + M 130 BeOH + H._'Be + H2O
107 BeZ0 + M., Be + BeO + M 131 BeOH + H-OBeO + H2
108 BeO2H +M, BeOH+OH +M 132 BeOH + 0 =BeO + OH
109 Be + BeF2	2BeF 133 2BeCl .	 BeGl + Be
i 10 BeO + H2O + BeOH + OH 134 BeCl + H2O -'0- BeOH + HC1
111 BeO + CO „ _`Be + CO2 135 BeCl + HC1 aBeCl2 + H
112 BeO + HC1., ' BeCl + OH 136 BeCl + C1.,S- Be + C12
113 BeO + HF e BeOH + F 137 BeCl + H.'._ Be + HC1
114 BeO + C s Be + CO 138 BeF + H2O.' BeOH + HF
x
115 BeO + C- BeCl + 0 139 BeF + HCl' BeC1 + ,HF
1f6 B e 0 + H.' Be +,OH 140 BeF + OH,	 BeO + HF
117 BeO + N' Be + NO 141 BeF + OH,	 BeOH + ,:F }
t8 BeO + O, -'Be + O 142 BeF + C1-" BeCl + F,
119 BeO + BeFf Be20 + F 143 BeF + F'Be + F2
120 Be20` -F H2O f 2BeOH 144 BeF + H.,;' Be + HF
121 Be20 + HC1.	 BeC1 + BeOH 145 BeF + O.-.BeO + I',
122 Be20 + HFf BeF + BeOH 146 Be F2 + H,f'BeF -t^ HF
123 Be20 + OHd	 BeO ,+ Be'OH 147 Be02H2 + H	 Be;0H + H2O
;.	 2-21=
l is
Table 2-6. Chemical Reactions Considered in the Program
Involving Boron Species
Reaction Chemical Reaction Chemical
Number Reaction Number Reaction
148 BN + M-0-00-l' B + N + M 1 72 B 0 + C	 B + C 0
149 BO + M.-.4s-o'B + 0 + M 173 B 0 + C I	 B C 1 + 0
150 B02 + M.-da-l-O'BO + 0 + M 174 B 0 + F	 B F + 0
151 B C 1 + M	 B + C 1 + M 175 BO + H-""B + OH
1-52 BC12 + M	 BC1  + Cl + M 176 BO + N--ww-1-0 BN + 0
it
BC1 +M"BC1 +XI+M3	 2 177 BO, + 0 --'"*B + 02
154 BOC1 + M--w-8-'K'BC1 + 0 + M 178 BO + BC1- a"'B + BOCI
155 BF + M-Ob B + F + M 179 BO + BOCI	 B0 2 + BC1 `^ '.
156 BF + M"BF + F + M2 180 BO + BF-"B + BOF
157 BF 3 + M-40O BF2 + F + M 181 BO, + BF 3--004"'-	 2BF + BOF- 
158 BOF + M.-1660-'BO + F + M 182 BO + BOF "BF + BO2 if1,
159 BOF + M -004'-"'BF + 0 + M 183 B02
	
q+ HF ---*1'-"BOF + OH
160 B + N2 ='BN + N 184 B02 + C1.	 B 0 C I + 0
161 B + NO -M -4"-w B N + 0 185 BO,	 + H -1'050"0 + OH2
1 62 B + NO "BO + N 186 BO2 + 0" BO + 0do--	 2
163 BN + NO S..,. B 0 + N2 187 2BC1.wo"-'B + BC12
164 2B0 	 B + BO 188 B C1  + C1	 B + C 122
1 65 B0 + C 0 2 	 B 0 + CO2 189 B C1  +	 B + H C 1
166 BO + CO:- B + CO 2 190 BC1 +N, -M4*'-0BN, + Cl
167 BO + CO--'OO*BO2 + C. 191 BC1 + BOF"BOC1-. + BF
168 BO + HC1--040-'BC,1 +.OH 192 BC12 + Cl -G oo"BC1 + Cl
169 BO +.HF.-.,-@I-"-"BF + OH 193 BC1	 + Cl." BC1 + Cl3	 2	 2
170 BO + NO -19"'"'BN + 0 2 BOCI + HCl,BCl2 	 H+ O..*-
17f BO 	 NO	 B0:2 + N2 1 9,5 --*"BOCI + ,OHBO + HC12
t J
k
Table 2-6. Chemical Reactions Considered in the Program
Involving Boron Species (Continued)
Reaction Chemical Reaction Chemical
`	 Number Reaction Number Reaction j
196 BOC1 + Cl -r BO + Cl 211 BF + BF2s B + BF3
197 BOCI + Cl.-O'sw-' BC12 + O 212 BF + BOFs BO + BF2 j
198 BOCI + H . BO + HC1 213 BF  + FsBF + F2
199 BOCI + HtsBCI + OH 214 BF  + F 	 + F2
200 BOC1 + N.: BC1 + NO 215 BF3 + H sBF'2 + HF i
201 BOC1 + 0.	 BG1 + 02 216 2BOF.	 B0 2 +BF2
r
202 2BFs B + B F 2 217 BOF + HCl.-NO-5-m' BOCI + HF
203 BF + CO2 s BOF + CO 218 BOF + HF . BF2 + OH
204 BF + CO . BOF + C 219 BOF + Cl	 BOCI + F
205- BF + HCI.: BC1 + HF 220 BOF + F.*_ BO + F2
l
206 BF + HF -da"07' BF 2 + H 221 BOF + F.	 BF 2 + O
207 BF + Cls B C 1 + F 222. BOF + H.	 BO + HF
208 BF + F f B + F? 223 BOF + H." BF + OH
























225 LiOH + M	 Li + OH + M 255 Li20 +H2	LiH + LiOH ='
226 LiOH + M
	 LiO + H + M 256 Li20 + H^ .LiH + LiO
227 L i C I + M .;_ Li + C1 + M 257 Li20 + 0
-04-'0 2L iO
228 LiF + M^ Li + F + M 258 LiOH +
 HC1LiC1 + H2O
229 LiH ,+ M	 Li + H + M 259 LiOH + H2 .:' LiH + H2O
230 LiO +M^Li+O +MM 260 LiOH + OH,. '' Li0 + H2O
231 Li O + M" Li + LiO + M 261 LiOH +.Cl,
 -*"'LiCl + OH 1
232 Li2F2 + M	 2 L i F + M 262 LiOH + HfL H + OH
233 Lit Cl +
 M.:' 2LiCl + M 263 LiOH + H "
	LiO + H2 r
234 Li +H2 0  ," Li H + OH 264 LiOH + 0.s LiO + OH' E
235 Li +- H2O f LiOH + H 265 LiOH + LiCl^ Lit 	 +'HC1 ;a
236 Li + CO.,
	 L0 + C 266 LiF + H2O-	 LiOH + HF
237 Li + HF +LiH + F 267 LiF + HF4 LiH + F2
a
238 Li + H2 .	 Li H + H 268 LiF + H2
	 LiH + HF (	 a
239 Li + OH .:"LiH + 0 269 LiF + OH O-*'w
 LiOH + F
240 Li + OH.- LiO + H 270 LiF + OH-94-LiO + HF
is
241 Li + 0 .	 LiO + O2 271 LiF + Cl a- LiCl + F
242 Li + LiOH--041-"'LiH + LiO 272 LiF + F-*- Li + F2
^E
1
243 Li + LiOH	 Li20 + H 273 LiF + Ham-- Li + HF I#
244 LiH + Cl.-MO -0 Li + HC1 274 LiF + H--a- LiH + F
245 LiO + CO.: Li + CO 275 LiF + O^ LiO + F
1!
2
246 LiO + HC1^ LiOH + Cl 276 LiCl + HC1
	 LiH + C12 IN
247 Li0 + HF:-Wo-'w LiOH + F 277 LiC l + HF - LiF + HC1
248 L0 + H2 ::^° LiH + OH 278 LiCl + H2 ^ LiH + HC1
249 LiO + OHS LiH + 0 2 279 LiCl + OH --w LiO + HC1
1
250 LiO + N . Li + NO 280 1LiCl + Cl.--a-Li + C12 ^.s,
251 LiO + LOH.^` Li20 + OH 281 LiCl + -"'^H 	 Li + H'C1
252 LiO + LiF
	
Li20 + F 282 LiCl + H.°LH + Cl
25 .3 Li O + H 0^-- 2LiOH2	 2 283 L^iC, 1 + O-
	 LiO + Cl #













The dissociation-recombination reactions have a distinct reaction
rate associated with each third body. Benson and Fueno(4)
 have shown.
that the temperature dependence of recombination rates is approximately 	 n
T 1 independent -of the third body. Thus the rates associated with each
third body can be considered by calculating the third body term (Mi) as
where m. is the ratio of the recombination rate associated with the ith
J) 1
species (third body) and the recorl^bination rate (k^) associated with the
reference species (third body*) in the calculation.
The above equations are all of the form
dyi
dx = fi(x, y, ... ) yn)	 i = 1, 2, .... , n (2-29)
The numerical method used in the program to integrate these equations
is described in detail in Section 3. All calculations performed in the













3. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHOD
It has been shown by Tyson (5) that in the numerical integration of
relaxation equations in near equilibrium flow regions (such as the cham-
ber and nozzle inlet in rocket engines), explicit integration methods are
unstable unlesa the integration step size is of the order of the character-	 a
istic relaxation distance of the relaxation equations. Since the charac-
teristic relaxation distance if, ,  orders of magnitude smaller than the
characteristic physical dimensions of the system of interest (such as
the nozzle throat diameter and length) in near equilibrium flow regions,
the use of explicit methods to integrate relaxation equations in these
regions results in excessively long computation times. Implicit integra-
tion methods were shown to be inherently stable in integrating relaxation
equations in all flow situations (whether near equilibrium or frozen) and
can thus be used to integrate with step _sizes of the order of the physical
dimensions of the system of interest throughout the integration reducing
the computation time per case several  orders of magnitude. Since it has
been demonstrated that there are significaurt advantages in using implicit
rather than explicit integration methods for integrating relaxation equations,.
a second order implicit integration method has been chosen for us_OL^ in
TRW/NASA One-Dimensional Nonequilibrium Performance Programs
3. 1 STABILITY CONSIDERA'T'IONS
The numerical considerations leading to the above conclusions can
be illustrated by considering the simple relaxation equation
- _ y Ye
-	 (3-1)dx	 T
I
which represents the relaxation toward equilibrium of chemical reactions,
gas particle lags, etc. In this equation, ye is the equilibrium condition
and T is the characteristic ' relaxation distance of the equation.; In the
equilibrium limit, T is very small compared to the physical dimensions
of the system of interest while in the frozen limit, T, is very. large com-
pared to the 'physical dimensions of the 'system of interest. The mathema-
tical behavior of solutions to the above equation can be found by consider-
ing the simple case where T is constant and
3-i
Ye =y eo +a( -x 0 ),,	 (3-2)
which is equivalent to terminating the Taylor series for y
e 
after the first
term. The exact solution of Equation (3-1) for this case can be shown to be
y(xo + h) = y(xo ) + E
y
e o - y(xo) - aTJ
 
11 - e h /I + ah
	 (3 - 3)
where y(xo) is the initial value of y and h is the integration step.
It is seen that the solution consists of two parts, a term which varies
slowly with x and a term which exponentially decays with a relaxation
length Of T, the characteristic relaxation length of Equation (3-1). Thus
after a few relaxation lengths
Y(X) 'L yeO + ah	 h » T
	 (3-4)
which is independent of Y(x 0) the initial condition. Since explicit integra
tion methods construct the solution of Equation (3-1) as a Taylor series
about the initial condition y(xo), the above example indicates that explicit
integration methods should be limited to step sizes of the order of a few
relaxation lengths.
That this is indeed the case can be shown by explicitly integrating
Equation ( 3 -1) using Eule is method. The explicit finite difference form_
of Equation (3-f) is then
Y(Xo + h)	 y(xo)
{
Y(x o ) - yeo-,
-	 (3-5)^Th
f
which yields the truncated Taylor series
Y(x	 + h) = y(x) 1 - h	 + y	 h '	 ( 3- 6) I.(T)O D	 e o T
when' solved for y(x 	 + h). After n integration steps, it is found thato
(X	 + nh) _	 (x ) 1 - hY O	 y O n + ^n +' G- 1) a.h	 1 - ^ -n-i h
	
(3-7)ye0	 '.i.'T 1`: T
3-2
Examination of this equation shows that the dependence on the initial con-
dition y(xo) will decay only if 1 - h/T < 1, otherwise y(xo + nh) will
oscillate with rapidly increasing amplitude. Hence the calculation will
be stable only if h/T < 2. Similar results are obtained for other explicit
integration methods. (The stable step size for Runge -Kutta integrations
is h/ T < 54 6.) Thus the stable step size for explicit integration of relaxa-
tion equations is of the order of the relaxation distance which explains the
large computation times associated with explicit integration of relaxation
equations in near equilibrium flow regions. As shown below, the, use of
implicit integration methods allows the integration of relaxation equations




Implicitly integrating Equation ( 3 - f) using Eule r' s method, the finite
difference form of Equation (3-1) is
y(xo + h) - Y(xo )	 Y(xo + h) _ Yeo - ahh	 - -	 T	 ( 3 -8)
which yields
Y(xo) + (ye© + ah) h
Y(xo + h) =
	 h	 ( 3 -9)
F	 1 + ?,
n
when solved  for y(x o + h) . Afte r n integration steps it is found that
Y(x)	 n.o y	 + iaheo	 hy(x	 + nh) =o	 h +n h n+ - i 	 -r -10)(31+_ 1 1+_
T ,T.
Examination of this equation shows that the dependence on the ,initial con-
dition y(xo) always decays, rega rdless of the step .size. Hence the im-
plicit calculation will always be stable. As an extreme example, consider
one integration step, h = x '_ xo.	 From Equation (3-9), it is seen that




Awhen the step size is large compared to the relaxation lengdith and
Y(x) = y(x) 1 - h + y h + • ..	 h <<T	 (3-12)O	 T	 eo T
	 O
when the step size is small compared to the relaxation length_
iIt is seen that in the equilibrium limit (T small, h/T large) the exact
3
solution and the implicit integration of the relaxation equation go to the
same limit which is independent of the relaxation distance and depends'
only on the rate of change of the equilibrium condition. In the frozen case
(T large and h/T small) the implicit and explicit methods are essentially
the same (terminated Taylor series), Thus, implicit numerical integration
methods
 can be used to integrate relaxation equations using step sizes of
the order of the physical dimensions of the system interest in all flow
situations whether near equilibrium or near frozen. For a complete dis-
cuss-ion of the numeric-al integration of relaxation equations, the reader
is referred to R.efieren%e 5.
In choosing a numerical integration method, the primary items of
concern are the stability, accuracy and simplicity of the method. As
shown by Tyson(5)
 and discussed above, implicit methods are to be pre-
ferred for numerically integrating relaxation equations due to their inher-
ent stability. Having chosen the basic integration method for stability
reasons, the order of the integration method is determined by accuracy
and simplicity considerations. In general, the higher the order of the
integration method, the more complex the method becomes requiring
more information in the form ofpast values or past derivatives of the
function b^zing integrated. Second order methods (accurate to h2 with
1
error of order h3 ) have the advantage of simplicity and flexibility since
a.t
they require only one past value of the function While retaining sufficient
accuracy to allow the use of reasonably economical step sizes. Since it
is also desired to use this numerical integration method in characteristic'
	 j
mesh 'calculations which are inherently limited to second order accuracy,
a second order implicit numerical integration method was chosen for use
in the TRW/NASA One-Dimensional Nonequilibrium Performance Programs.
A complete derivation of the numerical integration method used in these







3. 2 DERIVATION OF NUMERICAL INTEGRATION METHOD
Consider the coupled set of first order simultaneous differential
equations.
dyi
y,	 fi(x,y 1 , ... ,yN)
	
i = i s Z s ... ,N (3 - 13)
It will be assumed that the equations are not singular and that a solution
exists which may be developed as a Taylor series about the forward point
















where ki, n+1 is the increment in yi and h is sufficiently small. For
equal integration steps
-















Solving these equations for the derivative at the forward point, it is
found that











	 1 6)dx +h	 2h 3 3xn
x +hn
a
Expanding the function _f. (x, y, ' ' ' s yN) as a Taylor's series about the back
point (xn), it is , found that















a. =1	 ax (3 -18b)
af.
_
1 ' j	 ayj (3-18c):^s
and the subscript n refers to the functions f1., a. and (3.	 evaluated at
the point x	 Sincen j
" d3 d3 d4Y
_y _- —Y hA-... (3- 19 a)3
dx
3












Equation (3- 17) can be rewritten as
dy1 N	 d 3 2
I^
dx = f.	 +1, n
a.	 h -f-	 (3.	 k.	 +	 +	 31i'n	 ^' j,n	 J' n 	 1 2 - (3-20) `.x +hn j = 1	 dx x +hn
Equating the two expressions for the derivative at the forward.point













2h	 1, n,	 1, n .
















Neglecting the third order derivative term and solving the set of N linear
nonhomogeneous algebraic equations
N
i - 2	 h k.
	
b. .)(3.	 k.	 = 1 k i + 2(f.	 +a. h)h3 i, i, n	 1, n+ i
	 ,	 1, j, n ^, n+ 1 	3	 , n	 I, n	 1, nJ=1
(3-23)
where b.1, j is the'Kronecker delta thus yields a second order implicit
solution of the above set of coupled first order simultaneous differential
equations.
For unequal step sizes, it can be similarly shown that solving the
set of N linear nonhomogeneous algebraic equations
h	 +h	 h2	 N.1 - n+1	 n R	 h	 k.	 -	 n+i 
n n 
E (i - s . .)^3.
	
k.2h
+i + n i., i, n n+1 i, n+1 (2h	 +h )h	 i., J is ^, n ^, n+1J= 1
2
h n+1 k +	 +	 hn	 3(f,	 a. h
	 )	 (h	 + h)	 ( 24){2hn+ 1 +hn)hn i, n	 1, n 1, n n+1 hn+1 n+i	 n
yields a second order implicit solution of the above set of coupled first
order simultaneous differential equations,.
E
t Similarly, if the integration begins at an equilibrium point
V)
In Equation (3-21), the third derivative term was neglected which
resulted in an integration error of
3	 3
ki - kc) h- + ...	 (3-26)
x +h
n
where kl c) is the correct (true) value of the increment k i . Thus the ratio
of the neglected third derivative term to the first derivation terms in.
Equation (3-21) can be used to determine the allowable integration step
size. Since
3	 kd Y 	 -_ i, n+1 - 
2ki, n + k , 
n-1	 3 d -y 	 .. .
ax x +h
	 h	 dx x +hn	 n
the absolute: value of the .
 ratio of the neglected term to- the remaining
terms in Equation (3-21) is
k1	 i, n+i - 2ki^ n + ki, n -1
3	 3ki, n+1 ki, n
Since this ratio varies as the step size squared, doubting or halving the
step size will change this ratio by a factor of four. Thus in order to
maintain this ratio within prescribed limits , without doubting or halving
each step, the prescribed limits must differ by at least a factor of four.





















ki, n+1	 , n
h	 _
^




n+2 n+1 10	 3ki,	 ki,n+1	 n x	 I6	 '	 :
}	 I
where S is the maximum allowable ratio of the neglected term to the






The program internally calculates in engineering units (1bm, ft,
sec, 0R) where the poundal has been chosen as the unit of force in order
to eliminate conversion  constants in the calculations.
The engineering nomenclature used in deriving the conservation
equations (described in Section 2) and the integration method (described
in Section 3) has been retained in specifying the program subroutines so
that all calculations performed in the program can be readily related to
the equations being solved. The program has been .organized into seven
subroutines to separate logically independent calculations in order to
facilitate programming and program checkout. The logical and ealcula-
tioanal functions are summarized below:
o The Input Subroutine (described in Section 4. 1) processes
the input data, converts the data to the proper units, stores
the converted data and calculates those quantities required
during the nozzle integrations.
• The Derivative Evaluation Subroutine (described in Sec-
tion 4. 2) calculates the derivatives: and partial derivatives
of the chemical relaxation equations and the fluid dynamic
equations which are used in the Integration Subroutine.
• The Integration Subroutine (described in Section 4. 3)
integrates the chemical relaxation equations and the fluid
dynamic equations using the second order implicit integra-
tion method derived: in Section 3.
• The Species.Thermal Function Subroutine (described in
Section 4. 4) calculates the required species thermal
k	 functions from the input thermodynamic data.
• The Equilibrium Function Subroutine (described in Section 4. 5)
calculates the required equilibrium function for the
dissociation-recombination reactions.
i • The Gas Thermal Function Subroutine (described in Sec-
tion 4. 6) calculates the required gas mixture thermal
properties.
• The Output Subroutine (described in Section 4. 7) processes
the output data, converts  the data to the proper units and
calculates the required output quantities.
A detailed description of the calculations performed in these sub-









4. 1 INPUT SUBROUTINE
u
This subroutine processes the input data, converts the data to the
proper units, stores the converted data and calculates those quantities
required during the nozzle integration. There, calculations are per-
formed in the following order:
o The species gas constants are calculated
• The species thermal functions are input, converted from
chemists' units to the units in which the program computes,
and stored.
r,
• The temperature derivative's of the species thermal functions}^,`,,
are calculated and stored
• The heat of reaction for each of the recombination reactions
is calculated
s The reaction rates are input, converted from chemists' units
to the units in which the program computes, and 'stored
• The case data are input and those quantities required during
the nozzle integraton are calculated
The calculations performed by this subroutine are described in the
following s-e c ti on s .
4. 1. 1 'Species Gas Constant Calculations
The species gas constants are calculated fromthe following relationships:
R 1 	- 1129. 74 R15 = 2616. 89 R29 = 2002. 62, R43 = 1910. 80
R	 =2 2759.82 R	 =16 49326:4 R	 =30 1853. 88 R = 1118. 08




45 =	 622 . 08 ^
R4 = 701. 15 R18 = 3107. 56. R32 = 1074. 42 R46 = 1774. 93
R5 1308. 45 R.19 = 1842.88 R33 608. 33 R47 _ 1057. -60 F^R.	 = 1363.53 R	 = 1156.84
-
R	 =34 424. 27 R48 = 1155.52
R.7 	= 2485. 06 R21 = 710. 71' R35 = 798. 38 -. R49 = 7164-. 41 j
R8	= ,,24.663. 2 R22 = 796. 34 R-	 = 1667.37 ^ R50 = 6255. 79  ''
R	 _9 1774. 74 R23 = 507. 91 R.37 = 1018. 46 R5 = 2167. 44
R	 =
10
1656. 92 R	 =
24-
633. 90 R	 _ 733. 13 R52 = 1664.02
R11 2923. 39 R	 •25 = 1081. 36 R	 _39 1085. 14 R53:;= 2076.21
R	 =12 1553. 78 'R	 =26 7.65.17 R	 =40 5516. 59 R	 =54^1916. 77
R	 =13 4139. 62 R	 =27 802.; 21 R	 =41 1987, 81 „ R	 =55^ 1172, 75





4. 1. 2 _Species Thermal Functions Input and Conversion
The species thermal functions tabulated at 100°K temperature incre-
ments between 100°K and 5000°K in the JANAF thermochemical tables are
input and converted to a set of tables in the required units which include
the enthalpy of formation. Using the JANAF nomenclature, the converted
r;
tables are calculated. from
F,o - Ho	 1000 (H° - H298)1
Fi _ 1. 98726 -	 T 
298 .}
	 T	 o	 i = 1, 2, ... , 57i




C pi	 i. 98726 Cp	 i = 1, 2, • • ' , 57i
and stored as functions of temperature at 18O OR temperature increments
between 180°R, and 9000°R.
4. 1. 3 Species Thermal Function T emne rater e Derivative Calculation
At each temperature between 180 °R and 9000°R, the species thermal
function temperature derivatives are calculated from
dC pl	 _ 1	
_ 3 
	 :




64800 [Cpi 1 540 2Cpi +Cl 3 60	 pi 180 ^.
180
dC




C = 2G + 'C =%J,	 360	 T < 8820 41T._^d,r2 r p1 T +180	 pi T	 pi T - 1$0
47 3';
_	 ..	 _	 r .^	 .__ __ ^`'.	 __	 a	 ♦ eF,	 ._	 .. 	 r —	 _ ^-- _,a....____._.._,.._^@	 _^_^_^ .__	 sue._	 ^ ^^ ^ ^_^
F
4
dhildT T - cP1IT




dT 2 9000 64800 [Cpi,9000
- 4C . I	 +C
pi 188 20	 p' 8 640
- 2C





dF. F. - h.





and stored with the species thermal functions.
4. 1.4 Heat of Reaction Calculation (	 ;,
The heat of reaction for each of the recombination reactions is cal- y};
culated from the following relationship:
-
AH 1
	_ 905. 770 OHF 3 + ®HF, OH, ,
s
18 1




 905.770    3 &H°	 + OH°F, 13	 F, 1 8 - OH°F, 3 x	 #
,
AH4
 \,\ -- 905. 770 - DH^,^ 42AHF, r14
®H	 1905. 770
	 2 AH°-	 - OH°5
i

























OO L L-S06   =9 "HV
Z `joHVZZ `a -	oHV+8I `3oHVOLL 'S06 =SfiH®
F^Z`a0HVOZ `.30HV+:VT `30HV]OLL '906^^ =	HV
£ Z `3OHV -Z Z `3OHVI `^[ +	° ^HVOLL '5068^ - =	HV
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c	s
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0 I `,3
	
8 I `a	L I `30IT OHV _	OHV +	OHV OLL 'S06 =	HV
c	r
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cc
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st AH	 = 905.
















 905. 770 
AHF'^ 15 + ,AHO I , 40 - AH F, 46
AH	 905. 770 [AHO
















  7 70 AH°
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08F, 11
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	149	 F 18	 F 28
	
F, 301
AH	 = 905. 770. [AHo	 + alE°
	 AH°
	
150	 , 18	 F, 30	 F, 31
AH	 = . 90 5.





	 F, 32] f
AH	 = °905. 770 AH°
	 + AH°	 - ^AH°
	
152', 14
	 ^', 32	 F, 33




	 F, 33	 F,-34 f^j
AH	 = 905. 770 [4H'o + AH°	 AH°
	
1.54	 , 18	 F, 32	 F, 35 i;
	Ali= 905. 770 [4^10 	+ AH°	 AH°
	
155	 F, 15	 F, 28
	 F, 36]
AH	 = 905. 770 [AH0 	 + AH°	 AH°	 ±''
	
i 56	 F, 15	 F,,36	 F, 37
AH	 = 905.  7 70 [4H 0	 41 AH0	AH0
	
t5TF, 37
	 F.,. 3 8
4-6
I
AH	 905. 770 , [,&HO
	+ ®H° ',	 - AH 0158
	 F, 15	 F, 30	 F, 39]
AH	 905. 770 H 0	 + AH 0	
- A H 
0
f59	 L A F ) 18	 FI 36	 F, 39]
AH	 905. 770 H 0	 + AH0 	AH 02 2 5	 A F, it
	
F, 49[	 -	 F, 53]
AHAH
	





H 0	 + AH 0	 AH 0
	
1 -[ A F, 14	 F, 49 -	 F, 55]




F, 49 AH0F, 54
AH2,29 905. 770 H 
0	
+
F, 16 AH 0F, 49 AH 0F, 501
AH230 .,905 770 H[A F, B +
0AHF, 49
0AHF, 5
AH231 905:. 770	 H
0	
+F[A 	 49 AH
0







AH233 O905. 770 .[2AHF, 55 O- AHF, 57]
4.1.5 Reaction Rate Input and Conversion
The rea ction rate parameters a j , n. and b. are input and converted
to the required units. (Since the reaction rate parameter n. is a dimen-
sionles .s temperature exponent,_ it does not require conversion.)	 The
converted reaction rate parameters are calculated from the following9
r
relationships:
b 905. 770 b! j	 t o 2 0	 s 57 -it	 n4
a4	 0. 41048	
to	 (1. 8) 	 a4
a 0. iib'15	 to -
 10 (1.(to 8)	 a' a	 0. 14295	 10-10( to 8)	 5 at5	 5




a	 0.14043	 10 9 (1.8)	 6	 a
,	 6






i	 a8 = 0. 50793 •
n
10	 8 (1. 8)	 8 a8 a26 = 0.23120
n





10	 10(1. 8)	 9 a9 a2? - 0. 41819 •
_	
n










to a28 = 0. 41819 •
n
10 -3(1. 8)	 28 28a,.
a = 0. 31997 X10 -9 (1. 8)n11 a t = 0. 20909 10 -3.(1. 8)n29 at11 11 29 29
a 12 = 0.20158.- 
n
 10-10(1. 8)	 12 a' a _ 0. 4'9 x, 69
n
1. 074(1. 8)	 30 a'` 12 30 30










a 14 = 0. 17871
=4	 n1410	 (1. 8) a'14 a32 = 0. 43579 -3	 n10 '7	 (1 . 8)	 32 a ,32
a 15 0. 25828 .
n10- 4(1. 8)	 15 a' a 33 = 0 93434
n
10	 3 (1. 8)	 33 a'15 33
a	 =16 0.46717.-  10-3
	 16(1. 8) a16 a34 - 0. 55375
n.4	 3410	 (1. 8) a34
a 1? = 0. 55375
n
i0 -4(1. 8)	 1?,17 a35 = 0. 38107 .
n10-4(1. 8)	 3.5 a,
35
a	 =18 0. 30302
n
10 4(1.8)	 18 a'18 a36 _ 0. 17789 •.
n
10 4( 1. 8)	 36 a'36 jsf
a 19 = 0. 78412
ni0-4(1, 8)	 19
a1 96 7234a37 _ 0.
n
10 -,4(1. 8)	 37 a'37
a2^ = 0. 44443 .
n
10	 4(1. 8,)	 20 a ,20 a	 _38 0. 35735 •
n





410	 (1.8)	 21 a, a	 = 0. 58863 '
n
to 4(1. 8)	 39 at21 39 39










22 _ 40 40,
a23 0 22409
in
10 -3 (1, 8)	 23 a a	 = 0.'44503 n10	 1 1(1. 8)	 4°i a' I
-
23 41 41 I
a 2 	 = 0. 11205 =
n
10- 3(10 8)	 24 a'24 a	 =42 0. 53945 '
n
1,0` 10 (1. 8)	 42 a,
s
42 -;
a25 0. 265 62 •
_4	 nl 0	 (1. 8)5 a25 a43 = 0. 23310.
n1 0 -11(1. 8) 43 a43
If





a45 = 0. 51.657 ' 10 -i0(1. 8) 45 a45
n
a46 = 0. 1.0067 - 10 -to (t.  8) 46 
at
n
a47 0.59070 = 0 -10 ( i . 8) 47 a47
n
a48 0. 63t94 10- to (1. 8) 48 a48
n
a.4 = 0. 70146 • 10_ 
1.0(1. 8) 49 a4
	9	 9
n
a50 = 0. 13305 • i0- 4{i. $) 50 a 5
n
a51 = 0. 31029 • i0 -4(1. 8) 51 atsi
n
a52 = 0.26606 • 10 4(1. 8) 52 a52 .
n
a53 = 0. 23293 • 10_ 4(1.8) 53 a'
n
a62 = 0. 59690 • to - 5 (i. 8) 62 av
n
a63 = 0. 96713 . 10 5 (1. 8) 63 at
n
a64 = 0. 17003 • i0_4 ( 1. 8) 64 at
n
a65 = 0. 16233 10_ 3 (i. 8) 65 at
n
a66 = 0. 14508 . i0-4(1. 8) 66 at
n




a68 = 0. 83690 i0 -5 (1.8) 68 at
n
a69 = 0. 16282 10 -4(1. 8) 69 at
n
a70 0. 10511 • 10" 4(1. 8)- 70 at
n
a71 = 0. 60648 • 10 5(,. 8) 71 at71
a99 = 0. 10887 . 10 4( 1 . 8)499 at
99
a81 = 0. 15084 • 10 4(1. 8) 81 at
a	 = 0. 10221 • 10 4(1. 8) 480 a'	 a	 = 0. 20483 • 10 
4(1.8)n
1.	 a8)498 ,80	 80	 98	 98
n
a$2 :-- 0. 80172 • 10
_ 
5 (1. 8) 82 at
n
a83 = 0. 91368 • i0 -5
(1. 8 ) 83 at
n
?A,	 0. 12823 • 10
_
 4(1 . 8) 84 at
n
a85 = 0. 24455 • 10
_ 
3 (1. 8) 85 a85
n
a86 = 0. 18450 • 10 -4(1. 8) 86 at
n
a87 = 0. 13503 • 10
-4(1. 8) 87 atf.
n
a88 = 0. 15624 • 10 -4(1, 8) 88 at88
n
a89 = 0. 29673. 10 -4(1. 8) 89 at 9
a0. 57355 • 10 -5)




a	 = 0. 91678 10 -5 (1. 8) 91 a,
	
91	 91
a	 = 0. 32728 10-11(1. 8)n, 0 0 a,100	 100
n
a101 = 0. 96958 • i0-10(1. 8) 101 a i 01
n
a.1 .02 = 0. 33665 • 10-11(1.8) 102 a•102
n
a103 :--0. 20468 • i0-9(1.8) 103 aiO3
n
a104 0. 16149 10-10(1. 8) 104 at
104




-10 (1. 8) 106 at
n
a107 = 0. 22891 '• i0 -10 (1, 8) ,107 at
a108	 0. ii660 10 -1 0(1. 8) 
n 108 a.'108
n
a 1 0 9 	0. 20412 10
-4(1.8) 109 a'109
a92 _ 0. 10207 _410	 (1. 8)492 a92 a110 = 0.36195 -4'10	 (1. 8)4110 alto








a	 =94 0. 10 748 10	
4 1. ^^
494
a' a = 0. 24179 10 - 4 1 . 8)( 4112 ai12
- 94- 112
a	 =9 5 0. 98076 • 10
_ 5(1.8)n95 a.'95 a113 = 0., 32399 10-4(1.8) 11.3
n^ a
iii
a 6 =9 0. 15407 i 0 -4 (1. 8)
an
', 
96 a'96 a 114 = 6. 63448 •	 10 -4
(	
. 8) n114 a,114
a	 =97 0. 18627 10	 1.8)4 ( n97 a!97> a 115 = 0. 2-251.3
41:0^	 (1. 8)4115= a'115
y
j , •
4 6-10 Q sa
4
in
of 16 = 0. 10449 . 
to 
-3 (t.




 • f 0
_ 
4(1.8) f17 ai 17
n
a118' - 0. 55538 
i0 -4(f. 8) 11.8 at f 8
- 
6.24777 •	 1,0`-4(1.8'1n 1 f9 aL19a i i9




- 0. 13843 • 10 -4(1, 8)
n121 ala 121 21
a
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0. 21975 • 10	 4(1. 8 j
n122 at1 22
= 0. 24611 • i0
_ 
4(f . 8)n123o f 23 ai 23
n
a 24 = 0. 14401 i0
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68300 • 10 4(1. 8) 125 a 25
n
a	 0. 25602 to - 4(1.8) 1,26 a,
1 26	 1 2 6
_	 n
ai 34 0. 16882 10 4(f . 8) f34 at 34
n
ai35	 0. 19883 • to- 3
(1.8) 135 at
n
a	 = 0„ 25062 • 10
_
 `
4(i. g) f36 at 36
136
n
a137 _ 0. 48738 • 10 4(1. 8) 1.37 at
n
ai 38 0. 30768 10
_ 
4(1. 8) 138 a i 38
n
a. 139	 0. 18003 10 -4(f. 8) 139 at
n
a f40 = 0.32008 • f0 -4(f. 8) 140 a 40
a	 0. 32399 • f0 -4(1. 8)n 141 atf4f	 141
n
a1
42 = 0. 189 58 • 10
_
 4(1, 8) 142 a142
n
a143	 0 . 46770 10 -4(1. 8) 143 at
n
a 44 = 0,88826 • 10 4(i. 8) 144 ,a'144
a127 = 0 . 41304- 
n
 10 -4 (1. 8) i27 a t ai45 = 0 33705 •












0. 28579 • 10 ^4(1. 8 ) n 146 a,
146
a 129 , = O. h 21179 10 .4
	
.	 n1 29(1	 8 ) a 'f 29 a	 =147 ,0{341 69 • >	 4	 n147	 , 10	 1. 8) .	 a147
a
a = 0. 98648 4	 of10	 - (1. 8) 30 a a 0. 340.38 -1010	 (1i 8) n 48 a.
130 130 148 148
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_
40	 3(1. 8)n13f a, a	 = 0. 29809 _f0	 1U (1, g) .n ) 49 a, :a
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n
10	 4 (f. 8) 132 ai a150 = 0. 12026 io	 10 (1. 8) 50 a 1501 32 1 32
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n
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na 152 = 0. 31450 • 10 -if (1. 8) 152 at152
n
a153 = 0.17807 -10 -11
 (1. 8) 153 a1.53
n
a 154 - 0. 69696 • 10
-10 (1. 8) 154 at
n
a 155 = 0. 25102 • 10
_
 10(1.8) 155 a155
n
a 156 - 0. 1 91082 • 10 -11 (1. 8) 156 al
n
a 15? = 0. 55634. 10-10(1. 8) 157 a'157
n
a158 = 0. 10127 • 10 -i0(i. 8) 158 at
n
a,	 = 0. 10816 i0-10(1.8) 159 at
n




10 4(1;,8) 161 at161
	 161
n
a162 0. 42637 IO
_
 4(1.8) 162 at
_	 n
a	 0. 213-:18 10 4(1, 8 163 a '163	 163
n
a 170 = 0. 20161 • 10
_ 
4(1. 8) 170 at 70
a 171 = 0. 26705
n
10 -4(1. 8)	 171 at 71




4(1. 8)	 172 at172
a173 = 0. 21. 634 •
n
10-4(1 . g)	 173
at
a 174 = 0. 33572 •
- 4	 n10	 (1. 8)	 1 ?4 a,i?4
a	 =175 0. 87043 . n10 -4(1.8) 175 ar175
a176 = 0. 40324 •
n
10 -4(1. 8)	 176
at
a 177 = 0. 46'263 •
n
10 ` 4(1. 8)	 177 a,1.77
a 178 _ 0. 23772 •
n
10 -4(1. 8}	 178 at
n a
a179 = 0.80836 10-5(1.8) 179 ,179
n
a180 = 0. 32309 10-4(1.8) 180 at
n
a181 = 0. 71609 • 10
_ 
5(1. 8)	 a181	 '
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n182
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166 a184 = 0. 1.6075 10- 4(1, 8)
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n
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a 90 = 0. 18196 . 10 -4(1. 8)n190 at
a191 -- 0. 86254 • 10 -5(1. 8) n191 at




a i93 = 0.27637 • 10 -5(1.8)
n
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a94 - 0. 1.1523 • 10 -4
 (1. 8)n x' 94 a194
a195 = 0. 10259 . 10-4(1. 8) n195 at59
a	 =196 0. 8.4222 • 10 
- 5(1. 8)n 6'19'a:196
n
a	 0. 12249 • 10 - 4( 1 8) 19 7 a'! 97	 ! 97
n
a
206 = 0. 32550 • 10`3(!. 8)2O6 at
n
a207 _ 0. 182f8 ° 0
_ 
4(1. 8) 20 7 a'
n
a208 - 0. 38959- !0
_
 4(1.8) 208 at
n
a209 = 0. 73992 ° 10 -4(1. 8) 209 a209
n
a2l0	 0. 33956 ° ! 0
_ 
4(i, 8) 210 at
a
21 ! = 0. 21829 to -4
 
(1. 8)n?_. ! a,211
n
a
2i2 r 0. 12239 !0 4(i, 8) 2!2 at
n
a2i3	 0. 14136 • !0 
_ 4(i. 8) 213 at
n
a
214 = 0.86345- 10
_
 5(! , 8) 214 at
n
a215 _ 0. 16399 ° 10- 4(i, 8) 215 at
a198 = 0. 16379
. to -4^ 1. 8) n198 a'
198
a216 = 0. 76625 • i 0	
5(1. 8) n2 16 a,	 ±)
216
a^ 9 = 0.20351 • i0	 4(!.8)n199 a ► a2 = 0. 1285 6 10	 4(1. 8)n217 a'
. 9 1 99 !? 2ifi
a20 _ 0. 11535 • 10 -4(1. 8)
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a202 -'0. 30324 •
-4`40	 (!.8)n202 a' x'220
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= 0. 12481 -410	 (1. 8) n203 a'203 a221 = 0 . 20506 '
-410	 (1. 8) n22i a'221
0.29106 • i®-4 t1. 8) n204 a' a = 0.29850 ' -10	 4(1.8 ) n222 i
a11. 	
Y
a`4 =20 .204 222 22	 a
e
a	 - 0.,17300 • io-4(1.8)n 205 a, a . = 0, 31583 ,^ 1'6 (1. 8)
n223 xa ,6.
2 0^ 205 223 223 t,
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a224 - 0. 1 9 68 9 • 10
_ 
4(1, 8) 224 at
n
a2 25 = 0. 43720 • to-
 10 (1.8) 225 at
n
a226 _ 0. 22317 • 10 -9(1, g) 226 a226
n
a227 = 0. 20971 • 10 -10 (1. 8) 227 a227
n
a228 - 0.39136 .. 10-10(1. 8) 228 a t
a = 0. '73769 •
n
10 -9 (1. 8) .229 a229229
0. 46475 •
n






10 ( 1 . 8)	 231
at





-	 (1	 8) a232
n
a233 =. 0.28758 i0
-11 (1_. 8) 233 a233
n
a
234 = 0. 11850 • l0 - 5(1. 8) 234 at
n
a235 = 0. 66358 • 10 
-3 (- 1 . 8) .235 at
n
a0.,,5.8136 • to - 4(1. 8) : 236 a'236	 236'
n
a242 = 0.87854 • 10 -4(1. 8) 242 at
n
a243 0. 53 183 • 10 -3 (1. 8) 243 a243
n
a
244 - 0. 63299 • 10
_ 
4(1. 8) 244 a t
n
a
245 = 0. 52445 10
_ 4(1, 8) 245 at
n
a
246 = 0. 18864 • ^-10 -4(1. 8) 246 at
n
a
247 = 0. 35 204 10 4(1, 8,) 247 a t
_	 4 a248 0. 11849 ' 10 - (A. 8)	 a248
n
a249 = 0. 62981 • 10-4(1. 8) 249 a24
n





-4( 1..8) 251 a251
n
a252 - 0. 28216 10 4(1, 8) 252 at
n
a
253 - 0.27931 10
_
` 4(1. 8) 253 at253
a	 - 0. 25785	 07 4(1 , g)n 254 a,,25 4
	254
a237 - 0. 10607 • 10	
3(1.8)n237
a' a255 = 0. 84158
n
10-4(1. 8)	 255 a.	 ,	 ._
255
^.








-4(1, 8)	 256 a ,
25 6
t
a23 = 0. 12596 • _ 10	 3(1.8)
n
239 a23 a = 0. 3039 n^1®-4(1. 8)	 d57 f9 r
1
a240 = 0. 69272 ," -310 (1. 8) n240 at 0. 20972
_4	
n258
• 10	 (1. 8) a258 i^Ia258 -
a241 = 0..43642 10 4(1. 8)
ri241 a24 _^ = 0. 11187 .
n









a260 0. 38729 • JO
-4  (f 8) 260 at
n
a261 - 0.22214 • 10-4(1.8) 261 a.261
n
a262 _ 0. 11 849 10 -3(1, 8) 2 62 a262
n
a263 - 0. 34637 . 10
_ 
3(1. 8) 263 .at
n
a264 _ 0. 41056 10
_ 
4(i. 8) 264 a264
n
a	 _ .0. 14701 1^0 - 4(1. 8) 265 a,265	 265
n
a266 = 0. 33431 to- 4 (1. 8) 266 x 1
n
a267 = 0. 53037 10 4(1. 8) 267 a.267
n
x
"268 = 0. 10073 to- 4 (,. 8) 268 at
n
a269 0. 35205 • 10-4(1.8) 269 a26 9
n
a270 = 0. 34900 . 10-4(:1.8) 270 a, 270
_	 n
a	 = O. 19.885 • 10 4(i, $) 2^-^271
	 . rL71
n , J,
a 72 = 0. 60740 to -4(1. 81 27^._a,2	 27 2
n
a273 0. 11537 • 10 3(1, 8) 273 a273
	
_	 n
a	 = o. iobo7 1 0 3(1..:8) 274 ^'274	 274
n
a275 ' 0. 36752 • lo - 4(1, 8) 275 at
n
a27,6 = 0. 25423 10-,4(1.8) 276 at
n
x'277 0. 16935 • 10 -4^1. 8) 277 a277
n
aZ78 = 0.55270 . 10 -4(1. 8) 278 at
a2 ^ 9
 0. 19149 10-4(1.8) 279 a279
a280 0. 32549 • 10 - 4	 ) 280 
x'
n
a	 = 0. 63299 10 -4 ( 1. 8j 281 a'281	 281
a282 - 0. 56841 • 10 -4(1, 
8) 28"'Z2 at
a	 = o. i9694 • t 0_
	 n
4(1, 8) 283 at283	 283
x`284 = 0. 1510 i0-4 8)n, -
84 
a284
The reaction rate parameters m.
1, j are input and converted to the
required units. The converted reaction rate parameters are calculated






44. 011 mi, 15 — 19. 000 {
r a M.1, 2
j}m'.	 s._	 163,
mi, 2 18. 016 mi, 16 1.008
1 '
mi, 3  mi, 17_
`	 mi, 3 28. 011 mi, 17 14. 008
t
min 4 min 18	
j
mi, 4 70. 914 mi, 18 1 6. 000	 t
mss m1 , i9




1' 20M	 =i , 6 3 6. 465 m i , 20 = 42.980
— F
}
M! m'.1, 7 1,21
mi, 7 20.008 mi, 21 69. 960
t
mi 8 m1,22
mi, 8 2. Of4 mi, 22 62..437
MI m!i s 9 ,1, 23Mi, 9 28. M6 mi, 23 - 97. 894
1^ 10 min24.
M1. 10 30. 008 mi, 24 = 78.-437
mi, 11 m, 25
--i, 11 - 17. 008 mi, 25 - 45.980
mi 12 M1,.26
M., 12 3'2. 000 mi, 26
_
-64.980
Vii, 13 mi, 27
M. 13 12. 011 mi, 27 - 610' 980
MIis 14 m--- 28M.	 =





Ml 29M, 	 is
 29 24.828
__ mi, 44
r^i, 44 44. 470
mi, 3 0








mi, 46 28. 013
t^
mi, 32




mi, 34 i l 7. 191
mi ,
 '.3 5mis 35 .. 
6,2.2 T-1
m!is -3 6
mi, 3 6 29. 820
ml , 3 7
mi, 37 48.820
i s 47





Vii, 49 — 6.940
i,50'





mi, 38 rni, 53
m.
^, 38 67. 820
_M.
m 53 - 23.948
is 39 is 54
Vii, 39 45. 820 is 54 25.940
d
40 is 55
Mi, 40 9. 013
_
mi, 55_ — 42.397
mi 9 4 is 56
i s 41 25.013
_—
mis 56 5L 880
1,42 mi, 57
i s 42 34.026 is 57 84.794
i, 43 
i s 43 26%.0-2-1
4-17
The index, i, indicates the dissociation-recombination reaction equation
number and has the values:
i= 12 2,•••, 12,40,41,•••,49,100,10i,•••,1082148,1492•••,
159, 225, 226, • • , 233.
4. 1. 6 Case Data Input and Conversion
The case data are input and the chamber pressure, the initial pres-
sure and the nozzle throat radius are converted to the required units.
The converted quantities are calculated from
P = 4633. 056 P'
c	 c
P = 4633. 056 P'
P* = 4633. 056 P*'
_ r* Ir^	 12
If the initial species concentrations .
 are input as mole fractions, the re-
quired mass fractions are calculated












4. 2 DERIVATIVE EVALUATION SUBROUTINE {
Given the flow properties at a point, this subroutine CFy,Iculates
derivatives (f.) and partial derivatives (a and
	 .) of the chemical 'relaxa
i1	 1,	 :
tions equations and the fluid dynamic equations. These calculations are
	
9





• The species free energy, enthalpy, heat capacity and the
heat capacity temperature derivative are calculated using
the Species Thermal Function Subroutine (described'. in
Section 4. 4).
• The dissociation-recombination reaction equilibrium
constants and their temperature derivatives are
calculated using the Equilibrium Function Subroutine(described in Section 4. 5).
e The mixture gas constant, heat capacity, gamma and the
partial derivatives of gamma are calculated using the Gas
Thermal Function Subroutine (described in Section 4. ).
a The contribution of the individual reactions to the net
species production rate (X^) and its partial derivatives
-are calculated.
• The derivatives (f i) and partial derivatives (ai and Pi9 j) ofthe chemical relaxation equations are calculated. 
• In the subsonic and transonic nozzle inlet and throat, the
pressure and its derivatives are calculated from the
pressure table by quadratic interpolation.
• In the supersonic nozzle expansion cone, the nozzle area
and Mach number and their derivatives are
-
 calculated.
• The diabatic heat addition terms coupling the chemical
relaxation equations and the fluid dynamic equations are
calculated.
• The derivatives (fi) and partial derivatives (a i and Pi, j)
of the fluid dynamic equations are calculated.
A detailed description of t?le s e calculations is given in the following
Reaction 1, CO2
 + M^CO + O + M
-n -ki 
= a I 




X1 [K i c i - Pc3c18] Mki
ax i Xi
ac.J	 m  mi, j + 5 1, j 
K i m i k i 5 3, jPcl8Miki
618,jPc3Mik1	 j=1,2, ... , 57
ax 
-c3c 18Mik1
8T cMI i dT nl	 ^r T Jlili
Reaction 2, H 0 + M ^ 0H + H + M
k2 =











M2 m2, J + 52, JK2M2k2 - S	 i, i l	 16MZ : 2J x,




il c ib'  2-2
#taxZ d^Z b2 X2
aT C M k2	 2 2 aT







-n3 -b3 / T
k = a T	 e3	 3
57
M3 :-- Z '3, icii
x3 [K3C3 Pc Bci8lm3k3
aX3 r x3
P M3 m3, j b3, j, 3 3 3 S 13, j Pc 18M3k3J
- i8, jpc B m 3 k 3	 j	 i, 2, ... 57
ax,3
p -^ 13 c 18M3k3
aX	 dK	 b x
3]-TT— _ c 3M3k3 dT	 n3 ^ T T
Reaction 4, C1 2 + M . 2C1 + Mp
Reaction 5, F2 + M 4-00-400 2F + M
-n5 -•b5 / T







M5 1 m5, ici
2
X5 = [K5c5 - P^ 15 M5k5
ax 5 X5
8c.	 M m5, J + 6 JK5M5k5 2515, ^pc i5M5k5	






 - C5M5k5 dT - [n5 T ^ T
Reaction 6, HCI + M--Wm-p'—` H + Cl + M	 y
q-lw!lf N -PS! NO
ax 6
cl p	 14 16 6 6




'6 6 6 dT
	
6 T J T
Reaction 7, HF + M= H + F + M
-n7 -b 7/ T
	k7
 
a 7 T	 e 
57
M7
	 i =- , m7, i 
c i






m 7	 7, j	 7, j 7 7 7
	 15,j 16 7 7
	
16,jP c ,5 7 7
j= 1, 2,.. . 157
ax 7
ap .	 15 16 7 7
It
Reaction 9, N2 + M	 2N + M
-n9 -b9 / T
k9 a 9 T	 e
57
M9 = Z m9 1 ic
i	 i
x9 =[Kg c g - Pc 1 ,7_ M9k9
ax9 x9
^-	 =	 +b	 K M k -2S	 pc Mk	 j=1,,2,•••,57




_	 i 7 9 9
ax	 dKb x
TT - c 9M9k9 dT - n9 - T T
Reaction 10, NO + M.-.*-"-' N + O + M
-n	
-b /T	 -^ki ^ 




M 10 - .^ m10, C.
i
X 10	 K10 10 Pc 17C 1$ M 10kY0
aX10 X10	 b	 k	 c M km	 + t
	
,^^,,,^ 10 1
	 17 P_ 18 1	 toM10
	
10 , J	 ®^J^t,	 0	 ^J	 0
618,,Pci7M10k10
	




-c c M k.
-- p	 17 18 i0 10
axio 
= c M k dK10 - n - b 10 X108T	 10 10 10 dT
	 i0	 T	 T
Reaction i 1, OH + M -'NwN- O + H + M
-n il -bii^Tk11 - a 1i T	 e
57
M 11	 micii
X ii - IK I I c if Pc 16 c i8 Miikit
aXI t 
_ 2 it m	 + 6 K M k - 5	 M kC C. Mil	 ii,i	 li, j it it it	 16, j.Pc i8 it iti





--- . + b
	
K M k	 26
	 M k
sc^ M•12 i2,	 i2, j 12 i2 i2	 18,
.pc i8 12 12
j= i t
 2, ... , 57
8X12
	
-^2 M„ k18 ^2 U
ax12 = c M k dKi2 - n - b i2 Xi212 12 i 2
	 -	 12 -^










K 13 c i c 16 c3 c i i] k 
8X13 = [6 j' .K c
	 - b J.c	 b	 .c +8c .	 L ^, J 13 16	 3,	 It	 1 i`	 3	 S 16, .K i 3ci] k13
J	 ^	 J
j. 1,2,..., 57




K t4 ^ 'K 12
k	
T -n 14 -b 14 /T
14	 14
C--
X14 CK14c is 18	 A k14
I
ax 14
C1,J K 1 c B 6 c	 6	 c +6 JK c ka cot =	 - 3, J 12 - iz,j 3	 18" 14 11 14
j = 1, 2,	 57
ax 




aT	 dT K12 dT	 14 1 18 14	 14 T	 T






k 51 aB T	 e
X 15B c cljj]k4CK15c 2c 14	 6 X 5
ax
15
E)C. [62, jK 5 c ,4	 6 6,j c ,, 5 i, .j c 6 + 5 14, jKi 5c2J 
k B
j	 i, 2,	 57




cK,5c 2 1.4k [n 15	 T T
4-27
Ili.	 J^ -Alf-
Reaction 16, H2O + H -Notw H2 + OH
K2Ki6 = K8
k = a T
-n ib e -b i6 / T
16	 16
Xi6 [K ,6c ,c ,6 c 8c 11] k16
ax 16_ s 
.K c	 - S .c	 - 5
	 .c + S
	 .K c kac • 	 C 2,	 1 6 1b	 s,	 it	 11, 8	 1 6,	 1 b 2	 16
j= 1,2,...$57
8X
16 _ i dK2 	 1 dK8 	 b16 X16[FC2 dT Ka dT] K 16`2^16k i6 ^ [nl.b T ] T



















ac.	 - [s 21 jK17ci 8 - 25il,jcit + Si 8., jKi7c2] ki? f
z
j =	 1, 2,	 ' , 57
ax17 1 dK2 i	 dKi i	 bi?
	 Xi7
3T K2 dT Kit r dT
_










k19 a 18T	 e
2
X 18 = [K
.
i 8 c 3 
_ 
c is 3] k18
aX 1$ 
_ _S .c	 + 25	 K. 	 c k.Sc.	 [ 1, ^ 13	 3, ^ 18c - ' B,3 	 ^ i^ 18J
j= 1,2,.. X57
ax 18	 13 	 i dK i	 2	 - n - b ib X 18
^dT
	 K3 dT K1 dT K 18c3 k 18	 18 T	 T
Reaction 19, CO + H f OH + C
K3




-n20 -b20 j T
20	 20 T	 a
X20 = [K20'3'i7 c i0c i3] k20
ax 20-	 k
 [5 3, .Kc	 - S	 .c	 - b	 .c	 + S	 .Kcac . 	J 20 17	 10, J 13	 13, 3 10	 17, J 20 3^ 20J
j= 1,2,..., 57
8^ T - [K3 dT3 Ki0 ddTO] K20c 3 c 17k20 - [n20 - bT J XTO
Reaction 21, CO + NO. CO 2 + N




k21 _ a21 T	 e
X21 = I K21^3^ 10 c 'i c i?I k 21
f.
r'	 1
Reaction 22, CO + D.t=`02 + C
K3
K22 Kit





X22	 [K?,2c3ci8 c 12c i3l k22
8X22
	 S .K c	 S	 jc	 - S	 .c + S	 .c k8c..	 [ 3,	 22 i8	 12,	 13	 13,	 12	 i8, 3] 22J
j= 1,2 0 ••• , 57
ax 22` 1 dK3 	 i dK12 K c c k - n^, _ b22 X22
^dT
	
K.3 dT K 1 2 dT	 22 3 18 22	 z2 T	 T
Reaction 23, HCl + Cl	 C12 + H
ti
Reaction 24, 2HC1	 Cl + H2
K 26
K24 K 4 X 8
-n24 -b24/ Tk 24 a 24 T	 e 
2X24 LK24c 6 - c 4 c 8] k24
ax 24	 6c ' + 26 K c




ax 24	 2 r-IK	 1 dK 4 1 dK	 2	
b T4
l x24
^T	 k [nZ46dT6K4 dT K8dT 8 K] 24c6 24 
	




Reaction 26, HF + Cl.,f HC1 + F
K7
K26 - K6
k	 a 26 
n26 a b26/ T
26
	
x26	 [K.6c 7c ,4 c 6c 15] k2 6
8X26
 -
 17 ' s
g .
	 .c + 6 K c + b	 .	 .K c - S	 c k8C,	 6 	 15	 7, 26 i4	 14, 26 7	 15, 6^ 26
57
ax	 dK26 _ i	 7	 1 ^6	 b26 X26
—'^ [X7 c^ 'T^ K6 dT K26^7^ 14k26 - [n26 - T ] T









X27	 [K27 C 7c 15 c 5 c 161 k27
Reaction 28, HF + H .' H2 + F
K7K2 8 K8
k = a T_n28 a-b28IT
28	 28
X28	 [K28c 7c i6 c8c i5l k28
8X2 8
ac J. - 17, jK28 c i 6 58, j c 15 - 5 15, jc8 +6 l 6, j.K28c71 x':28
j= 1,2,...57
r8XG.8 (" 1 dK7 	i dK8	
_	 b28 X28
[K7 dT W8
 dY K28c7c16k28 n28 _ —T_
Reaction 29, 2HF aF2 + H2
K27
K29 K5 8
-n 29 -b ^ 9 / T
k29 - a^ 9 T	 e
_	 2
X29	 K^9c7 c5c8 k^9
Reaction 30, HF + O SOH + F
K7
K30 Kii
k	 a T -n30 a-b30/ T'30	 30
X30 y [K30 `', 7c 18 - c i is 15]k30
.
ex 30=	
.K c - S	 .c	 - S	 .c + b	 .K c k
ac :	 [67, J 30 18	 1 is J 15	 15 J i 1	 18, J 30 7] 30
J
j = 1,2,•••,57
ax30 	 1 dK7	1 dK i i	 n - b30 x30
5T - K7 dT K i i dT K30 7c 18k30	
30 T T
Reaction 31, HF + OH 4-9-04—t H2O + F
K7
K31 KZ
-n	 -b Tk	 _ a T 3 i e 31'31	 31
X31	 [K31c7c1 _ c2ci5]k31
Reaction 32, H2 + Cl 4—"14--'Kw HC1 + H
K8
K3 	K6
-n 32 -b 32 /Tk 32 a 32 T	 e
X32 [K32c8c 






6	 c6] kc i
	
I 6 6,jc 16	 8s jK 32 c 	+ 614 	14s jK 32 c 	68	 162j	 32




1 dKC K c C k - Ln	 b3 2 X328T	 [K8 dT	 K6
 
dT 32 8 14 32	 32 T	 T










X33 = [K33 c 8c 18 - c i, c ,6] k33
ax33
ac.	 [6 8, jK 33 ci8 6 1 jc,6 6 16, j c 1-1 6 18s j K 33 c 8] k 33
j= f, 2,	 57
fi
--"",ZORReaction 34, H2 +0 2 so—






-n 3 -b 34 /Tk 34 a 34 T	 e
x	 c2,] k34 [K34c 8c l2	 1,	 34
ax34 [6 K c	 26	 c + 6	 K c kac.	 8, j 34 12	 iisj it	 12, i 38 8j 34
i
i" 2 J ..
 s 57
(3 . x 34
	
1	 1 dK 12	 dK i i	 b 3 x 34
OT	 8 dT K 12 dT	 K il dT	




Reaction 35, N 2 + O'.06—NO + N
Reaction 36, N2 + 02 4	 2NO






k =36	 36a T n36 
e - b36 / T
_ 2K36 = [K36c 9 c iZ c 10 k36
ax 16  r6.K c - 25	 + 6	 J.K c kaC .	 1. 9, J 36 12	 10, J 10	 12,	 36 9] 36J
J= 1,2,.,., 57
8X36 _ 1 dK9 	 1 dK 12 	 2 X 10	 b36 X36
-'3T - [K9 dTl + K12 dT K10 dT I K36cqc j2k 36 - [n36 ^f —'T




k37 = a37T	 e
t
i.
Reaction 38, NO + O. =O 2 + N
K = K10
38 K12
k = a T
-n38 e -b38/ T
38	 38 .
X38 = [K38c 1O c 18 - c12'171k38
8X38 =K
 J.K c	 - b	 .c	 - b	
.c	 ± F	 .K c 10 k;
38c .	 1 10,	 38 18	 12, J 17	 17, 12	 18,	 38	 ] 38
j = i,, 2, ,	 57
8X38 _	 dKio - 1 dK12 K
	
_ b3 8 X, 38
OT.	 Ki0 dT K12 dT	 38c 1O c 18k38 n38 T T
Reaction 39, 02 +H4-10 OH
Reaction 41, Al 20 + M ^ Al + A10 + M
-.n4i -b41 /T
k41 a41 ^	 e
Reaction 40, A10 + M 440' Al + O + M
6
t




M40 =	 '40, icii= 1
X40 [K40c?-O pc 19 c i 8] M40k40
8X40 =X40 m . + S .
	 .pcK M k - S	 M kac ,	 M40 40,	 20, 40 40 40	 19,	 18 40 40J	 ^,
518 Jpci9M40k40	 y	 j = 1, 2, ... , 57
ax40,
	 M k
ap	 19 18 40 40
8X40	 dK40
	 b40 X40
8T ,- °20 M40k40 dT - n40 T ] T
Reaction 42, A1Cl + cM 
.0000 Al + Cl + M
-n42 
-b42 /T
k42 a42 T	 e
5^^7
M42	 L '42, icii=1
X42 _ [K42C22 Pc i 9 c4] M42k42
ax 42 = X42 m
	
,+ S	 K M k - 5 .pc M kac J 	M42 42, j	 22, 42 42 42	 1 9 ,	 4 42 42
54, jpc i9M42k42	 j= i, 2, ... , 57
ax 42
=ap - c	 c M	 k19 4	 42 42
aX42 dK42	 b42 x42_
aT	 -
_
c 22M42k42	 dT	 ^n42 T4 T
Reaction. 43, A1C12 + M O* ww A1C1 + Cl + M
E: -n	 -b	 /T43	 43





43 [K43 c 23	 Pc22ci4l M43k43
ax43 X43
ac . m	 j +	 23, jK43 M43k43M	 43, p c 	M	 k b22,, j	 14	 43 .43
43
Si4, j pc22 M43k43	 j	 1' 2 ' . . . ' 57
aX43
8P	 - -c22c14M43k43
EM 43 dK43	 b43 X43
8T c M2343k43. dT	 - n43 -	 T ` T
4-41
	Reaction 44, AlOCl + M
	 A1O + Cl + M
k =44	 44a T
-n44 e-b44/T
57
M44 E '44, icii=1
X44 =: [K 44'24 - Pc 20 c l4] M44k44
ax44 = X44 
"
-44, .	 .+ S K M k -5	 c M kac j	 M44 	 24, 44 44 44	 20, jP f 4 44 44
	
6 14, jPc20M44k44	 j = 1, 2, ' ' ''57
ax 44
	 M k
ap	 20 14 44 44
ax 44	 dK44	 b44 X44aT	 c 24M44k 4 dT n44 - T T
	
Reaction 45, AlOC1 + M
	 A1C1 + O + M
-n45 -b45 / Tk45 = a45 T	 e
57
M4 -5 i2:1 '45, cl






ac. M45 m45, j, + 	24, jK45 M45k45 - .5 22, jpc18M45k45 f






aT c24	 45 k45 dT	 - n45' '^	T^
i
4-42 i
Reaction 46, A1F + M —0-.Al + F + M
k - a T
-n46 e -b46 / T
46	 46
57
M46 i '46, ici
X46 [K46c?-5 pc 19 c i 51 M46k46
ax 46X46 m	 + 6	 K M,4 ,k - 6^ :pc M kac j	 M46	 46, j	 25,,j 46	 0 4,6	 9,	 15 46 46







4b r	 bob X46
25 M k46 dT	 I n46 T	 T







M47 -	 '47, isi=1	 ,
[K47 CX47	 26	 P c 25 c 15] M47k47
ax	 X4?
ac.	 M4? '47, j + 6 26, jK47 M47k47	 5 25, jPc15M47k47	 fJ
-615 'PC25M47k47	 j = i, 2j .. •	 57
ax47	 E
ap	 - -c25 c	 M1547k47
a,
X47 _
	 dK4-7 _	 _ b47	 X47







Reaction 48, AIOF + M---O- AlO + F -F M





X48 [K48 c.7 pc 20 c 151 M48k48
	ax 48
= X48 m
48, 	 b .K M k - '20, c Mac j	 M48 48,	 27, 48 48 48	 0,	 15 48k 48
8 15, j pc 20"448k48	 j = 1, 2, • • , 57
8X48 = - c c M k
ap	 20 15 48 48
8X48 aK48 b48 X48 l
aT c27M48k48	 dT. n48	 T T
^f
Reaction 49, AlOF + M m—l"A1F + O + IVI
f







X49 [K49 c .7	 pc 25 c 181 M49k49 i
ax49 _x49;
ac. M49 m49, j + 627, jK49M49k49 - b 25$ j pc 18M49k49J'
-b.pc	 M	 k





ap -c	 c	 M4 -k25 18	 9 49 r ,
aX 49 dK49 X49 X49-





K5 0 = K40
k -50	 50a T-n50 
e -b50/ T
V.,




	 .	 c	 - ^S	 . c 	 -}-	 .	 c - S	 .cac. i, K 50 19
	
3, 20
	 19, KJ 50 1	 20, 3^ k 50J
j= 1, 2, •••, 57
	ax 50
	
1 dK 1 - 1 dK40
 K c c k	 n - b50 X50
aT	 K1 dT K40 dT	 50 19 1 50	 50 T	 T
Reaction 51, Al + C O	 A10 + C'
K3
K5 i - K40
n5i b5/T
	




k =52	 52a T -n52 e 
b52/ T




	 .c + S
	 .K c
	 - S
	 .c	 kac .
	 [510,
  J 52 19
	
17, J 20	 19, J 52 10	 20, 17 52
J J	 J
j	 1, 2, ...^ 57
2X
52 1	 dK10 1 dK40 	 r	 b52 X52_
aT	 - [K10	 dT K40 dT, K52c 19 c SOk52 - Ln52 ^	 T ] T —














-n54 b54^ Tk54 = a54T	e
X54 [K54c 19 c24 c21 c M K54
EM54 - 
	S	 . c + 5	 . K c - 5	 .-c	 + 5	 .K c 1 k
Jac .	 14, j 21,	 19, J 54 24	 21, J 14	 24, J 54 19j 54
J_ t, 2,	 5't
aX54	 i dK4	 1 dK41	 _	 b54 X54
aT	 K4 dT	 K41 dT K54 c 19 24k54 n54 T T
Reaction 55, Al + AlOC 1' A10 + A lC 1
K	 K4455 K42
k =	 -n55 -b55/T
"`5 5	 a 55 T	 e
x55 [K55 c 9c24 c 20 c22 k55
Reaction 56, Al + AIOFf Al 2O + F
K = K4856 K41
k= a T
-n56 e -b56 T
56	 56
X56 - [Kr56c i9 c2°7 y '21'i5] k56
8x5 5 6
+ E- 6 15,j c2, + S	 .K c	 S	 . c + S	 .K c	 kac. 	 19,	 56 C 27	 21, i5	 27,	 56 c 	56J	 ,
j= 112,...,57
aX
56 	 1 dK48 	 1 aK	 b41	 56
aT - [K48 dT	 K4= dT ] K56°19°27k56 - [156 T' 
x56
T
Reaction 57, AIO + HF " Oft AIF + OH
K = K 7Kr4057 KiiK46
-n57 -b57/T
k57 a57T	 e
X57 = [K57c20c7 - C 25 c 11] k57
ac. = [6 7, K5?c 20 --
ax5
 r
6 il, jc25 
+,520'. jK5 7C7 - 6 25, Jc11J k5.7	
`'..
j=	 ^ 2, ...
a.
5 ,,






	 dT	 Ki i	 dT	 - K46 dT
K	 cC k57 20 7 57 }
b.57 .	 }57








k = a T




X58	 CK58 c20 c 15 ' C25 c 18J k58
858 - S
	 .K c	
- 6C	 + 6" i 	c	 - 5	 .c	 kac.	 15,	 58 20	 18, 25	 20,	 58 15	 25, 18] 58
j= 1,2,•••,57
	8X5 8	 1 dK40 - 1 dK46
 K c c k - ^n - b5 8 x588T	 K4Q dT	 K46 dT	 58 20 15 58	 58 T	 T
L_





k^^;; a59 T 	 e
X59 = [K59 c 20 c16 c 19c i 1 k59
X60 [K60'20'25 '21'15] k60
8X60- -- 6
	 .c + 6
	 .K c
	 - 6
	 .c	 + 6
	 .K c	 kac J.	 C 15, 21	 20, J 60 25	 21, 15	 25,	 60 20] 60
j- 1,2,...,57
8X 60_ i dK46	 1 dK41	 r	 U60 X608T	 K46 dT	 K41 dT K60°20°25k60 
[n 
60T ] T
Reaction 61, Al0 + AlF„ Al + AlOF
K	 K4661 K48
-n61 -b 61 /T
k6i - 861 T	 e
r
Reaction 62, Al20 + G1.;_ A10 + A1C1
K _ K41
62 K42
ka T -n62 e b 62 /T62	 62








	 1 dK41 	 i dK4Z 	 r	 b62 X62
2T - [K41 dT	 K42 dT ] K62°21^14k62 - Ln62	 'T	 T
Reaction 63, Al20 + 0Z' 2A10
Reaction 64, A1C1 + CO -AlOC1 + C
K = K51
64 K55
k64 = 64a T
-n64 e-b64/T




6 3, K c	 - S	 c +12? •K 64c3 S 24 ' c 13 k64ac. 	 J 64 22	 13, j 24	 , J	 1
J J	 .J
1, 2, •"••,57j=







64 3c221z64 n64 T	 T
Reaction 65, A1C 1 + HC 1 ^AlC 1 2 + H
K6
K6 5 K43
-n65 -b 65 / T
X65 - a65 T	 e
f1	 i
Reaction 66, AICI-\,+ NO:Z!!-AlOCI + N
K	 K5266 K55
-'x.66  -b66 / T
k66 a 66 T e_
x6.6 = CK66 c 10 c22 - C 17 C 24 ] k66
ax 66
8C j - 
[6 10, jK 
66c ., - 
6 17" ic 24 + 6 22, j K 66 C to - 6 24, j C 17] k66




1 dK5 2	 1 dK 55-	66 X66
aT	
52 dT










k = a T-n68 e b68^T68	 68
X68 [K68 c i4 c22 c4c 19] k68
ax 68
ac.	 [-64, j c i9 + 6, 14, jK68 c 2 2 5 19, j c 4 + 622, j K68 c 14] k68j
ax 68_ 1 dK42 1 dK4 	 b68 X68
8T - K42 dT	 K4 dT ] K68 c i4c 22k68 - [n68	 T ] T
Reaction 69, A1C1 + H .Al + HC1
K42






b 69 / T
X
69






c16, .6922	 S	 c	 + 6i g , . 6	22, .K	 -kj	 j	 j	 69 c 16	 69
tt
j a
j=	 2,.••,57 -' 1
%t
ax69 1	 dK42 i	 dK6 	b69 X69;
pi





Reaction 70, A1C 1 + O . 'AlO + Cl
_ KK	 4.2
	0	 K:40
k = a T -n 
70 e -b 70 /T
	
70	 70
x70 [K70' c 18 c 22 c 14c 20] k70
ax 70_ 
	 .c	 + S	 .K c
	 - S	 .c	 + S	 .K c	 k
Jac .	 [614,  20	 18,	 70 C 22	 20, 14	 22,	 70 18] 70
j1, 2, • -,57
3X70 _ r 1 dK42	 1 dK40	 r	 b70 X70
2T - LK42 dT	 K40 dT ] K70°18°22k70 Ln 70 T	 T
t
s'
Reaction 72, A1C1 + AIOC1 Al 20 + C12
t
K72 K54K68
k = a T
-n72 e-b 72 / T
72	 72




- S	 + S.K c + S
	 ,K c
	 kac .	 49 J 21	 21, j 4	 22, J 72 24	 24, J 72,J	 72
j= 1,2,...,57
8X 2_ 1 dK54	 1 dK68	 b72 X72r
	
aT	 [K54 dT + K68 dT ] K72°22°24k72 - 
L
n72 T, 'T
Reaction 73, AIC1 + AlOC1 - ''A10 + A1C12





-n 74 -b 74 / T
e
x74 [K'74e22c27 c24c25] k74
ax ?4 
-c	 S	 .c - S	 .c + S	 .K c	 ka Jc .	 [522, jK74 27	 24, J 25	 25, J 24	 27, J 74C 221 74
j = 1, 2,	 • , 5 7
ax
8T74 
- [K49 dd49 K45 dT 5] K74
C 22 c27k74 - Ln74 - bT J X74
Reaction 75, A1C 12
K43
K7 5 K4
+ Cl ,me A1C 1 + C12
-n 75 -b 75 / T
k7 5 a 75 T e
x75 [ 75 c 4 c23 c4 c22] k75
EM75
ac .






ax 7.5 1	 dK43 1	 dK4	 b75 'X75
aT K43 dT K4 dT	 K75 1423k75	 X 75	 T	 T
4-57 rte--,
Reaction 76, AIOCl ± CO „^AlC1 + CO
K = K55
76 K50
k =76 a 76 T n76 
e -b 76 / T
x 7 = [K 76'3'24 - c i c 22] k76
ax76 	 b c + b .K c
	 Jb	 , c + b	 .Kac .	 [ i, .	 J22	 3,	 76 C 24	 222  1	 24,	 76031 k76J
^= 12...57
ax 76= i dK55	 1 dK50	
_	 b76 X76
BT	 K55 dT	 K50 dT K76 c 3 c24k76 n76 T	 T
Reaction 77, AlOCI. + HC1 --am—*w  AlCl2 + OH
K _ K73
77 K67
k 77 = a 77 T n7 7 e b
77 / T
x77 = [K77 c 6 c24 c i i c23 k77
i
'i
Reaction 78, AlOCl + Cl ", AIO + Cl
K = K4478	 K4
k = a T -n78 e 
b 78 /T
78	 78
x78 = [KK78 c 14c24 c4c20 k78
ax 78 
= F- S .c + S	 .K c t.	 6	 +5	 .	 kK
Jac .	 ` L 4, J 20	 14, J 78 c24 - 20, J 4	 24, J 78 141 78
j= 1,2,...357
8X^ $	^ dK44 1 ^4	 b7$ X,^8
8T - K44 d'i' - K4 dT ] K78 C 14^Z4k78 [
n
78 T ^ T
Reaction 79, ATOC1 + Cl
	 AlCl + O2 k.
^ K73 ,.
r
K^ 9 = K
70
F:
_n79	 -b 79 /Tk^ 9 a 79 T	 e







b 18, j c23 - 5 23, j c 18 + b24, jK79 C 14 k79
J - 1, 2,	 57















Reaction 80, AIOCI + H	 AIO + HC1
K = K44
80 K6 a
k	 = a T
-n80 e-b80/T
80	 80
X80	 [K80 c i 6c24 '6'2 0]k80
ax 








ac .	 C	 J6, 20	 16, 80 24	 20, 6	 24, 80 16] k 80
j= 1,2,•••,5?
ax 80_ 1 dK44 1 dK6	 r	 b80 X80
2T - [K44 dT	 K6 dT]K80c16c24k80- [n 80T ] T
Reaction 81, AIOCI + H . AIM + OH
K81 = K55K59
_n81 b 81 /T
k 8 = a81 T	 e




Reaction 82, AlOCI + O
	 AlCI + 02
K = K55
82 K53
k	 a T n82 e-b82/T82	 82
X$2 [K82 c ,8 c 24  ei 2c 22] k82
aX 2
 =	
c	 + S	 .3 K c	 S	 J.c	 + S	 .a K ,,c8 c^	 [- ',2, . 22	 18,	 82 24	 22, 12	 24,	 82 18] 82
j= 1,2,...57
aX
82 _ 1 dK55 1 dK53 	 b82 X82
8T - [K55 dT K53 dT] K 82°18241`82 [n82 T T
Reaction 84, AIF + HC 1 f A1C 1 + HF
K	 K46
84 _ K7K69
k = a T
-n84 e -b 84 / T
84	 84
x84 [







	 - S .c	 S	 .	 .c + S	 K c k
ac . = C$ 6, J 84 25
	
7, 1 22	 22, 7	 25, 84 61 84J	 .
j1,2,•••,57
ax 841 dK46 1 dK7	 1 dK69
	
b84 X84
aT	 K46 dT	 K7 dT K69 dT K84^6 c 25k84 n84 T T






	 -b85 /Tkg 5 = a85 T	 e ii




ac, - ['7,'K85 c25 - 516, . c 26 + 52 51 .	 85 c 7  5 26, ' c 16l k85J ^J	 J^	 J
.
J = 1, 2	 ...	 5 7 r




K7 dT	 K47 dT
cK 









	 8 	 e
X86 L^86C,j0 c25 c i 7c 27] k86
ax86
8c.	 Ili lo, jK86c25 b 17, jc27 + `6 25, jK86c10 5 27, jc 17] k86J
1t 2 s ... 
$ 57
axg 6 ( i dK 1 Q	 1 dK49	 b$ 6 X8 6
a 	 rKi0 dT	 K49 dT K86'fO c25 86 X86	 T T
Reaction 83, A1F + F 'Al + F2
K _ K46
88 K5
k88 - a 88 T 
-n88 e -b 88/T
X88	 K88cl5c25 c5^l9 k88
ax 88
	 S .c + S	 .K	 - S	 S
ac.	 5 :,^ 19	 15, ,^ 88 c 25	 19, j^ +5	 251 jK88c 1'5 k88
j = 1, 2, . . . , 57
axEB	 l dK46	 1 dK5	 b88 X88
aT	 K46 dT K5 dT K88c 15c 25k88 n88 T T
Reaction 89, A1F + H.; Al + H '
K4 6
K89 = K7
FReaction 90, A1F + AlOF AIO + A1F2
K = K4890 K447
- n90 -b90/T
k90 =a90T	 e
X90 _ K90c25c27 c20c26 k90
ax 90 = 	
6	 J.c + 6	 .	 JK c	 6	 .c + 6	 k8c.	 20, 26	 25; J 90 27	 26, 20	 27, i 90c25	 90
1, 22 ..., 57
ax90 _	 1 dK481	 dK4?	 b90 X90
aT	 K48 dT K47- dT K90^25c 27k90 n90 T	 T.^
	




k91 = a91 T	 e








8X91 1	 dK4 7 1	 dK5. b91 x91	 E
aT
-
K47	 dT .,°` K5	dT
k	 _K91 C 15C26 91 _n91 	 T T







Reaction 92, AlOF+HC1,^AlOC1 + HF
K = K4892 K7K80
k = a T
-n92 e - b92 / T
92	 92
x92 
= IK 92 c 6 c 27 - c 7 c24 k92
ax 92
	
6. .K c - 5 c	 - 6	 c+ 6	 K c kac t 	 6,	 9 2 C 27	 7, . 24	 24,	 .7	 27,	 92 c 6
	 92
= 1, 2,	 57
Ox92 
r 1 d 4 8	 1 dK7	 1 dK80
8T	 K48 :dT' ' K7 dT K80	 dT K92c6c27k92
b9Z X 9[ n92 T
	 T
Reaction 93, AlOF + Cl,o.= `'AlOC1 + F
Ks 9K90
X93 _ K80
ax 9 3 1 dK59 + 1 dK90 _ 1 dK89 K 	 kaT	 K59 dT
	 K90 dT K89 dT	 93'7'27   93
b93 X93
[n93 T T






k;94 = a94 T	 e
x94	 K94C14c27 _ cl5c24 k94
8X94
	
[514, .K c	 - S	 J.c	 S	 •J c + S
	 K c	 k
l 8CJ	
J 94 27
	 15, 24	 24,  15
	
27, J 94 14
	 94
j = 1, 2, . . • , 57
aX94 
_ 1 aK48	 i dK44 	b94 X94
E) T	 K48 dT K44 dT K 94 14C 27k	 n94	 94 T T e:
tiF
Reaction 95, AIOF + F 'AlO + FZ
f K48
E	 K9 5 - K
5
-n	 -b T
k	 _	 Z,	 e95	 5a^  9.5	 9 5
X95	 K95c15C27 - C 5c 20 k95
ax 59 
= -S . c20 + 5	 .K c2? S 2<^ .c + 5	 .Kn c	 k`ac	 Jt	 5,	 15, J 95	 , J 5	 27, J 7 5 15	 9 5





8x95 1 dK48 	 1 dK5 	 r	 _ b951 X95
'8T	 [K48 dT K5 dT K95^15^27k95 ^ n95 T ^ z




k96 = a96 T 	 e
X96	 K96c 15 c 27 - c 18c26 k96
ax 96
ac.	 - 5 15, jK96c27 s 18, j C26 s 26, j c 18 + 6 27, jK96C15 k96
J





1 dK58	 I dK90 	b96 X96
aT	 K58 dT	 K90 dT J K96^15 c 27k96 n96	 T	 T









= a 98T -n98 e-b98 /T
f
x98 1K98c 16c27 
_ 
c 11 c25 k98
ax98 ,.
ac. 	 -s 1, j^2.5 + b16, jK98c27 - 5 25, j e ll + 5 27, j K98^16 k98
J
j= 1 ,
 2 , ...	 57
ax 981 dK59	 1 dK6 1	 b98 X98
aT	 59 dT	 K61 dT K98
c 16c 27k98 n98 T
	
T
Reaction 99, A10  + O	 A1F + O2
K49K99 KI,




101	 a101 T	 e	 f(
5?




M100 i^ rn 100, ici
x100 - K100c45 PC 14C44M100:^-100
ax 100 X100 in .+ S	 K M k	 - S	 c M kact	 M100	 100, J	 45, j 100 100 100	 14, JP 44 100 100;
-544, 3PC14M100k100
	 J= 1, 2, . . . , 57
0X100 -e c M k0p	 14 44 100 100
ax100_	 dK100	 _ b100 X100
OT	 c44M100 100 dT	 n100	 T	 T.,,
rA
axlol = -c c
	 kap	 15 46M1 01 101
ax 101 dKioi	 bI01 Xioi
8T - °47M101 k101 dT	 [n101	 T	 T
Reaction 102, BeOH + M f Be + OH + M
k	 = a
	
T-n102 e b 102 / T
102	 102
57
M 102	 m102, ic1
=1
X102 - [K 102 C 43 - pc 11 c40 M102k102
ax 102_ x1.02 m
	 + 5	 K M k- 5	 c M kac j	 M102	 102, j43, j 102 102 102	 i 1, J p 40 102 102
540, j PC 11 M102k102	 J = 1, 2,	 57
ax 102 - c M k
c
ap	 11 40 102 102
ax 102	 dK102`	 b102' x102
OT	 -43M102k102 dT - n102 - T	 T
0X 103 	 'X103
ac .J	 M103 
m103, j + 543, jK103M103k103 5 16, j Pc41 M103k103
- 41, j5	 Pc 16M103k103	 J = 1, 2 1 ' • • , 57
0X103 -c 
	 M kaP	 16C41  03 103
ax 103_	 dK103 _	 _ b103 X103
8T	 c43M103k103 dT	 n103	 T	 T
I-J
Reaction 104, BeCI + M 'Be + Cl + M




M104	 1 m1042 is
x104 - K104c44 Pc l4c40 M104k104




Reaction 105, BeF + M —,,,—"O Be + F + M






E= 1 X105, ici
X105 IK 105 C 46 Pc 15c40 M105k105
aX 105  X105 m	 + 5K. M k - 5	 c M k
ac 	 M105
	
105 , j46, j 105 105 105	 15, jP 40 105 105
-640, j pc15M105k105	 j = 1 , 2, • • • , 57
ax 105_ -c c M k
8p	 15 40 105 105
ax 105_	 dK105 [n, b105 X1058T	 46M105k105 dT - 	 05	 T	 T
Reaction 106, BeO + M," Be + O + M





M106 -	 m106, ici
















ap	 18 c 40 M 106 k 106
	
8XI06	
m k dK 106
x
 106
8T	 41 106 106 dT	 [--1 06	 T	 T
Reaction 107, Be2	,—,,0 + M—""Be + BeO M
107	 107 /T




x 107	 107 c 42 P'4 0 c4l m 107 k 107
ax 1 0 7 X107
m	 + 6 K M k	 M kac	 m 107 107, j	 42, j 107 107 107	 40, j PC41 107. 107









	 S	 M k -S	 c M kac t
	IVti 08 	108, j	 !1, ,JPc 43 108 108	 43, J^ 11 1.08 108
	
+ 548, jK108M108k108	 J = i,,22s ... 57
ax t08 = -c c M k
ao	 it 43 108 108
ax 108 dKioa r	 biosl Rios
2T — C48M108k108 dT -
 "t 08T J T
Reaction 109, Re + BeF2 	ZBeF
K10i
K 	 K105
Reaction 110, BeO + H2O " B e 0 H + OH
-	 K2
Ki 10 K103
-n Ito b Ito /T
	
k110	 a Ito T	 e
	
X i 10	 [K Ito c 2 C41 C11 c431 kIto
	
ax 110  
	 [1K,	 - -ac .	 2, j10c41
	 5 11, jc43 + 541, jK110c2 s43, jc11k110J
1,2,...57
	
ax 110	 i dK2	 1 
dK103 K	-	 - b 110 X 110aT	 K2 dT K103 dT	 110^2^- 1 k110 n110	 T	 T





Reaction 112, BeO + HC I' BeCl + OH
_ K6K106





X 112	 [K112'6'4t c i it c44] ki 12J
8X 112:	 :,K c 	 + '41) K c- S	 c	 k8c J 	 ['6, j 112 41	 1,jc 44	 j 112 6	 44,j it] 112
j=1, 2, •	,57
Reaction 114, BeO + C. Be + CO
K	 = K106
114	 K3
k	 = a	 T -n l 14 e-b114/ T
114	 114
X 114	 [K114'13'41 c3c40] ki 14
EM 
114= _6, .c
	 + 6	 .	 JK	 c	 - 6	 .	 Jc + 6	 .K	 cac. 	 3, J40	 13, J 114 41	 40, 3	 41,	 114 13] k i 14J
j=	 •,.57
k	 aX 1.14 1	 dK 10 6 	 1	 dK3 b114 X 114=
aT
_
K106	 dT	 K3 dT





Reaction 115, BeO + Cl " BeC7 + O
1









X 115 [K 115 c 14 c41	 ^18^441 k115
ax 115




ax 1 1 5  1	 dK106	 1	 dK104 .a
aT K106	 dT-	 104	 dT
K	 c	 c	 k115 14 41 H5
_i 5
b 5X^
_ n f 15 ^5,
4-78




k f16 = a, f6 
T -n f16 e, -b iA6 /T
x If 6 IK ,6 c ,6 c4i - clic401 k 116
	




i= f 1 2"...	 5 7
ax	 d'K	 dK	 b	 x
	




n	 116 1168T	 K t06 dT	 K if dT	 116 f6 41 t16	 , ij-6 - T —T
Reaction I 1 7, BeO + N	 Be + NO
K
106K117 K 1 0
-n 117	 -b 117 Tkf17 a	 T	 e117
x 117 [K	 c	 c	 c	 c	 kf17	 f7 41	 io 401 117
ax
117
ac. jKi	 c	 +5	 K	 C	 k5 1 0, j c 4 0' + 6 17,,	 7c4,	 540
"i	 to	 4f,j	 117	 t7l	 f17
j=
117 dK	 dKf06	 i	 to
aT K	 K	 dTt06	 :dT	 10
K	 C	 kIt7	 t7"^41	 117








k118	 af18 T 	 e
X118 [K118'18'4i '12'40] k i 18
aX118 
=-8c.	 b^ 12, jc	 + b40	 18, jK	 - 640,  jc12 + 641, 1K 118 c 181 k118J j= 1,2,.0.,57
ax 118	 1	 d'K 	_ 1 d 12	 b118 X118
8T	 K106 dT	 Ki 2 dT K 118 c 18
c41k118 - X118 - T	 T
Reaction 119, BeO + BeF -0- Be 20 + F




k # 1 9	 a119T 	 e
0J
Reaction 120, Be 20 + H2O , 2BeOH
K KK	 = 107110120	 K103 K t 16
	
=	
n'120 b120/ Ta Tk120	 120	 e
	
_ 	 2 1
X120 IK i2o C 2 c 42 c43J k120
ax i20 _ rb K c + 6K c- 26
	 c	 k8c.
	 t:--=2 j 120 42	 42, j 120 2	 43, i 431 120J
	




8X 120 =	 ,`1 X103	 i dK i 07 	 1 dK110	 d i 16
8T	 -K`b dT + K	 dT + K	 dT	 K	 dT103	 10'7	 110	 116
K c	 k	 - n	 - bi20 X120120 2 42 120	 120	 T	 T
Reaction 121, Be20 + HC1 -40 BeCZ + BeO I
K K6 109k	 K121	 KInKan K
Reaction 122, Be 20 + HF = BeF + BeOH
K	 _ Ki 13
122	
K119
k	 a	 -n122 e-b122/ TT122	 122	 .
x 122 [K,22 c 7 c4, - c43 c46] ki22
0X 1.2 2
= (^S . K	 c	 + S	 .I^£	 c- S	 . c	 - S	 . c 1 kac . ?
 L 7, J 122 42
	 42, 122 C 7	 43, 46
	 46, 43J 122
j= 1, 2, ... , 57
ax 122 _	 1	 dK 13.	 1	 dK 1 i9
aT	 K113 dT	 K 11 dT K122C7c42k122
b 12 X122
n^122	 T	 T





















	 543, jc41]	 123J
j=	 1,2, •• °, 57
8x 1	 3 dK	 dK dK	 1	 dK103	 1060
r
8T
^_	 1	 11	 1,	 107	 1
K	 dT	 K	 dT	 K11	 107	 1	 3 dT	 K ..	 dT106.
b
123














k	 = a T -n 124 e -b f 24^ T124	 1?,, 4




.	 [614, jK124c42 641, jc44 + 642, jK 1 ,24c i4 6 44, j c41l k124
j= 1, 2,...	 57
ax 124 _
	1 dK107 _ 1 dKt04












t25	 L 125 16 42
	 40 431 1.25
X	 K c c	 c c	 k	 i
ax125	
.c	 +sac.	 [5162 jK125c42 - 540, J 43	 42, jK125 c 16 s 43, j c401 k125
1, 2,	 57J 
8X 25 	 1 dK 1 07 	 1 dK103
8T	 K0? dT	 K1o3. _dT	 12^> c 16
c 42k125	 y





x126 [K126'i8'42 - G41 k126
ax126




	 1 dK 10?	 i d.K106





Reaction 127, 2BeOH - Be + BeO H
K	 _ K102
127 K108









T-n128 a -b 128 / T
X128	 EK 128 c 14 c 43 - c 6 c 41J kie8
aX 128=
 P
6, 	 +b. 	 c	 - b	 + b	 .K,c	 k
J
8c 
	 J 41	 14, J 128 43	 41, J 6	 43, J 125 14] 128
j= 1,2,•••,57
ax 128 = 	i dK103 _ 1 dK6 K c c k
aT	 K103 dT	 K6 dT	 128 14 43 128
r	 b	 X128	 128
128 ^ T	 T




k 129 = a 129 T
-n 129 e-b129/T




J.c+b.J 	 JK	 c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - b	 c	 kac J 	 [- ' I 1, 44	 141	 129 43'	 43,	 129 14	 -f4, J i 1^ 129
j= 1, 2,...57
8X1 29 =	 1	 dK 102 -  1
8T	 Ki 02 dT	 K104 dT	 K129c 14c43k129
_ b i29 x129
n 129
	 T	 T	 $',
4-85
i aeo
Reaction 130, BeOH + H Be + H2O
K = K 10
130	 K2
k	 = a	 T-n130 e b130^T130	 130
X 130 [K 130 c i 6c43 c2c40]k 130
ax 130 
= _ S .c
	
+ S	 .K 	 - S	 .c + b	 .K	 c	 k
Jac .	 C 2, J 40	 16, J 130 (' 4 3	 40, J 2	 43, J 130 16] 130
j= 1,2,...,57
ax t301 dK 102	 1 dK129
8T	 K102 dT	 K1 29 dT K130^16^43k130
b 130 x 13
n 130	 T	 T
	
Reaction 13 i, BeOH + H	 BeO + H2
K	 _ K103
131	 K8




ax 131 _ _ S.c
	
+ S	 .K	 c	 - b	 .c + b	 .K	 c	 kac.
	 J[ 8, 41	 16,j 131 43	 ii, f8 - +	 43, J 131 16] 131J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 131 =	 i dK t03 	 1 dK8 K
	 c 	 k
aT	 K103 dT	 K8 dT	 131 16 C 43  131




_i + O " BeO + OH
K	 = K103
132	 K  i








	 .c	 + b	 J.K	 c	 -	 Jb	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c 
l k
Jac . 	 [- 'It,  J 41	 18,	 132 43	 41,	 It	 43, J 132 18 J 132
j= 1, 2,-  • • , 57
ax 
132 =	 1 
dKi 
03 _ 1 dKi 1 K	




n f32	 T	 T
Reaction 133, 2BeC1 -N-62! Be + BeC12
K	 = K104
133	 K100
k 133 = a 133 T
-n 133 e b133/T
_	 2 _
X 133	 1 133 c44 c 40 c 45] k133
aX i33
_	
.c+ 2b	 .K	 c-b.JcJac 	 [-640,  J 45	 44, J 133 44	 45, 401 133
1,2,..., 57
ax 1 33
_	 1	 dK 104 _ 1	 dK 100	 2	
_	 _ b 133 Xi33
aT	 LK104 dT	 K100 dT	 K 133 c 44 k 133 n 133	 T	 T
4-87
Reaction 134, BeCl + H 2O .-olet" Be0H + HC 1
K2
	
1'134	 K6K i ^9
k134 = 134a	 T-n134
 e b134 T
X134 IK 134 c 2 c 44 c 6c43] ki34
ax 134 = b .K
	 c	 - b	 c	 - S	 .c + b
	 .K	 c k
	
—Tc-	 [ 2, J 1 34 44
	 6, J 43	 43, J 6
	 44, J 134 2] 134J
j= 1,2,...,57
	
aX 134	 1 dK2 1 dK6 	 1 aK1291
K8T	 KZ dT K6 dT K129 dT J 134c2c44k134
b 134 X134
n i 34	 T	 T




k135 = a !35 
T-n135 e 135 /T
	






.	 b _ .Cc. 
_ 
L b	 K6, J 135 c 	 c	 + b	 K44
	16, J 45
	 44, !35 c -6	 4:^, c ii1 kJ J	 J	 J
j= 1,2,...,57









Reaction 136, BeC1 + Cl f Be + C12
K	 = K1 04
136	 K4
k136 = 136a	
T -n 136 e -n 136 / T
X 136	
[




	 .K	 c	 - b	 .c +	
J
	
S	 .K	 cac .
	
[- 6 4,  J 40	 14, J 136 44	 40, J 4	 44,	 136 14] kJ	 136
j= 1,2,..., 57
aX	 _	 dK	 dK41
	 b1361 X 1136	 1	 104	 1	 36
aT	 K104 dT ^ K4
 dT
J 
K 136^14^44k 136 - n^ 136	 T J T







X 137	 I K t 37 c 16 c44 c 6 c40] k137
ax 137 =
	
.	 . K	 c	 - b	 .c + S
	 . Kac.	 C_ S	 c	 + S6, J 40
	 16, J 137 44
	 40, J 6	 44, J 137 c 16] ki37J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax  37 _	 1	 dK104 _ 1 dK6 K
	 c,c kb 	 K104 dT	 K6 dT	 137 16 44 137
C
b 1371 X137
n 137	 T J T
4-89
b 13 X19
n 139	 T	 T
now
Reaction 138, BeF + H2O BeOH + HF
K	 = IK2K105
138	 K7K102








.K	 c	 - b .c
	 - S	 .c + S	 .Kc1k
J8c . 	 J i 38 46	 7, J 43	 43, J 7	 46, J 1386 21 138
j= 1,2,..., 57
8X 138 =	 dK2 - 1 dK 7 - 1 dK 102 + 1 dK105 K c c k8T	 K2 dT




Reaction 139, BeF + HC1 f BeCl + HF








X 139	 [K i 39c6c46 c7c441 k139
ax 139 =
	 .K	 c	 - S .c
	 - S	 .c + S	 .K	 c k
J8c 	 [66, J 139 46	 7, J 44	 44, J ?	 46, J 139 6] 139
j= 1,2, ••• , 57
ax 139 =	 1 dK 105 - 1 dK7 - f
	 dK137 K
8T	 K105 dT	 K7 dT K137 dT	 139c6c46k139
4-90
Reaction 140, BeF + OH f BeO + HF
K	 = K10 5_
140	 K7K116




X 140	 [K 140 c
 i i c46 c 7 c 41] k140
X 140
	
. c	 . K	 c	 - b	 . c + S	 . K	 c
ac .	
bC 7, J 41 + b 11, J 140 46	 41, J 7	 46, J 140 1 i,] k 140	 jJ
j = 1,2,..., 57
ax 140 _ 	1	 dK 105 _ 1 dK7 _ 1	 dK i 16
8T	 K105 dT	 K7 dT K1 16 dT	 Ki 40 c it c 46k140
r	 b140 X140
L
n 140 - T
	
T
Reaction 141, BeF + OH F BeOH + F
K	 = K105
141	 K102
k 141 = a 141 T
-n141 e b141/T
X 141	 CK 141 c ii c46 c15c431k141
(3X 141 
_ rS
	 .K	 c	 - b	 .c	 - S	 c(3c 
	 J 141 46	 15, J 43	 43, J 15 + b46, j K 14 i c i i ] J	 141
j= 1,2,...,57
ay, 141 =	 1	 dK 105	 1	 dK102 K	 c c k8T	 K105 dT	 K102 dT	 141 11 46 141









Reaction 142, BeF + Cl




k	 = a	 T -n 142 e-b142/T
	
142	 142	 .
X 142	 [K,4,',4 c46 c 15 c441 k142
3X 142- 






	 16 t4,  J 142 46	 15, J 44	 44, J 15
	 46,	 142 14] ki42
j=1,2,...,57
ax 1421
	 dK105	 1 dK104l
aT	 K105 dT - K104 dT 
J 
K142^14^46k142
n	 - b 142 X142142	 T	 T
Reaction 143, BeF + F
	 Be + F2




143	 143 T	 e
X 143	 [K 143 c i5 c46 c5c401k143
8X 143
J
	_ _	 J6 .c 	 + 6	 .J K	 c	 -	 J6	 .c + 6	 .K	 c8c .
	
1 5, 40
	 15,	 143 46
	 40, 5	 46,j 143 15J1k
 143
= 1
1 2, ... , 57
8X 143 =	 1 dK 105 _ 1 dK5 K





b 143 X1 43
8T	 Ki 05 d7	 K5 dT	 143 15 46 143	 143	 T	 T
4-92
Reaction 144, Be  + H 
-ONO—O' Be + HF
K	 _ K105
144	 K 7
k 144 = 144a	 T
-n 144 e-b144/T
X144 IK 144 c 16 c 46 c 7 c 40] k144





 't .K	 c	 - S	 .c + b	 .K	 c	 k7, J 40	 6, J 144 46	 40, J 7	 46,	 144 16] 144J
j _ 1,2,...,57
ax 144 _ 	 1 dK 105	 1 dK 71 	 (	 b1441 X144
aT	 K105 dT	 K7 dT J K 144
c 16 C 46k 144 - 
L
n 144	 T J T
Reaction 145, BeF + O
	 BeO + F
K	 = K105
145	 K106
k 145 = a 145 T-n145 a -b 145
/
 T







[ - 615, jc	 + 618, 	 c	 b	 c	 + b41	  J	 j 15
	 46, jK 145c	 k 14518]J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax t45 _	 i	 dK105 - 1 dK106 K
	 c c kaT	 K105	 dT	 K106 dT	 145 18 46 145
C
b 1451 X145
n 145	 T I T I
4-93
Reaction 146, BeF2
 + H ^ Be  + HF
K	 = K101
146	 K7
k 146 = a 146 T
-n146 a b146/T
X146	 IK 146 c 16 c 47 c 7 c46] k
 146
ax 146 = 
	 .c	 + b
	 .K	 c	 - b
	 .c + bac .	 [- 6 71  J 46	 16, J 146 47
	 46, J 7	 47, 'K146c161 k146J 	 J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax t46 1 dK101	 i dK 7l









T-n147 a -b 147 / T
X 147 EK 147 c 16c48 c 2 c43] k
 147
aX 147 _[62, .c+	 .K	 c	 - b
	 .	 Jc +b	 .K	 cc  	 J 43	 16, J 147 48	 43, J 2	 48,	 147 i b] kJ	 147
j= 1,2,..., 57
ax 147 _
	 1 dK 108 _ 1 dK2
bT	 K108 dT





Reactir; 148, BN + M B + N + M
k 148 = 148a	 T
-n 148 e-b148/T
57
M 148	 '148, ici





+ 6	 K M k	 - 5	 c M kac j	 M148	 148, j	 29,	 148 148 148	 17, jP 28 148 148
-6 28, jpc 17M i48k 148 '	 j = 1, 2,- • -, 57
aX 148 = _ c c M k
a^	 17 28 148 148
ax 148_ c M k
	 dK148 r	 b1481 X1488T	 29 148 148	 8
 -
L
n 148	 T J T
Reaction 149, BO + M ' B + O + M





M 149	 E m 149, icii= i
X149 [K 149C30Pc18c281 Mi49k149
ax 149 = X 149 m
	
.+ 6	 .K M k	 - 6	 c M k
ac j	; 49
	
149,E	 30,E 149 149 149	 18,JP 28 149 149
-6G8, j pc 18 M 149 k149 '	 j = 1, 2, ... , 57
ax t49= _c c M k
ap	 18 28 149 !49














m 15 —7 '1 50, icii=1
X150 [K 150'3t pc 18c 30) M150ki50
ax 150_ X150 rn
	
+ S
	 .pcK M k	 - S	 M k
ac j m 150	 150, ,
	 j31,	 150 150 150	 18,	 30 150 150




ap	 18 30 150 :50
ax 150 =





_	 _ b 150 X 150ED 	 dT	 150	 i	 T
J	 ^
Reaction t5 l, BCO i + M .: B + Cl + M
_	 -n14R -b151/T




X151	 IX 151 c 32 pc 14c 281 M15lk151
aX 15! = X151 rn
	 + S .K M k
	 - S	 M kEl j
	 M151	 151,	 32,	 i 51 151 151	 14, ,gy cp 28 151 151
-5 28, jpc 14M i51 k151 '
aX
i51 = _c c M
	 k
ap	 14 28 151 151
j= 1, 2, ..., 57
aXi51






Reaction 152, BC12 + M
	 B C 1 + C1 + M
k 152 = 152a	
T -n 152 e_b152/T
57
M 152	 M152, ici
X 152 - [K 152 C 33 pc 14c 321 M152k152
ax 152 	 X 152 
m	 + 6.K M k
	 - 6
	 Ibi kac 
	 Mi 52	 152 ,	 33,j 152 t52 152	 14, ,gy




_c c M k
ap	 14 32 152 152
	
ax 152 




	 -OT	 33 152 152 dT
	 152
	
Reaction 153, BC13 + M
	 B C 1 2 + C1 + M





k 153 = a 153 T-n153 e b153/T
57
M 153	 '153, ici
X153	 [K 153'34 pc i4c 331 M153k153
ax 153 _ X153 
m	 + 6K M k
	 - 6
	 M kici
	 M153	 153, j	 34, . 153 153 153	 14, Jpc 33 153 153
-633, jpc 14 M 153 k 153	 '	 j = 1, 2, • • • , 57
ax 153 
= _c c M k
ap	 14 33 153 153
ax 153 - 
c M	 k	 dK153 - n	
_ b 153 X 153
aT	 34 153 153 dT
	 153	 T	 T
4-97
s
Reaction 154, BOC1 + MM-10'— BC1 + O + M





M 154	 mi 54, ici
X 154 [K 154 c35 pc i 8 c 321 M154k154
ax 154 = X 154 m
	
,+ S
	 .K M k
	 - b	 c M k
ac j	 M154	 154,	 35,	 154 154 154	 18, ,gy p 32 154 154
-6 32, j pc 18 M 154k154 '	 j = 1, 2, • • • , 5 7
ax 
154= _c c M k
ap	 18 32 154 154
ax 154 dK154 r	 b154 X154
8T - c 35 M 154k154 dT - 
L
°154	 T	 T
Reaction 155, BF + M f B+ F+ M
k	 = a	 -n155 
b 155 / T
155	 155 T	 e
57
M 155 i '155, ici
X t55	 [K 155 c36 pc i5c 281 M155k155
ax 155 = X155 m
	








j = 1, 2, • - - , 57
ax 
155= _c c M k
ap	 15 28 155 155
`X 155 = c M
	 k	 dK155 _ n	 _ b 155 X155
aT	 36 155 155 dT	 155	 T	 T
4-98
Reaction 156, BF 2
 + M " BF + F + M
k 156 :-- a 156 
T-n156 e-b156/T
57
M156 -	 mi56, ici
X 156 = IK 156 C37 pc 15 c 361 M156ki56
ax 156 _ x 156 m	 +6 .K M k
	 - S
	 M kacj
	 M156	 156, E 	 37, ,E 156 156 156	 15, Jpc 36 156 156
- 5 36, jpc 15M 156k156 '	 j = i, Z, • • • , 57
ax 156 
= _c c M k
ap	 15 36 156 156
ax 156
= c M k	 dK156 - n	 - b 156 x156
	
aT	 37 156 156 dT
	 156	 T	 T
Reaction 157, BF 3
 + M ^ BF2
 + F + M





M157	 i2:j m157, ici
x157	 IK 157 C 38 pc 15 c 37 1 M 157k i 57
ax 157	 x 157=	
m	 + S .K M k








= _c c M k
ap	 15 37 157 157
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 157 
= c M k






Reaction 158, BOF + M f BO + F + M






X 158	 [K 158 C 39 pc 15 c 301 M158k158
ax 158 = X 158 m	 +6	 K M k
	 - 6	 c M kac j
	 M158	 158, j	 39,. 158 158 158	 15, Jp 30 158 158
	- 6 30, jpc 15M158k158	 j = 1, 2, ... , 57
ax 158 = _ c cM k
ap	 15 30 158 158
aX 158	 dK158 r	 b158 X158
8T - ^39M 158 k158 dT - 
L
n158	 T	 T










X 159	 [K ,59 c39 pc 18 C 361 M159k159
ax 159 = X 159 m
	 + 5K M k
	 - 6	 c. M kac 	 m 15 159, ,^	 39, . 159 159 159	 18, jp 36 159 159
-6 36, jpc18M159ki59
ax 159= 
_c c M k
Cl p	 18 36 159 159
ax 
159 = c M	 k	 dK159 _ n	 _ 
b 159 X159









T-n160 e bt60 /  T
160	 160
r	 _
X 160	 LK 160 c 9 c28 '17C 2	 160k
ax 160 _ rb .K
	 c	 - b	 c	 + b	 .K	 c - b	 c
a 
J
c .	 L 9, J 160 28	 17, j 29	 28, J 160 9	 29, j17. k 160
j= 1,2,..., 57
ax 160 = i dK9 - 1 dK 148 b ; 60 X 160
	
K c c k	 _ n	 _OT	 K9 dT K148 dT	 160 9 28 160	 160	 T	 T
Reaction 161, B + NO f BN + O
K	 = K10
161	 K148
k 161 = a 161 T_
n161 e b161/T
X 161	 [K 161 c to c28 c 18 c29] k161
ax 161 _ 
L b	 .K	 c	 - S	 c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - 6 29,j c	 k
J
ac .	 10, J 161 c 28	 18, J 29	 28, J 161 10  	 18] 16t
=1^2^...1,57
ax 161 _ i dKt 0_ i dKi48 K	 c c k







Reaction 162, B + NO ^ BO + N
K	 = Ki 0
162	 K149
k162 = a 162 T
-n i 62 e -b 162 / T
x 162 - [K 162 c 10 c28 c 17 c 30] k162
ax 162 _ S
J	
.K	 c	 - S	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - S	 .c	 Kac .	 [ 10, J 162 28
	
17, J 30
	 28, J 1 62 10
	 30,	 171 162
i= 1,2,...,57
ax 162 _ i dKi 0 - 1 dKi49 K
	 c c,k
aT	 Ki0 dT





n162 - TI TJ
Reaction 163, BN + NO f BO + N2
K	 = K162
163	 K  60
k163 = a 163 T
-n163 e bi 63 / T





	 Jc	 + S	 .K	 c	 + b	 K	 c	 - 2ac .	 [ 9, J 30	 10,	 163 29	 29, J 163 10
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 163 =	 1 dK i 62 - i dK i 60 Kc c k
aT	 K162 dT	 K160 dT	 163 10 29 163
r b 163 x163
L




Reaction 164, 2BO f B + BO
K	 = K 149
	
164	 Ki 50





X 164	 Ki 64 c 30 c 28 c 31J k164
	
8X1-	
_b-	 c	 +b	 K.	 c	 - S	 .c	 •••,
	
^c -	 28, J 31
	 30, J 164 30
	 31, J 28 J k 164	 J = 1,2,	 57
J
8X 164 =	 1 dKi49 - _ 1 dK150 K	 c 2 k	 - n	
- bi 64 Xi 64
aT	 K 14 dT	 Ki J,0 dT	 164 30 164	 164 T T











X 165	 [K 165 c i c 30 c 3 c 31] k165
ax 165 1=	 .K	 c	 - b J.c	 + b	 K	 c- S	 c k
	
ac.	 i, J 165 C 30	 3,	 31	 30, J 165 1
	 31, J 3] 165
	J 	 :^
j= t, 2, ... , 57 f^





1Reaction 166, BO + CO ' B + CO2
K	 = Ki 49166	 K 
k 166 = a 166 T
-n 166 e-b166/T
X 166	 [K166'3c30 cic281 k166
ax 1666
J6 .c	 + 6 .K	 c	 - 6	 .c + 6	 .J KJ	
c kac . 
	1, 28
	 3, J 166 30	 28, J 1
	 30,	 166 3' 166
j= 1,2,•••,57
ax 166 _
	 1 dKi 49 - i dKi K
	 c c kaT	 K 14 dT	 K1 dT 166 ? 30 166
_ b 166 S X166
n i66	 T J T
Reaction 167, BO + CO - BO  + C
K3
K1o7 K150
k	 =i67	 167a	 T
-n i67 e-b167/T




	 c	 - 6
	 .c	 + 5	 J.K	 c - 6	 J
.c	 kac .	 167 30
	 13, J 31
	 30,	 167 3
	 31,	 1s] 167
j = 1,2,•••,57
ax 167 _ 1 dK 3 - 1 dKi 50 K
	 c c ka 
	 K3 dT
	 K150 dT	 167 3 30 167
_ b 167 X167






Reaction 168, BO + HC1 ^ BC1 + OH
K	 = K6K149
	168	 K t IK151
k	 =y a	 T-n168 a 
b1 68 /  T
	
168	 168




.	 C. c	 + b	 . K	 c - b	 . c
ac .
	
[6 6,K J 168 c 30 '- t t, J 32	 30, J 168 6	 32, J i t ] k 168
J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax1 68 _	 1 dK6 - 1 dKi it + t dK i49 - t	 dK151
OT	 K6 dT K1 It dT	 Kt 49 dT	 K151 dT
_	 _ b 168 X168
K 168 c 6 c 30 k168 n168 T T
Reaction 169, BO + HF ^ BF + OH
K7KJ do
169 K It t 55










[K 169 c 7 c 30 c ti c 36] k169
ax 169 	
.	 - S	 . c	 + S	 . K	 c - S	 . c
ac .	 L' 7, K 169 c 30	 i 1,	 36	 30.	 169 7	 36, J III k t 69
i
j=1,2,...,57
ax 169 	 1 dK7 - 1 dKi it + t	 dK i 49 - i	 dK i 55 K
	
c c k
aT	 K7 dT	 K t It dT	 Ki49 dT	 K155 dT	 169 ? 30 169
Reaction 170, BO + NO .: BN + 02
K- Ki0K149170	 K12K148
k 170	 170= a	
T-n170 e-b170/T
X 170	 [K i?O c i0 c30 c i 2c29] k170
ax 170 - b
	 .K	 c	 - b
	 .c	 - b	 .c	 + b
	 .K	 c	 k
J
8c .	 [ 10, J
 1 70 30	 12, J 29	 29, J i 2	 30, J 170 101 t70
j= 1,2,---,57
ax
	 dK	 dh	 dK	 dK149
8T	 K10 dT
	 K12 dT
	 K148 dT	 K149 dT ,




K	 c c k	 _ n	 _ b 170 X170170 10 30 170
	 170	 T	 T
Reaction 171, BO + NO f BO  + N
K	 = Ki 0
171	 K150
k	 = a
	 T -n171 e b171/T171	 171
X 171	 [K 171 c i0 c30 c 17 c 31] kt71
8X 171 = b
.l	
J.K	 c	 - b	 .c	 + b	 .	 JK8c	 c	 - b	 .^	 k.
	
I 10,	 171 30	 17, J 31
	
3 0, J 171 10
	 31,	 17, 171
j= 1,2,...,57
8X 171 	 1 dK 10 _ i	 dK150 K	 c c8T	 Ki 0 dT	 K150 dT	 171 10 30k171





Reaction 172, BO + C a B + CO
_ K i 49
K 172	 K3
k 172 = 172a	
T-n172 a -b 172 / T
X 172	 [K172c13c30 c3c281 k172
8X172_
 [-&'3,•c+ b	 .K	 c	 - b	 .c + b	 .K	 c	 k8 J 	 J 28	 13,	 172 30	 28, 3	 30, J 172 131 172
j= 1,2,...,57
8X172 r 1 X149 1 dK3^ 	 r	 b1721X172
aT	
^K144 dT	 K3 dT K172^13^30k172^1°172 T ^ T
Reaction 173, BO + Cl
	 BC1 + O
K	 = K i 49173	 K151




X 173	 LK 173'14C30 c i8 c 3. k173
aX i 73 =
	
. K	 c	 - S	 c.	 .	 .ac .	 1S14, J 173 30
	 18, J 32 + b	 K30, J 173c	 - S	 c	 :c 1 73i4	 32, J 18]	 +J	 i
j = 1,2;,---,57
aX 173 =	 i	 dKi49 - i dK151 K
	 c c kaT	 K149 dT	 K151 dT	 173 14 30 173
_ I	 b173 x 
Ln 173 - T	 T
4-107
dommom m-
Reaction 174, BO + F .^ BF + O
K	 = K149174	 K155




x 174	 [K 174 c 15 c30 c 18 c36] k174
8X 174 = 
rb	 K.	 .	 .	 .ac .	 L 15, J ! 74 c 	- b	 c	 + b	 K30 	18, J 36	 30, J 174 c 	- b	 k15 	36, J 18] k
 174J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 174 _	 1 d1K 149 - 1 dK155 K







Re ac tion 17 5, BO + H	 B + OH
K	 = Ki 49175	 K! i




X 175	 [K 175 c 16 c30 c i i c28] k175
aX 175
	







2T - [K149 dT	 K I I dT Kfi
4-108
'I
Reaction 176, BO + N - BN + O
K - K 176	 K148
k 176
	 176= a	
T-n176 e -b 176/ T
x 176	 EK I,76 c i7c 3O ci8c 291 k176
ax 176 K  
	 c	 - S
	 .c	 -	 JS	 .c	 + b	 .J K
a Jc .
	 1117,  J 176 30
	 18, J 29
	 29,	 18	 30,	 176c




i dK149 - 1 dK148 K
	 c c kaT	 K149 dT	 K148 dT	 176 17 30 176
r	 b176 X176
L
n 176	 T	 T
	
Reaction 17 7, BO + O
	 B + 02
K	 = K! 49177	 K12
k	 = a
	
T-n177 e b 177' T177	 177




	 .K	 c	 - b
	 c	 + S
	 .K	 c	 kac	 - [-6 iZ,  J 28
	 18, J i 7 30
	 28, J 12	 30, J 177.18 .i?7J
_ 1,2,..• , 57
ax 177 =	1 dKi49






a 	 Ki 49 dT	 K 1 dT	 17 7  18 30 177	 177	 T	 T 7
4-109
Reaction 178, BO + BC1 - B + BOC1
K	 = K149178	 K154
k 178 = 178a	 T
-n 178 e-b178/T
X17	 IK J 78 c 30 C 32 c 28 c 35] k178
ax 1 78 
_ 
	 .c	 + S	 .K	 c	 + b	 .J K	 c	 -	 JS 	.c	 kJac .	 [- ' 28,  J 35	 30, J 1 78 32	 32,	 178 30	 35, 28] 178
j = 1,2,...,57
aX 178 _ r 1
	 dK149 _ 1 dK154 
aT	
^K149 dT	 K154 dT K178^30^32ki78
b178 X178
178	 T	 T




k 179 = a 1 79 T -n179 e 
b l 79/ 
T
x 179	 [K 179 c 30 c35 c 31 c 3?] k 179,
ax i ^9 
	 .K	 c	 - S	 .c	 - S	 .c	 + S	 .K	 c	 kac .	 [530, J 179 35
	 31, J 32	 32, J 31	 35, J 1 79 C 301 179J
j= 1,2,••-,57
1
ax 179 _	 1 dK 154 - 1 dK150 K
	 c c k
aT	 K154 dT	 K150 dT	 179 30 35 179
b 17 x 17
ni^9	 T	 T
4- 11-0
Reaction 180, BO + BF B + BOF
K	 = K155
180	 K158
k !80 = a 180 
T-n180 e -b180/T
X180	 IK 180 C 30 c 36 c28c391 "180
ax 180 
_ -'289 .c	 + S	 .K	 c	 + b	 .K	 c	 .cac .	 [- S J 39	 30, J 180 36	 36, J 180 30	 39, J 28] 
k 180
J j= 1,2, .. . E 57
aX 180	 1 dK155	 1	 dK158l




° 180	 T	 T
Reaction 181, BO + BF 
	








X181	 IK 181 C 30 C 38 c 37 c 39] k181
8X i 81 =
	
.	 .	 .	 .
ac .	 C b	K30, J 181c	 - b	 c	 + S	 K38	 37, J 39	 38, J 181 c 	- b	 c	 k30	 39, J 37] 181
J
j= 1,2,...,57
8X 181 =	 i	 dK 157 	 1 dK 158K
	
c c k
aT	 K157 dT	 K158 dT	 181 30 38 18i








T-n182 a -b 182 / T
182	 182
X182	 [K 182 c 3O c 39 - c 31 c 361 k182
8X 182	
.	 .	 .	
'5 39, K.8c . 	 [6 30, K J 182 c 	- b39	 31, c 	- bJ 36	 36, c 	 +31 
	 J 182c 	 k 18230]J	
_





aT - [K159 dT	 K150 dT	 K182C30c39k182
C
b 1821 X182
n 182	 T J T
Reaction 183, B0 2 + H  




k183 = a 183 
T-n183 e-b183/T
X 183 - [K ,83 c 7 c 3, ciic391k183
ax 183.611,..
	 + 631, .	 .8c . 	 [5 7, K J 183c	 - 31 	 cJ 39 	 KJ 183c - b	 c?	 39, J 11 ] k 183J	
=
j= 1,2,•••,57
8X 183 - 1 dK7 - 1 dK I t + ^1 
dK150 - 1 ,dK158
OT	 K7 dT Ki
 it dT	 K450 dT	 K158 dT
,
_




183	 n183 - T'^	 T
4-112
1Reaction 184, BO  + C 1
	 BOC 1 + O
K	 = K173
	
184	 K i 79
k	 = a
	 T -n i84 e-b184/T
	
184	 184
X184	 IK 184 c 14 c 31. c18c35 ]k 184
	
8X 184	
.	 .	 .	 .ac .	 [S	 K14, J 184c	 - b	 c	 + b	 K31	 18, J 35
	 31, J 184c	 - b	 c	 k 18414	 35, J 18]J	
=
j=1,2,"',57
ax 184 _	 i dK 173 -
 1 dK1 79 K
	 c c kaT	 K173 dT	 Ki 79 dT	 184 14 31 184
r	 b 18 X184
L
n 184 T	 T
Reaction 185, BO  + H --- n-o—" BO + OH
K	 _ K150
	






X 185	 [K 185 c 16c 33	 c i i c 30] k185
ax 185 - ("
	
. c	 + b	 . K
	 c	 - b .	 c	 + b.	 . K	 cac .	 - b 11, J 30	 16, J 185 31	 30, J i i	 31, J 185 16 j  k 185J
j=12,...,57
ax 185_	 1 dK 150 - 1 dK11b185 X185K	 c c k	 _ n	 _
aT	 K150 dT	 K1! dT	 185 16 31 185	 185	 T	 T
4-113
I 4m mam a








X 186	 [K 186 c 18 c31 c 12 c 30] k186
ax i86 
_ ...- s	 . c	 + b	 . K





c 181 k186ac 	 12, J 30	 18, J 186 31	 30, J 12	 31, J 186J
j= 1,2,..., 57
ax 186 r 1 dK 150	 i dKiz
8T - 
L


















X 187 = K 187 c 32 c 28 c 33 k187
ax 18?_ r_ S
	
. c	 + 26	 . K
	 c	 - S
	 . cac .
	 1 28, J 33	 32, J 187 32	 33, J 28] k 187J
57
aX 187 _	 +	 dK151 - 1	 dK 152 K
	
c 2 k	 _ n	 _ b 187 X187aT	
K151 dT	 K152 dT	 187 32 187	 187	 T	 T
4=114









X188	 IK 188 c t4 C 3? - c 4 c 28J k188
ax 1118
_
	 J.c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - b	 c + b	 .K	 c	 kJac .	 [- 6 4,  28	 14, J 188 32	 28, J 4	 32, J 188 14] 188
.1=1,2,...,57
ax 188 =	 1 dK 151 - 1 dK4 K c c k	 _ n	 _ b 188 
X 188
aT	 K151 dT	 K4 dT	 188 !4 32 188 L 
188	 T	 T









X l 89	 [K 189 c i 6 c 32 c 6 c 281 k189
ax 189
act _ - S	 . c	 + b	 . K	 c	 - S	 . c + S





i+dK151 - 1 dK6 K
	
c c kdT	 .K6 dT	 189 16 C 32 189
i
b 189 X189












x 190	 [K 190 c 17 c32 c i4^29] k190
ax
 190K
 P14, .c+S.K 	 c	 - S	 c	 + b	 Kac 	 J 29
	
17, J 190 32
	 29, J 14
	 32, J 190 c 17] KJ	 190
j = 1,2,•••,57
ax 
190 =	 1 dK 151 -	 °K148 
K	 c c kaT	 K151 dT	 K148 dT	 190 17 32 190
r b 1901 X190
L
n 190	 T J T
Reaction 191, BC  + BOF -d&'O- BOC1 + BF
K	 = K159191	 K154
k	 = a	 T
-n i91 e bi91/T
191	 191
x i 91	 ^K i 91 c 32 c39 c 35 c 361 k191
ax 1 91 	 ,	
' 35, j c 36 	 . K	 c	 kac .	 b	 K32, J 191c	 - b39	 c 	- b	 .36, c 	+ SJ 35
	 39, J 191 32] 191J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 191 =	 1	 dK 15 9 -	 1, dK 1 54 K
	
c	 k	 _ n	 - b 191 x i9iaT	 K159 dT
	 K154 dT	 191 32 39 191	 191	 T	 T
4-116
Reaction 192, BC12




k 1.92 :--	 i 92a	
T-n192 a b192/T
x 192	 [K 192 c I4c 33 c4c32]ki92
	
ax i 92 
	 .c	 + b	 J.K	 c	 -	 Jb	 .	 Jc + b	 .K	 c	 kac J.
	
[-64, J 3L	 14,	 192 33	 32, 4





1 dK i 52 - i dK 14 K	 c c kaT	 K1 52 dT	 K4 dT	 192 14 33 192
I	 b192 X192
L
n 192	 T	 T




k 193	 193= a	 T
-n193
 e 
b i 93 / T
X 193	 IK t93 c 14c34 c 4 c 33] k j 93
ax i 93 ==  
	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - b	 + b	 .K	 c	 kac .
	
[- '4,  J 33	 14, J 193 34
	 33, J 4
	 34, J 193 14] 1J	 93
j= 1,2,...,5?
N
ax 193 = _t	 dK 153 - 1 dK4 K	 c	 k	 - n	 - b 193 x193aT	 K153 dT	 K4 dT	 193 14
c
 34 193	 193	 T	 T
4-117
1
1	 0! ' a	 AM,
Reaction 194, BOC1 + HC1 f BC1 2 + OH
K	 = K6K154
194	 Ki i K i 52
k 194 = 194a	 T
-n 194 e b194/T
X 194 - [K ,94'6 c 35 ciic33]ki94
8X 1 94 =	
.	 .	 .	 + b	 Kc	 .	 k8c .
	
[6 6, K
 J 194c 	- b35	 1 1, c 	- bJ 33
	33, J i i
	 35,	 194 c 6] 194J	 J
j= 1,2,...,57
8X 1 94 = i dK6 - 1 dK i 1 - 1 dK 152 + i	 dK154
8T	 K6 dT K 1 dT	 K152 dT	 K154 dT
K c c k
	
_ n	 b 194 
X 194
194 6 35 194	 194	 T	 T
Reaction 195, BOC1 + OH - BO  + HC1
K	 = K179K189
195	 K175
k195 = a 195 
T-ni95 
e b195/T
X 195	 [KI95clIC35 c6c3j ki95
ax t 95
8c a _. 	L b 6, j c 31 + b i 1, jK195 c 35	 b 31, j c 6 + 5 35, jK195Ci 1] -ki95
j-1,2,...,57
ax 1 95 _ _ 1	 dK 1 75 + 	 1	 dK i 79 + 1	 dK i89
	
.
aT	 K175 dT K1 ^ 9
 dT	 K 18 dT
K	 c c k	 _ n	 _ b 1951 X195195 ii 35 195
	 195	 T	 I T
4-118
Reaction 196, BOC1 + Cl ^ BO + Cl
K	 _ K188
196	 K178




x 196	 [K196c14c35 c4c30]ki96
ax 196 __ b .c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - b	 .c + S	 .K	 c	 ka 
J
c .	 [ 4, 30
	 14, J 196 35
	
30, 4	 35, J 196 141 196
j= 1,2,...,57
ax f96i
	 aKisa	 i dKt7s





°196 - T	 T




k 197 = a 197 T-ni 97 e -b197/ T
x197	 [KI 97 C 14 C 35 c18c331k197
ax 1 97 _ S




1 &K 154 - 1	 dK i 52 K
	 c c k
aT	
K154 dT	 K152 dT	 197 14 35 197
b 19 x197








k 198 = 198a	
T _n 198 a -b 198 r
x 198	 [K198'16C35 c6c30l k198
ax i 98 
_  
	 .c	 + s	 .K	 c	 - S
	 J.c +6Jac . 	 [-6 6,  J 30	 16, J 198 35	 30, 6	 35
j= 1,2,..., 57
ax 198 1 	 dK 189
	 1	 d
8T - K189 dT K 17
_ b 198 x 19ni98	 T	 T
Reaction 199, BOC1 + H.:' BC1 + O
K	 = K154
199	 Ki it
k 199 = a 199 T-n199 e bi99/I
x 199
	






+ '516, .Kac .	 [ 11, J 32 	 J 1'J
j= 1,2,..., 57
ax 199 _	 1	 dKi 54 _ i dk
aT	 K154 dT	 Ki It 0,
I	 1
Reaction 200, BCC1 + N = BC1 + NO
K	 = Ki 54
200	 K10
k	 = a	 T-n200 e-b200/T200
	
200
X200 [K200 c i 7 c35 c 10 c 32] k200
ax 200
	 [ 6 10, .	 .	 .	 .	 ck2008c	 c	 + b	 KJ 32 	17, J 200 c 	 - b	 c	 + b	 K35 	32, J 10	 35, J 200 17^J	
_
j= 1,2'...,57
ax 200 = 	1 dK 154 _ 1 dK 1 '0 K 	 c k	 _ n	 _ b200 X200El 	 K154 dT	 Ki 0 dT	 200 17 35 200	 200	 T	 T
Reaction 201, BOC1 + 0	 BC1 + 02









IK 201 c t8 c 35 c 12 c 32] k201
aX 201
	 _
ac.	 - [ b 12, jc 32 + b i8, jK201 c 3^5	 b 32, j c 12 + b 35, jK201c18^k201
J
j=1,2,•••,57
aX 201 =	 1 dK 154 _ 1 dK12 K
	
c c k	 _ n	 _ b 201 X201
aT	 K154 dT	 K 1 dT	 201 18 35 201	 201	 T	 T
4-121









T-n202 a -b202 / T
_	 _2
X 202	 K202c36 c 28 c 37 k202
ax 202- _ 6.
	 Jc	 + 2S	 .K	 c	 -	 JS	 .c	 kJ	 Jac .	 [ 28, 37	 36,	 202 36	 37, 281 202
aX202-




[-"28, 37	 36, J 202 c 36	 37, 28^ 202
j= 1,2,...,57
8X 202 =	 1 dK 155 - 1
	
dK 156 K	 c 2 k	 - n	 - 5202 X202
aT	 K155 dT	 K156 dT	 202 36 202	 202	 T	 T





X 203	 [K203cic36 c3c391 k203
8X 203 =
	




	 c - b
	 .c kac .	 [b 1, J 203 36	 3, J 39
	 36, J 203 i	 39, J 3]J	 203
j= 1,2, •• - ,57
8X 203 - 1 dK1 i_ dK159 K
	 c k	 - Il	 _ b 203 X203
aT	 K1 dT K 159 dT	 203'1 36 203	 203	 T	 T
4-122





X 204	 [K 204 c 3 c 36 c13c39] k204
aX 204
_	
.K	 c	 - S	 c	 + b	 .K	 c - b	 c	 kac 
J 
	 [63,
 J 204 36
	 13, J 39









	 c c k
	
_ n	 _ b204 X204dT	 204 3 36 204
	 204	 T	 T
Reaction 205, BF + HC1 .-r- BC1 + HF
K	 = K155
205	 K7Ki89




IK 205 c 6 c 36 c 7 c 32] k205
ax 205 
_ 
	 .K	 c	 - S c
	 - b	 c + S	 K	 c k
J 116,  J 205 36	 7, J 32	 32, J 7	 36, J 205 6] 205
j= 1,2,...,57
X 205 =	 1	 d1K 155 - 1 dh7 - 1	 dK 189 K
	 c c kaT	 K155 dT	 K7 dT	 K 189 dT	 205 6 36 205
_ b	 X205	 205
n 205	 T	 T
4-123
1





X206 - [K206 c 7 c 36 c 16 c 37, k206
ax 206.
	 .	 .	 .	 kac .	 [b	 K7, J 206c	 - S	 c	 + b	 K36	 16, J 37	 36, J 206c - b	 c?	 37.	 16] 206J	
_
j= 1,2,...,57
aX 206 _ 1 dK7 - 1 dK156 K






aT	 K7 dT K 156 dT	 206 7 36 206	 206	 T	 T
Reaction 207, BF + Cl





X 20? [K 207 c i4c36 c 15 c 32] k
 207
ax 207- b
	 .K	 c= - b	 .c	 - b	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c	 kac .	 [ 14, J 207 36
	 15, J 32	 32, J 15	 36, J 20? 14] 207J
j=1,2,...,57
ax 207 -
	1	 d1K 155 - 1
	 dK151 K





Reaction 208, BF + F 0-"@*—'B + F2
K	 = K155
208	 K5




X208	 IK 208 c 15 c 36 c5c281 k208
ax 208:
	
.	 .	 .C3 . 	 [ -6 5, c+bK 28	 15,	 208c	 - S	 c + b	 K36	 28, 5	 36,	 208 c i 5) k 208J	
-
j= 1,2,..., 57
Ox 208_	 1 dK 155	 1 dK5 	 r	 b208 X208
a 	








209 = a 209 





IK 209 C 16 C 36 c7c28,' k209
ax 201 _ 
	c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - S	 .c + b	 .K	 c	 k
ac .	 [-'7,  28	 16,	 209 C 36	 28, 7	 36,	 209 16^ 209
= 1, 2, ... , 57
ax 209_	 f	 dK 155 _ 1 dK 7 K	 c c k_ n	 _ b209 X209
aT	 K155 dT	 K7 dT	 209 16 36 209	 209	 T	 T
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T-n210 e -b210 / T
X 210	 [K210 c 17 c36 c15c2 91 k210
aX210_ _ S
	 .c	 + S	 .K.	 c	 -	 JS 	.c	 + S	 J.K	 c	 k
J
ac .	 [ 15, J 29
	 17, J 210 36
	 29,	 15	 36,	 210 17] 210
j= 1,2, • - • , 57
ax 210i dKiss	 1 dK148




n210	 T ^ T





211 = a 211 
T
-n211 e- b211/T
X 211 - [ K211 c 36 c 37 c 28 c 381 k 21 1
ax 211-  
	 c	 + S
ac .	 [-'?-8,  J 38
	
36, j^'211 c 37 + 5 37, 1 K21 1 c 36	 5 38, j c 28] 1'21 1
J
j_ 1121...)57
aX 211 	 1	 dK 155 _1 dK. 15 7 K
	 c 	 k
aT	 K155 dT	 K157	 (IT	 211 36 ' 37  211











T-n212 a -b212 / T
X 212	 [K212 c 36c39 c 30 c 37] k212
	
8X 212	 C 5 30, jc 37 + 5 36, jK212 c 39 5 37, j c 30 + 539, jK212 c 36] k212
j= 1, 2,...	 57
ax
	
_	 dK158	 1	 dK156	 r	 X2121 X 212
	
212	 1
aT	 K158 dT	 K156 dT ^ K212^36^39k212 - L
n212	 T J T
Reaction 213, BF  + F f BF + F2
K	 = K156
	213	 K5
k213 = a 213 T
-n213 e-b213^ T





[- 6 5, c+SK 36	 15,	 213 c 	- S	 c +3?
	36, 5 
	 21 3 c 	 k15^ 213i
j=1,2,...,57
ax 213=	 1	 dK156
	 1 dK5 K
	 c c k8T	 K156 dT	 K5 dT	 213 15 37 213
r
b21 3 X 21 3_
	













a	 T -n214 e-b214/T




	[-'5,  J 37	 15, J 2,4c 38 	 37
j=1,2,...,57
ax 2141 dK 157	 1 aK5
8T -
 Kf57 dT	 KS dT K214c1







a	 T-n215 e -b 215
/
 T
X 215	 [K215 c 16 c38 c 7 c 37] k215
EM 215
_6 
.c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - bac .	 [ 7, J 37
	 16,j 215 38
	 37J
j= 1,2, ••• , 57
aX 215	 r i dK 157	 i dK7




Reaction 216, 2BOF ^BO 2




k	 = 216a	 T-
n216 e -b216 / T
216 
2_
x 216	 [K216c 39 - c 31 c 37 k216
ax 216 _
[- 6 31, jc 37  - b	 . c	 + 2 S	 .K	 c	 kac 
J
. 	 37,J 31
	
39,J 216 391 216
j= 1,2,..., 57
8X216	 1	 aK 164	 1 dK 180	 1 dK212	 2










x217	 I K 2 17 C 6 c 39 c7c351k217
ax 217_ S .K 
	 - b	 c	 - S	 c + 5	 .K	 c kac .	 [ 6, J 217 C 39
  
	 7, J 35
	 35, J 7	 39, J 21 7c 6	 217
J
j= 1, 2, • - •, 57
ax 2171
	 dK 191 + i	 dK205 K
	 c c k
aT	 K191 dT	 K205	 dT	 217 6 39 217
_ b 217 x217
n 217	 T	 TJ
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iReaction 218, BOF + HF BF 2 + OH
K218 - K169K212










	 .	 . c
	
+ b
	 j"- 2 c kac .	 7, J 218 39	 1 1, c 	- bJ 37	 37, J i i	 39, 	 18 7] 218J = S K c
j= 1,2,..., 57
ax 2181 dK 169
	
1	 dK212^
BT - [K169 1T + K212 dT JI K218c7C39k218
b218 X218
n^218	 T	 T
Reaction 219, BOF + C1 •^ BOC1 + F











.	 .	 .	 .	 k.a 	 [S	 K14, J 219c	 - S	 c	 - b	 c	 + S	 K39	 15, J 35





	 1	 dKi 58 + 1
	 dKi 78 K  






Reaction 220, BOF + F f BO + F2
K	 = KI- 58
	
220	 K5
k	 = a T-n220 a b220/T
	
220	 220
X220 - [K220'15'39 c 5 c 30] k220
8X220 -   
	
+ S	 .K	 c	 - b	 .c + b	 .K	 c	 kac .
	 [-6 5,jc 3O 	 15,	 220 39	 30, 5
	
39,	 220 15] 220J
"57
`X220 _	 1	 ^K 158	 1 dK5l 	 r	 b2201 X220
8T	 K158 dT	 KS dT J K220^15^39k220 - L°220 ^ T J T









X 221	 LK22ici5c39 ci 8 c 371 k221
	
ax 221




j= 1,?,, - • -, 57
ax 221 =	1	 dK i 59 - i dK156 K
	 c c kaT	 Ki 59 dT	 K156 dT	 221 15 39 221
=
	
_ b	 X221	 221
n 221	 Z	 T
4-i3; Ile
Reaction 222, BOF + H f BO + HF
K	 = K1 58
	
222	 K7





X 222	 [K222 c 16 c 39 - c 7 c -, 0] k222
ax 222- r
-6.c	 + 6	 .	 JK	 c	 - 6	 .c + 6	 J.K	 c	 kJac .	
L 7, J 30
	 16, J 222 39
	 30, 7
	 39,	 222 16] 222
j= 1,2,...,57
	
8X 222	 1 dK158 1 dK7 	r 	 bZZ2l x 22





Reaction 223, BOF + H BF + OH
K	 = K159
	
223	 K  i
k	 = a	 T-n223 e-b223/T
	
223	 223
X 223	 [K223 c i 6 c39 c i tc36]k223
ax 223
__ 6	
.c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - 6	 .c	 + b
	 .K	 c	 k
J
ac .	 [ 11, J 36	 16, J 223 C 39	 36, J 11
	
39,	 223 16) 223
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 2231
	 dKt 59 _ i dKI It K
	 cc k
.aT
	 LK159 dT	 Ki it dT	 223 16 39 223
_ b 223 X223
n 223	 T	 T
4-132
D ^BO2 + F
K	 = K 158
224	 K150










	 K	 c	 - b	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c l kE) 
J
C .	 C 15, J 31	 18, J 224 39	 31,	 15	 39, J 224 18J 224
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 2241 dK 158	 1 dK150




Reaction 225, LiOH + M.: Li + OH + M
k	 7- 	






X 225	 CK225 c53 pc i i c 49J M225k225
ax 225 - X225 m
	 - 5	 pc M k	 - 5	 M koc j	 M225	 Z 25 , j	 It, j 49 225 225	 49, 
.pc 11 225 225
+ 6 53, jK225M225k225
ax 225= 
_c c M k
a 	 li 49 225 225
ax 225= c M k
	
dK225 - n	 - b225 X225




is drra	 ,....	 ...,	 _







X226 [K22-6 C 53 - pc 16c 51] M226k226
ax 226 xX226 m
	 -.b	 M k
	 - S
	 M k8c j
	 M226	 226, j	 16, Jcp 51 226 226	 51, J cp 16 226 226
+ 5 53, jK226M226k226 '	 j = 1, 2, • • • , 57
8X
226 = _c c M k
ap	 16 51 226 226
X226 = c M k
aT	 53 226 226
dK226 r	 b2261 X226
d 	 In226	 T J T
L
Reaction 227, LiCl + M
	 Li + C1 + M
k227 - a 227 T-n227 e-b227/T
57
M227	 T- '227, ici
=1




	 c M k
	 - S	 c M ka Jc .
	 M227	 227, j	 14, j 49 227 227	 49, J p 14 227 227
	
+ 5 55, jK227M227k227
	
J = 1, 2, • •	 57
`X 227 = _c c M k
ap	 14 49 227 22
ax 227	 dK.
aT	 c55M227k227 d'
Reaction 228, LiF + M	 Li + F + M
k	 :-- a , T-n228 e-b228/T228
	 2213
57
M228	 •i '228, ici
X 228
	
[K228C54 pc 15 c 49] M228k228
8X ` 28 - X228 m	 - 6	 . pc	 pcM k	 - 6	 M k8c j
	 M228	 228, j	 15,	 49 228 228	 49,	 t 5 228 228
j= 1,2,....,57+ 6 54, jK 228 M228 k228 '
ax 228
_ 
_c c M k
ap	 15 49 228 228
ax 228 = c M k	 dK228 - n	 - b228 X228
a1	 54 228 228 dT	 228
	
T	 T
Reaction 229, LiH + M f Li + H + M




M229 = jE1 '229, ici
X 229
	
[K229C50 pc 16 c 491 M229k229
ax 229 - X229 
m	 - 6M k	 - 6	 pc M kac.
	 m 22 229,	 t6, .pc 49 229 229 49, t 6 229 229
j= 1,2,...,57+ 5 50, jK229 M229 k229 '
ax 229 = 
_c c M k
ap	 16 49 229 229
ax 229= c M k	 dK229
	
b229 X229
aT	 50 229 229 dT	 229	 T	 T
4-135	 4
Reaction 230, LiO + M f Li + O + M
k	 :-- a	







'230, ici1 = i
X 230
	
[K230 c 51 pc i8 c 49I M230k230
ax 230 = X230 
m	 - 6.pc	 pcM k	 - 6	 M kac 
	 M230
	
230, j	 18,	 49 230 230	 49,	 18 230 230
	
+ 6 51, jK230M230k230	 j = t o 2, • • • , 57
ax 230= 
_c c M k
ap	 18 49 230 230
8X230	 dKZ30 r	 b230 X230





Reaction 231, Li 2O + M	 Li + LiO + M
k	 = a	 T-n231 e-b231 /T231
	 231
57
M231 _ Z '231 , icii=1
X 231
	
[231 052 pc49 c 5l] M231k231
ax 231 = X231 m
	 - 6M k
	
- 6	 M k.pc	 pcac.	 M	 231, j	 49,	 51 231 231
	 51,	 49 231 . 231231
+ 6 52, j K231 M 231 k231
	 '
ax 231= 
_c c M k
ap	 49 51 231 231
ax 231
	 dK231 _
	 _ x'2311 X231
aT	 52m 231 k231 dT	 n231	 T I T
j= 1,2,...,57
4-136
+ 6 56, jK232M232k232 j= 1,2,...,57
Reaction 232, Li 2 F 2 + M f2LiF + M
k	 = a
	
T -n232 e -b232/T232	 232
57
M232	 iZ m232, ici
_	 2
X232 - K232 c56 pc 54 M232k232
ax 232_ X 232 m
	
_ 26c M kaci
	 M232	 232, j	 54, ,gy p 54 232 232
S:
8X
232 _ _ c
 2 M k
ap	 54 232 232
aX
232 = c M k
	
dK232 - n	 _ b232 X232aT	 56 232 232 dT
	 232	 T	 T
Reaction 233, Li 2 C1 2









X 233	 K233c5? pc 55 M233k233
ax 233 xX233 m
	 - H.c M kacj	 M233	 233, j	 55, 55 233 233
+ 6 57, jK233M233k233
ax 233_ _ c 2 M
	 k
ap	 55 233 233
ax 233 dK233 _
	 _ b233 X233




Reaction 234, Li + H 2O f L i H + OH
K2
K234 - K229
k	 =234	 234a 	 T
-n234 e-b234/T
X 234	 [K234 c 2 c49 - c ii c 50] k234
EM 234 [5 20= S .K	 c	 - S
	 .c	 + S
	 .K	 c - S	 .cac .	 2,	 234C 49
	
1 1, J 50	 49, J 234 2	 50, 1 j kJ	 ^ 234
j= 1,2,...,57
8X 234 _ i dK2 _ 1 dK229













	 [K235 c 2 c49 c 16 c 53] k235
ax 235=
	
.K	 c	 - b	 c	 + S	 .K	 c-Scac J 
	
[62,
 J 235 49
	 16, J 53	 49, J 235 2	 53, 16] 235
1,2,..., 57
ax 235 _
 1 dK2 - 1 dK225 K	 c c kaT	 K2 dT K225 dT




Reaction 236, Li + CO
	 LiO + C
K3
x236 K230
k236 = a236 
T-n236 e-b236/T
X236 IK 236 C 3 c 49 c 13 c 51] k236
8x 236 =	
.K	 c	 - b	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c - b.ck8c 
J 	
[6 3,
 J 236 49
	 13, J 51
	 49, J 236 3	 51, J 13] 236
j= 1,2,•--,57
ax 236 _ r 1 dK3	 dK230^ K c c k
	
_ rn	 b2361 X2368	
3
T	 I K dT
	 230K	 dT	 236 3 49 236 ^ 236 ^ T ^ T
Reaction 237, Li + HF















11 7,  J 237 49	 15, J 50






8X237	 1 dK7 _ 1 dK^^9 K	













ax 2 38 _[6
8, .K	 c	 J- b 	.c	 + ba Jc . 	 J 238 49	 16, 50	 49,
j= 1,2,...,57
8X 238	 1 dK8 	 1 dK2291
8T	 KS dT-x229 dT J K238^£
Reaction 239, Li + OH f LiH + O
K	 = Kit
239	 K229




x239 = [K239 c






	 c	 + b
	
ac .	 [ i i, J 239 C 49 
	
18, J 50	 49
j= 1,2,...,57
dK^^ 9 K 4
dT	 239
Reaction 238, Li + H2






	 [K 238'8'49 - c 16 c 501 k238
OL ft:
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Reaction 240, Li + OH ^ LiO + H
K	 _ K i i
240 K2 30
k	 = a T-n240 e -b240/T240	 240
X 240	 [K240'11'49 c ,6',,] k240
ax 240- [I ,, , .K	 c	 - S	 .J c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - b	 c	 ka 
J
c 	 J 240 C 49	 16, 51	 49, J 240 11	 6 51,j 16, 240
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 240_ r 1 dK 11 	 1 dK2301 	 r	 b240 X240
8T - 
L
K 11 dT	 K230 dT J K240^it ^49k240 - Ln240 - T	 T








X 241	 [K24, c ,?. c49 c 18 c 51J k241
ax 241 _ S
	 .K	 c	 - b	 c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - b	 c	 kCl Jc .	 [ 12, J 241 C 49	 18, J 51	 49, J 241 12
	 51, J 18] 241
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 2411 dK 12 -_ 1 dK230 K
	 c c k










T-2242 e -b242 / T
X242 [K?.42'49 c 53 - c 50 c511 k242
ax 242
ac J.	 - L649, jK242 c 53 - 6 50, jc 51	 6 51, jc 50 + 6 53, jK242c 49] k242
j= 1,2,...,57
aX 242 _	 1 dK226 _ 1 dK229 K c c k
aT	 K226 dT	 K 22 dT	 242 49 53 242
b2421 X242
n242 - T J T









X 243 [K.43c49c53 cl 6 c 52] k243
aX 243
	 _
ac .	 ^ 6 16, jc 52 + 649, J 243 c 53	 6 52, j c 16 + 6 53, jK 243 c 49] k243
J
j= i,2,---,57
aX 243 _	 1 dK226 -	 i dK231 K
	 c k	 _ n	 _ b 243 X243aT	 K226 dT	 K231 dT	 243 49 53 243	 243	 T	 T
I
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Reaction 244, LiH +C1 .' Li + HC1
K	 = K229244	 K6
k244 = 244a T-n244 
e -b244 /
 T
X244 [K244c14c50 c6c49] k244
ax 244=
	
.	 .	 .	 .8c .
	
[-66,c+bK J 49	 14, J 244c	 - b	 c + b	 K50	 49, J 6	 50, J 244 c 14] k 244J
j = 1,2,...,57
ax 244 _	 1 dK229 1 dK6	 r	 b244 X244
8T - [KZZ9 dT	 K6 dT K244 c 14c 50 k244 - Ln244	 T	 T
Reaction 245, LiO + CO f Li + CO2
K	 = K230
245	 K 
k	 = a	 T-n245 e-b245/T245	 245





+ S . K
	 c	 - b	 . c + b	 . K
	
c8c .	 C_ b 1, J 49	 3, J 245 51
	
49, J 1
	 51, J 245 3] k 245J
j = 1,2,...,57
8X 245 =	 1	 dK230 _ 1 dKi K 	 _ b 245 X2458T	 K230 dT	 K  dT	
c c k
	
_ n245 3 51 245	 245	 T	 T
.,
4-143
# wt ^Wmw .W^B- 
Reaction 246, LiO + HC1




= a T-n246 e-b246/ T
246	 246
x 246 [KK246c 6c51 c 14 c 53] k 246
8X 246 = S .K
	 c	 - 6	 .c	 + S	 .K	 c - S	 .c	 k
Jac .	 [ 6, J 246 51	 14, J 5 3	 51, J 246 6	 5 3, J i 4] 246
j= 1, 2, • - •,57
K ^ ^ k
ax 246 _ r ^ dK6 _ 1 dK2261	 r	 b246^ X246
8T	 LK6 7 T KZZ6 dT I 2466Si246 n^246	 T	 T






T-n247 e -b247 / T
247	 247




	 c - b	 .c	 k8c 
	
[6 7,
 J 247 51
	 15, J 53	 51,	 24? 7	 53, i 5
1 
247
J J	 J	 J
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 247 =
 i dK7 - 1_ dK226 K
	 c c k -aT	 K7 dT K
	 i
	






Reaction 248, LiO + H 2
 ^ LiH + OH
K	 = K238
248 K 23
k248 = a 248 
T-n248 e-b248/T




b .K	 c	 b	 .c	 - b	 c	 + b	 .K	 c k
J
ac .	 [ 8, J 248 51	 1 1, J 50	 50, J 11
	 51, J 248 8] 248
j= 1,2,...,57
x 248 _	 1 dK238 _ 1 dK239 K	_ b 248 x248
	
aT	 K238 dT	 K239 dT	
c c k24? 8 51 248_ n 248
	
T	 T
Reaction 249, LiO + OH	 LiH + 02
K2 38K249 K240







[K249 c i t c51 c 12 c 50] k249
	ax249	 1
CDC.	 [b 1 i, jK249 c 51	 6 t2, j c 50	 5 50, j c 12 + 5 51, jK249c 11 lJ k249
	
J	 ^
= 1 2 ••• 57	 \^
	ax 249 	 1 dK238 _ 1 dK240 K c c k






_	 X_ x'251	 251I n 251
	 T	 T
Reaction 250, LiO + N





k250 = a 250 T-n250 e-b250/T
X250 [K	 C4 7 c51 c 10 c49] k250
8X 250 _
 
I S	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c	 - S	 c	 + b8c 	 10, J 49	 17, J 250 51	 49, J 10




8X 250 =	 1 dK23 0
 - i dK i O K c c k
	
_	 _ 5 250 X250
aT	 K230 dT	 Kt 0 dT	 250 17 51 250 n250	 T	 T







X 251	 [K25I C5 53 c t i c 52] k
 251
ax 251_ f- 'It,
 .c
	 + S	 .K	 c	 - b
	 c	 + b	 .K
	





	 1 dK225 - 1 dK231 K	 c c kaT	 K225 dT
	 K 23 dT	 251 51 53 251
L
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Reaction 252, LiO + LiF 






X 252	 [K252 c 51 c54 c 15 c 52] k252
ax 252
ac.	 [J	 5159 jc 52 + 5 51, jK252 c 54	 5 52, j c 15 + 5 54, jK252 c 511 k252
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 2521 dl 228
	
1 dK2311
8T	 K228 dT	 K 23 dT J K252^51^54k252
C	 b2521 X252
- I`252	 T I	 T
J
Reaction 253, Li 20 + H 2O . 2 L i 0 H








X 253 - 1 253 c 2 c 52 c 53 k253
ax 253= [6K
 . 	 c	 + S	 .K	 c - 2b	 c_ k
J
ac .	 2, J 253 52
	 52, J 253 2
	 53, J .3] 253
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 253 =
	1 dK234 -	 1	 dK242 K
	 c c kaT	 K234 dT	 K242	 dT	 253 2 52 253
b 253 X253
L 253	 T	 T
4-147








X 254 [K254 c 7 c 52 c 53 c 54] k 254
ax254=[67,
 .K
	 c	 + b	 .K 
	
- b	 J.c	 - b	 .J c	 k8c J.  	 J 254 52	 52, J 254 C 7 	 53, 54	 54, 531 254
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 254 = r 1 dK246-.K 1 dK2511
aT	 LK246 dT	 251 dT I K254c7c51J
b	 X254	 254
n254 - T	 T
Reaction 255, Li 2O + H2





T-n255 e -b255 / T
255	 255





[58,K J 255c	 - b	 c	 + b	 K52	 50, J 53	 52, J 255 c
 8J
.l= 1,2,...,57
ax 255_	 i d1K237 _ 1	 dK242
aT	 K237 dT	 K242 dT	 K255c8c52k
C
b 2551 X255
n255	 T J T
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Reaction 256, Li 20 + H f LiH + LiO




X 256	 [K256 c 16 c52 c 50 c 51l k256
ax 256_ b
	 .K	 c	 - b	 .c	 - S
	 c	 + S	 .K	 c	 k
J
ac .	 [ 16, J 256C 52	 50, J 51
	 51, J 50	 52, J 256 16] 256
j= 1,2,...,57
aX 256	 1 dK 231
	 1 dK229
8T	 K231 dT
	 K 22 dT K256^16^52k256
r	 b256 X256
L
n 256	 T	 T
Reaction 257, Li 20 + O
	 2LiO








X 257	 K257c18c52 c 51 kL57
ax 257- S.K
	 c	 - 25	 c + b	 K	 c	 kac 
J
.	 [ 18, J 257 52
	 51, J 51
	 52, J 257 18, 257
j= 1,2,•••,57
aX 257 =	 1 dK231 _ 1 dK230 K
	 c c k	 _ n 	 b 257 X257aT	 K231 dT	 K230 dT	 257 18 52 257 L 257	 T	 T
4-149
_JL-
Reaction 258, UGH + HC1 .^ LiCl + H2O
K6
K258 K227K234
k	 = a	 T -n25fs a-b258/ T258	 258
X258 [K258c6c53 c2c55] k258
ax 258
_ 
_6.c + 6 .K
	 c	 + 6	 ^K	 c - 6	 c k8c
1
 .	 [ 2, J 55
	 6, J 258 53	 533 - 258 6	 55, J 2] 258
j= 1,2,...,57
8x258 _ 1 dK6 - 1 dK227 - _ 1 dK234
	
	 kK c c a 	 K6 dT K227 dT	 K234 dT	 258 6 53 258
b258^ X258
n^258	 T ^ T





259 = a 259 
T -n259 e -b259/ T
X 259	 [K259 c 8 c53 c 2 c 501 k259
ax 259- 
_6.
	 Jc	 + 6 .K	 c	 -	 J8 	 .c +	 J6 	.K	 c k8 
J	
Jc .	 [ 2, 50
	 8,	 259 53	 50, 2	 53,	 259 8^ 259
j= 1,2,...,57
8x259 _	 1	 dK237 - 1 dK234 K	 c c ka'r	 K237 dT	 K234 d ,T	 259 8 53 259












	 [K260 c 1 i c 53 - c 2 c 51] k260
ax 260_ 
-b	 c	 + b.K
	 c	 - b
	 .c + b	 J.K	 c	 kac J
.	 [ 2, J 51	 1 i, J 260 53	 51, J 2	 53,	 260 1 i^ 260
j=1,2,•••,57
ax 260_	 1 dK226	 1 dK2 	 r	 b260l
 X260
8T	 K 22 dT	 KZ dT K 260
c 11 c 53 k260 -
L
°260 T J T




k 261	 261= a 	1 -
n261 e - b261 /T
X 261
	 [K261 c i4 c 53 - ci 1 c 55] k261.
ax 261
	
.	 .	 . K
	 c	 - b	 . c	 k 261ac .
	
[-61c i, J 55 + b	 K14, J 261c 	 + b53
	53, J 261 14
	 55, J i i]J
j= 1,2,•••,57
ax, i_
	 1 dK225 _ 1
	 dK 22 7 K
	 c c kat	 K225 dT	 K227 dT	 261 14 53 261
b261 X261.
n 261^ ^	 T	 T
4-151
NReaction 262, UGH + H f LiH + OH
K	 _ K225
262 K229
k	 = a T-n262 e b262/T262	 262
X262 - [K262 c 16 c 5 3 - c It c 50] k262
ax
262 _ [6t .c+.K 	 c	 - b	 .c	 + b	 .K	 c	 k
J8c  	 i, J 50	 16, J 262C53	 50, J i 1	 53, J 262 16] 262
j= 1,2,...,57
aX 262	 1 dK225	 1 dK229l
8T	 KZZS dT	 K^^9 dT J K262c16^53k262
b 262 X262
n262	 T	 T
Reaction 263, LiOH + H -:=LiO + H2
K	 _ K2 2.6
263	 K8
k263 = a 263 
T-n263 e -b263 / T
X 263 - [K263 c 16 c 53 - c 8 c 51] k263
ax 263=
 P8,c+bK.	 .	 .	 .8c 	 J 51
	 16, J 263c	 - b	 c + S53	 51, 8
	 5j,K 263 c 16] k 263J
i
j=1,2,...,57
8X `63 =	 i	 dK226 - 1 dK8 Kc 




Reaction 264, UGH + O 
—.0-02-0









X264	 IK 264 c 18 c 53 c  i c51] k264
8x 264 
_ _ b	
, c	 + b	 . K
	 c	 - b
	 .	 jc	 + b 	K	 c	 kJac .	 [ i i, J 51	 .18, J 264 53	 51, j 11	 539	 264 18^ 264
j= 1,2,...,57
ax 264 =
	1	 dK226 - 1 dKi i K c c kaT	 K226 dT	 K1 i dT	 264 18 53 264
C
b2641 X264
n264	 T J T











265	 265 T	 e
X 265	 [K265c53c55 c6c521 k265
	ax 265 
	 c	 - b	 .c + b	 .K	 c	 + b
	 .K 
	 kac .	 [- ' 6,  J 52	 52, J 6




	1 dK227 + i
	 dK242 - 1 dK6 K c c k
aT	 K227 dT	 K242 dT	 K6 dT	 265 53 54 265
r





Reaction 267, LiF + HF - LiH + F2
K	 _ K228K236267	 K5
k267 = a 267 
T-n267 
e -b267 / T





+ 6 7, 	 c	 -5C.	 , 5G
	
? 	 267 54J
j=1,2,...,57
ax
2 67 =	 1 dK228 + 1 dK 2 36
aT	 K228 dT	 K236 dT
b 267 x267
n Z67	 T	 T
dommb ^









X 266 = [K 266'2'54 c 7 c 531 k266
ax 266_
	




[ '2, 	 266C 54 	 7, 53	 53, 7	 54,	 266 2 266
j= 1,2,...,57
Ox 266 _ 	 1 dK228 + i dK234 - 1 dK7 K  
	 kaT	 K228 dT	 K234 dT	 K7 dT	 .66c , ' .4   266
r	 b266 X266
L
n266 - T	 T
4-154
fLiH + HF








x268	 CK268 c8 c54 c 7c 50] k268
ax 268 	
-	
.	 J6	 c	 + S .K	 c	 -	 JS 	.c +6	 J.K	 c kJac .	 C 7, 50	 8, 268 54	 50, 7	 54,	 268 C 81 268
j= 1,2,...,57
Ox 268 =	1 dK228 + i dK237 - 1 dK7 K c c k




Reaction 269, LiF + OH -LiOH + F
K	 = K228
269	 K225
k269 = a 269 T
-n269 e b269/T
X 269	 [K269 c 1 i c 54 c15c53] k269
ax 269_ 
	 .
	 c	 - S	 .c	 - b	 .c	 + S	 K	 c	 ka Jc .











a T'n270 e b270/ T270 
X270	 [K'270 c 1 i c54 ' c 7 c51] k270
8X270_  
	 .c + l	 .K c - S	 .c +6	 K	 c	 k8c.	 [- ' 7 .?  J 51	 11,	 270 0 54	 51, J 7	 54, j 270 11] 270
J
j_1,2,...j57
8X 270 _	 1 dK228	 1 dK239 1 dK7
8T	 K228 dT + K239 dT	 dT K270 c 1 i c54k270















Reaction 272, LiF + F
	
+ F2
K	 = K2 28
	272	 K5
k	 = a T-n272 e b272 / T
	
272	 272
x272 _ [K?-72 c f5 c54 c5c49Jk272
8X272 _ _
8c	 [ & 5, j c49 + 5 15, jK272 c54 - s49, jc5 + 5 54, jK272 c 15] k 272
.	 J
j= 1,.2,•••,57
aX272 _ r 1 dK228 1 dK	 b	 X51	 r	 2721 272
2T - LK^28 dT	 KS dT I K272c 15 c 54k272 - L
n272	 T J TJ












Reaction 274, LiF + H.v LiH + F i
K	 = K228274 K2 29
k	 =274	 274a T
-n274 e-b274/ T
X 27,4 IX2 74 c 6 c54 c 15 c501 kZ74
8X 2 74 
__.
	 . K8c	 [615, c+ S. 
	 50	 16, j 274 c54 5 50, j  1.5. + 5 54, jK274 c 16] k274J
.  	 j_ 1,2°°,57
Ox 274 	 1 dK228 _ 1 dK229
-a T	 K228 dT	 K229 dT	 K274c 16G54k274
b274 x274
n274	 T	 T










-n276 e -b	 /T
276	 276 T
X276 [K 276 c 6'55 - c4c50 k276
A
J
ax 276- 5 .	
J




	.c + 5	 .K	 c kac .	 [ 4 1 50	 6,	 276 55	 50, 4	 55, J 276 6] 276JJ
^=1,2,..•,57








Reaction 277, LiCl + I F . LF + HCl
X278 [K'278 c8 c55 - '6'501 k278
ax 278 -
 _	 JS .c + 6 J.K	 c	 - b	 .c +6	 .K	 c kJ8p .	 [ 6, 50	 8,	 278 55	 50, 3 6	 55, J 278 8^ , 278
= 1,2,...,57
ax 278 = r i
OT	 LKZZ,




Reaction 279,  LiC 1+ O H r LiO + HC 1
K227K239
K279	 K6
-n2?9 -b2?9I Tk2?9 aZ79T	 e
x 27	 ''c[K279 c i' , 55	 651 27^ k 9
rReaction 280, LiCI + Cl .^ Li + C12
K	 _ K227280	 K4
k	 = a	 T
-11280 e -b280 / T
280	 280
x280 [K280c 14c55 c4c49] k280
w
ax 280_ 6 , c + S • . K	 c	 - S	 . c + S	 . K	 c3c .	 C 4, J 49	 14, J 280 55	 49, J 4	 55, J 280 14] k 280J
J1,2,,..,57
ax 280_ r i a1K227 1 dK41 	 r	 b280 X280
8T - L
KZ^^ dT	 K4 dT J K280 C 14C 55k280 - Ln280 T	 T






x281 rK281 c , 055 cbc49] k281L
Re&-ctio'n 282, LiCl + H .w"."-LiH + Cl
K	 K227Z82 	 K229
k	








[-614y j C 50 1 + 616) jK 28Z C 55 - 6 50 ) j c 14 + 655p jK 282'16] k 282
j= ij 2,- 0 -,57
	
Ox 282	 1 dK 227
	 1 dK 2 2 9*
E) T[K227 dT	 K229
	
K.-- dT










-n	 --b	 /T8 3	 283a	 T	 e283
283X k[K283 c ,8'55	 '14c5il.. 283
ax 2 F'3
El C
6	 c	 + 6	 K	 C14, j 51
	 18, j	 283 55 6	 + -_5c-51, j	 14	 55, K	 c	 kj	 283 18	 283
j e 1, 2,- - -,57
8X283 dK1	 227	 A	 230
BT K227	 dT	 K230	 dT











Reaction 284, LiCl + LiO-Li20 + Cl
K	 = K227
284 K231
k	 = a T -n284 e b284/T284	 284
X84 _ IKZ84c 51c	 c55	 14c52 k284,
X284
`	 ac.	 _ [- 5 ,4,
 jc 52 + '51, jK284c55 5 52, j c 14 + 5 55 2 jK284c 51] k284
j1,2,...,57
aX284 _
	 1 a 227 _ 1 dK231









4. 2. 2 Calculation of fi and Pi, j for the Chemical Relaxation' Equations
Por the species of interest, f  and i J for the chemical relaxation
equations are calculated from the follovving relationships:
For CO2
_ 44. 0i ipr*
K i 	 V
f i = -K1 [X i +X 13 +X 14 X18 X21 + X50 x i 1 + X 6 - X^.	 i 5	 166
+ X203 -X245]
_ ax 8X 13 ax 4 8x 18 ax 21 ax
 50 ax  i i















j	 J	 J	 J
_	 1
73 - V f i
_ aX
	
^ 74	 i f 1 K 1	 a 1i,	 p	 p
j	 1, 2,	 • , 57
ax	 8-
x't_3 aX 1 4
ax 
18 
ax21 ax5 0 ax 1 i 1
	
1, 75	 -K1 aT +- air + —EFT—aT	 aT + _aT	 _a.T
r"
ax 165	 ax 1663X203 ax 245
aT - aT + ^aT °° - 8
For H2O
	




_	 8X2 	8x 15 	ax i6 	a)y1 7 °X31 8x 110 8X 120X3 2, 3	
_K2 8c . + ac .	 +	 ac.	 +	 ac .
_
ac . +	 ac . +	 ac .
J J	 J	 J J J J
ax 130 ax 134 8X 138 8X147 ax 165 ax 203
'	 8c. +	 ac.	 +	 ac. ' ac. +	 ac. +	 ac.
J J	 J J J J















2,74 = p 12 - K2 aP
_ ax 	 8x 15 8X 16 8X 1 7 8X31 &X 110 8x 120
X2, 75 	 x2 aT + aT + 8T + aT	 aT + aT + aT
ax 130+aX138 8X147. 8x165 
ax 203





ax	 ax 260234	 .235	 253	 258	 259




	ax 1	 3 +ax ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax 21^	 -	 13	 14
^3, j	 3 ac.	 ac.	 ac. +	
18	 i 9 	20
ac.	 °2
 ac. - ac. - ac. - ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
- ax 22 + aX50 - aX 51 - ax 64 ax 76 - axiii aX114
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac. _ ac.
	 ac.	 + 8c.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 .J
ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax165	 i66	 167	 172	 203	 204
	
+ ac	 - ac
	
- ac. + ac. + ac. - ac.j	 J 
	 J	 J	 J
ax 236 EM 245
- ac.	 _ ac.
	
J = 1, 2, .. , 57
J
1





R 74 - 	 3	 3 ap	 ap
_ ax
	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax
	 ax	 ax	 ax
• i	 3	 13	 14	 _18	 19	 20	 21
	
3,75 K3 aT - aT + aT + aT _ 2 aT








	 64	 76	 111 	 14
T + aT - aT - aT - aT - aT + aT
8X165 ax 166 ax 1678X172 ax 203 ax 204+ aT _ aT 
_ aT 




_ ax4	 ax23	 ax	 ax
ax b8 axx72
(9X 75 ax	 ax
ax f 36




J	 JJ 	 J	 3	 J J
ax	 ax `	 ax
188	 192	 193 ax 196 ax276 ax 280
-	 ac.-
	 ac.	 -	 ac.	 - ac. ac. -	 ac.









4, 74	 p f4 x4, ap
_1
	
5, 73	 V f5
_ ax
5




ax 27 ax 29 ax 88ax91 ax 95 ax 143
P5175
	
K5 aT r aT - aT



















f6 = -K6 [X6 X 15 + x23 + 2X24 + X2 5
 - X26 - X32 
+X65 X67
- X 69 + x 77 - X80 + X84 + X92
+ x 11 + x 121 X128
- X134 +X 135 - x137 + X 1.39 + x168 X 1 89 +X194
x195 
X198 + x205 + x217 X244 + x246 + X258
265 +X276 -X277 ' X278 " X279 - X281 ^.
	
ax ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax ax
	 ax
_ _	 6	 15 +	 23 + 2 24 +	 25 _ - 26 _ 32 +	 65
-6,	 6 aC	 ac	 ac	 a C
	ac
	 ac..	 a^	 ac




















ax 12i ax 1,28 -ax_134 aX135 ax	
.






































P 6, 73 '6
ax`6
P 6, 74 fP	 6	 6 E)p
- ax 6	 ax 15	 ax 23	 ax 24 ax 26
ax 32
6.1. 7 5 -R6 aT E)T- + -aT 	 + 2 - —T	 aT 8T aT




c') T c')T +	 aT-TT—	 aT + —FT— +	 aT
ax 112 ax 121 E)X 128	 ax 134 C,)X 135 8xt37+—r) Tc + aT a T	 a T	 + -T-T— 9 T
ax 139 ax 168 ax 189 ax 195 ax 198+ aT + aT +aT	 aT aT aT
ax 2 C) 5 ax 217 ax 244 ax ax 265
--I—
aT + aT +aT	 aT aT aT
276 ax 277 ax278	 279 ax281
—c')T aT	 aT aT
For HF
- _ 
ax + ax26 aX27 ax28	 ax^9 aX30 ax3i ax57
P 7,	 K7 ac.	 ac. + ac. + ac.. + 2 ac + ac. +. ac. + ac.




ac t ac t
-
ac t
+ -	 9 ^ +
act ac t aca
















































+	 +	 + 2










aT aT	 -	 aT	 _	 aT
+
aT -	 aT t







aT - aT #,
ax 2.09 ax215 ax	 ax217.
-
+	 . 218 ax222 ax237



















f8 -K8 [X8 x16 - X24 - x28 - x29 + X32 + x33 +X 34  x131
+x238	 248+X	 +X 2`55	 259+X 	- x263 +X268 +x278.1
ax 
	
ax 16 ax 24 "ax 28 ax 29 ax32 8x33 8x34
8 ) j  _ -R8 ac, - a 	 - a^. - ac. - ac. + -a + ac. + a^.J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 ^	 J	 ^


























P8 , 74 = p f8 - X8 	 ap a
—	




aT	 BT	 _	 aT	 -	 a`T -	 aT
_
+	 aT +	 aT
ax	 ax	 ax131	 238 ax 248 ax 255 ax 259
t
+	 x` 34 	 ++
^T	 aT	 aT aT aT
+
aT
_ 8X263	 8x26.8, 	 8X.278
r

















 35	 36	 6o x 1631
	
ax ax
	 ax	 8X	 8X9	 35	 36	 16o	 163
	
9) j,	 9 C. + jc— + -Fc—. + a C.	 a C.








	 p 9	 9 (3 p
ax 9 8X35 8X36 aX160 ax 163
	







10 [X 10  X20 +X 21 -
 X35 2X36 + X37 +X 38 + x 52 t x 66
{1
X 10,73 — - V f10
= 1 f- K ax i o
`	 P10, 74p 10	 10 ap
ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax
-K	 i0 -	 20 +	 21 -	 35 - 2	 36 +	 37 +	 3810, 75	 10	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 8T	 aT
aX5 2	 ax66	 ax8
 
6	 ax 117	 dx 161	 ax 162
aT	 + aT + aT -	 aT	 +	 aT	 +` aT
ai63 aX1 70 ax 171 ax 200 ax 250






f 11	 if LX 2 x11 + x 1 3 + x 15 + x 1 6 + 2X 17 +X 19  + X 25 + x30
id'
ax 	 aX i i aX i3 aX 15 aX i 6	 ax 17 aX i 9K. 11 ac. - ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + 2 ac. + ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax	 ax	 axax
	 ax	 ax	 ax+ 25 + _30 -
	 31 + 33 + 2 34 + 37 + 39
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
J	 i	 J	 J	 J	 I J
	 .J
ax 57 ax 59 ax 67 8X77 8X81 8193 8x98
ac + ac _ ac } ac + ac + ac + ac
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
8X 10 2 8X 10 8 aX i 10 8X 112 'X116 aX 12 3
+
C.	
+ ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. - ac.
J.	 1	 J	 J	 J	 J
8X129 ax 132 ax 140 ax 1 41 aX168 8X 169
ac. + ac J. - ac J.	 ac	 + ac. + ac.J	 J	 J	 ^
aX 75 aX 18 j aX i85 8X 194 BX i 95 8x199
+ ac. + ac.— + ac + ac. - ac.+ ac.
-	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J


















8X264 8X269 8X270 8X279
ac. ac.	 - ac.
_	
Be.
_ ax 2 ax 
I 
ax 13 ax 15 ax 16 ax 17 ax 19
P it, 75	 =	 Ki i aT aT +	 aT +	 aT + aT + 2 aT +	 aT
ax 	 8X 30 - ax 31+	 + 	 + 8X 33 + 2 8X 34 } 8X 37 + 8X3 9
aT	 aT	 aT	 8T	 aT	 aT	 8T
ax 57	 C) 	 8X77 8X81 8X93 8X98
+ aT + aT	 aT + 8T + aT + 8T + aT
8X 102 8X 108 8X 110 8X i i2 ax i i6 _ ax123
+ aT + 8T + aT + aT + aT	 8T
ax 129 8X 132 _ ax 140 _ ax i 41 ax i 68 ax 169
+ 8T + 8T	 aT	 8T + 8T + aT
ax 1 75 ax 183 8X185 ax t94 ax t95 
ax 1 99
+ aT + aT + 8T + 8T	 aT + 8T
ax 2t8 8X 223 
8x 2 25
 
ax 234ax 239 ax 240
+ aT + aT + aT + aT	 aT	 aT
8X 248 8X249 8X 251 _ax 260 ax26i 8X262
+ aT	 aT + 8T	 8T + aT + aT
+ ax 264 - ax 269- ax 270- ax 279
8T	 aT	 8T	 aT
For 02
32. 000p r-K 12 -	 V	 I
f it = -K12 X2 X 14 x 22 + x 34 + x36 - X38'+ X 39 - X82 - X99
-X 118 -X 170 -X 177 -X 186 -X 201 +X241 - X249
4-175
i
1 40M a	 i_.
_ -ax 12 ax 14 8X22 8X 34 8X36
+
	
ax 38 8X3 9
	
^12,j - K12 ac. - ac. - ac.
	 ac. + ac. - 8c. + ac.
J	 J	 J	 i	 J	 J	 J
ax 82 8x99 ax 118 ax 1708x177 ax 186
ac
J	 .l





ax 201 + 8X 241 -
 ax 249j = i., 2, ... , 57
ac.	 -I)c .	 ^c
J	 J	 J
1
p 12,73	 ^ V f12
1 f _ K raX 12 1
p 12,74 - p 12
	 12I 8p JL
I
(3	 = -K










ax 22+ 8X 34 + 8X 36 - 8X 38 + 'x39
8T	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
ax 118 8 X 170 _ 8x i 7_? _ 8X 18 6_	 `
8T	 3T	 aT	 aT




K 13 -	 V
f 1 = K13 N + X i8 + X19 + X 20 + X 22 + x 5 + X 64 - X 114 + x167
- 
x 172 + x204 + x 236 ]
_ 8X 3
 ax 18 ax 19 ax 20 ax 22 ax 518X64 8X1 14
	
R 13, j Ki 3 ac. + mac- + mac- + ^- + ^c - + ^— + 8c .
	 ac .J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
+ 8X 16? - 8X 172 + 8X 204 + 8X 236
ac.	 ac.	 dc.	 ac.





13,73 - - V f13
_ ax1	 3
P13,74 _ p f 13 + K 13 ap
ax  aX iB oXi9 aX20 aX22 ax51 ax 64 _ 8X  14
	
x 13,75	 8T + 8T + 8T + 8T + aT + 8T + aT	 aT
8X 167 - ax 172 + ax 204 + ax 236+





f 1 = K14 [2X4 + X 6 - X 15 - X 23 + X25 - X26 X 32 + X 42 + X43
+ X 44 + X 54 - X 62 + X 70 - X75 X 78 X 79 X87
- X 94 + X 100 + X 104 X 115 X 124 X 128 X129
R
X 136 x 142 + X 151 + X 152 + X 153 X 173	 184
- x 188 +X 190 -X i92 -X 193 -Xi96-Xi97-X207
- x 219 + x227 X 244 + x246 X 261 x271 x280




2 ax  + ax  - ax I s - ax 23 + 8X25 8X 26 8X32









 8X 54 8X62
 8X7 0 ax75
+ ac + ac + ac + ac - ac. + ac. - ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J













+ ax i 52 + ax i 53 _ ax i 73 _ ax 184 _ ax 188+ ax 190
	




ax 192 ax i 93 ax i 96 ax i 97 8x207 ax 219




+ ax 227 _ ax 244 + ax 245 _ ax 2 61 _ ax 271 _ ax 280
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
+ ax 282 + 8x283 + 8X284	







X 14, 73	 V f 14
i
2X4 aX 6










+ ax 104 +ax i 51 + ax 152
ap	 ap	 ap
+ ax i 53 + ax 227
ap	 ap
4-178
_	 ax 	 8X 6 ax I s 8X 2 3 8X25 _ 8X 26 _ ax 328X42
14,75 K14 2 aT + aT	 aT	 aT + aT	 8T	 aT + 3T
8X43 8X44 8X54 8x62 8x 70 ax 75 ax 78
+ aT + aT + aT - 8T + 8T - aT - aT




ax 94 + aX 100 + 8x 104 - ax 115 - ax 124
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
- 8x 128 - ax 129(3	 8	 8X 136	 x142 + X151 +ax 152-	 -
	
aT	 aT	 8T	 aT	 aT	 aT
+ °X 153 - (3X 173 - 8x 184 - aX188+ ax 190 - ax t92
	












_	 19? _	 196 _ 	 1 97_	 20_?	 219	 227
	
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT + aT
- ax244 + (3X 246 - ax 261 - ax 271 - 8X 280 + ax 282
	
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT






f 15 R  5 [2X5 + X 7 + X 26 - X 27 + X28 + X 30 + x31 + x46 + x47
+ X 48 + X 56 - X 58 + X 60 + X87 - X88 - X91 + X 94 - X95 r
- X 96 + x 101 + x105 + Xi 13 + Xi 19 + X 141 + x142
x 143 + X 145 + x 155 + X 156 + x 157 + x 158 X174
+ X20? x 208 + x210 - X 213 x214 +X 219  X220
- X221 + X 224 + X228 + X 237 + X247 + X 252 + X269
+ X 271 x 272 + X274 + x2751
4-179
= x	 8x5 +ax7 +ax26- 
ax 27 + ax28 + 8x 30 + 8x 31 +ax462
	
pt 5, j	 15 ac.	 —C-^ ^c. ^- mac,	 ac.	 mac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax47 ax 48 ax 568X58 ax 60ax 87 ax 88
+-ac + -^ +-,^ - -rc
	
mac -
,l	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 91 8X9 4
+
	
ax 95 ax 9 6 aX 101 aX 105 8X1 13
	
ac	 8c	 acc - ac +	 +ac	 ac	 + ac.
J	 j	 .l	 j	 .l	 J	 J
8X
119 
8X !41	 ax 142 ax 1 43 ax 145 ax 155
+ 8c. + ac. + ac. - ac. + ac. + ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 i	 J
ax 1568x!57 ax i58 ax174 ax 207 ax 208
+ ac	 + ac. + ac. - ac. + ac.	 ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
+ 8X 210 - - ax 213 - ax 214 +
 
ax 219 - ax 220 - ax 221
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac
	 ac.	 ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 224
ax





+ ac.	 + ac. + ac. + ac.
	
ac.. + ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J




	 +	 ac.	 +	 ac.
	
.l = 1, 2, ... , 57
i	 J	 i	 i
_ _ i
	
X 15, 73	 V f 15
1 f+K Z ax5 +
aX7+8X46 + 8X47 + 8X48+ax 10i
	
R 15, 74	 p 15	 15	 ap	 8p	 ap	 ap	 ap	 a 




ax 158 + X228
a 	 a 





_	 EqX5 8x 7 8x26 ax27 8X 2_8 + 	 8x31 8x46
p 15, 75	 K15 2 aT + 8T + aT	 8T + aT + ST + 8T + &T
ax 47 ax 48	 ax 	 8X60 8X87 _ ax 8
+ aT + aT + aT	 aT + aT + aT	 aT
ax 91 ax 94 ax 95 ax 96 8X 1 01 8X 105 ax i 3
aT + aT	 aT	 aT + aT + aT + aT
ax i i 9 SX 141 ax t42 ax t43 SX 145 8X 155
	
+ aT + aT + aT	 8T + aT + aT
aX t56 8X i 5? ax t58 ax 174 8X 207 8X208
	
+ aT + aT + aT	 aT + aT	 aT
+ 8X 210 - 8X 213 - ax 214 +
 
ax 219 - 8X 220 - 8X221
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
ax	 ax8X228 8X23? 8X 247 8X 2 52 ax









 K  [X2 + X 6 + X 7 + 2X 8 + Xi i X 13 X 16 X 19 + X 23 + X27
- X 28 +X 32  +X 33 - X 37 - X 39 - X 59 + X 65 - X 69 X80
- x 8 + X 85 - X 89 - X97 X 98 + Xi 03 X i 16 Xi 25
X 130 X131 +X 135  X 137 X 144 X 146 X 147 X175
- x 18 x 189
	 X 198 X199 +X 206 X 209 X 215 X222
- X 223 +X226 +X229 +X 235 +X 238 +X 240 +X 243 X256






K	 aX2 + 









a i 6,	 16 ac	 ac	 ac	 ac	 ac	 - ac - ac
	 - ac .
ax 23 ax 27 ax 28 ax 32 ax 33 ax 37 ax 39




ax 69 ax 80ax8 t + ax 85 ax 89
	








i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 i
ax 97 ax 98 ax 103 ax 125ax 116 ax 130 ax 131_ -	 +










aX137 ax	 axMK146 aX147 ax	 axaX185
+ ac. - ac. - ac.
	 -M ac.	 ac.	 -	 ac. - ac.i	 i	 i	 i	 i













ax 223 ax 226 ax229 ax 235 ax 238 aX240 ax 243
-	 ac. +
	
ac. ac. +	 ac. +	 ac. +	 ac. +	 ac.i i i i i i i
ax 256aX262 ax 263 EX
 273 ax 274 ED
 281 ax 282
	
ac.	 -	 ac.	 -	 ac.	 -	 ac.	 -	 ac.	 -	 aC.	 -	 ac
	
3	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 i
j= 1,2,...,57
_ _ i
a i6,	 V f73	 16
i aX2 +ax 6 +ax7
+2ax8 +dxi1
ax 1030	 =	 f	 +K16,74	 p	 16	 16 ap ap ap ap ap ap





8 x6 ax 
7
ax  
ax i 1 ax 13 ax i6 ax 1 9










8X23 8X27 _ ax 28 8X32 8X33 _ ax 37_ ax 39
+ aT + aT	 aT + aT + aT	 aT	 aT
ax 59 + 8x65 - ax 69 ax 80 - ax 81 + 8x85 _ax 89
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
ax 97 ax 98 +
 
ax 103- ax H6 _ ax 125_ aXf.30 - ax 131
aT ' 	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 a'r	 aT
8x 135 _ ax t37_ ax 144 _ ax t46 _ ax t47 _ ax t75
+ aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
ax 185 _ ax 189 - ax 198 - ax 199 + 8x 206 _ ax 209
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
- ax 215- ax 222 - ax 223 + 	 8X226 8X 229 + aX235
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
+ aX238 + 8X240 + aX 243 - aX 256 - aX 262 _ 8X263
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
ax 273 axa7a ax 281 ax 282




f i? K 1 7 [2X 9 + X 10 - X 20 + x2 + X 35 + X37 + X 38 + X 66 + X86
- X 117 + X 148 + X 160 + X 162 + X 171 X 176 X190





_	 ax9 aX i o (3x 20 axe i (3X 35 (3x37 (3x38
R 17, j - K 17	 ac. + ac. - ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.
ax 66 ax8 6 ax 117 ax 148 ax 160 ax 162
	
+ (3c. +
 ac. - a^.	 + a^. + a^.
	 + ac.
i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 i
aX 171 ax 176 ax 190 ax 200 ax 210 ax2 50




(3 17,73	 V f17
	
0 17, 74
	 p f 17 + K17
2 ax  + (3x 10 + (3X148




	 (3X 21 (3X 35
 (3X37 8X 38
P 17, 75	 K17 2 aT + aT
	 aT + aT + aT + aT + aT
ax (3x86 ax i i 7	 ax	 (3x160 axi 62
+ aT
	 + aT aT	 +	 aT	 +	 aT	 + aT
(3X1 
71 ax 176 axi 90
	
ax 200 ax 210 ax 250
+	 aT -	 aT
_






f 18	 K18 1X t + X 3 + X10 + x I I + 2X12- X 14 - X 17 - X 22 - X 25 x30
- X 33 - X 35 - X 38 + X 39 + X 40 + X45 
+ X49 + X 53 + x58
- X 63 - X 70 - X 82 + X 96 X 99 + x 106 + xi H 5 x118
- x 126 x132 x 145 + x 149 + x 150 + x 154 + x 159 + x161
+ X 173 +X 174  + x 176 x177 +X 184  - x 186 + x 197 x201
+ x 221 X 224 +X 230 +X 239 +X 241 x25? X 264 X 275 X283]
4-184
K 
ax i + ax 3 + ax i 0 + ax i i + 2 aX i 2 - OX 14 - ax 17 - ax 22
X 18, ^	 i s a^i
ax 25_
 
ax 30 _ ax 33 - ax 35 _ ax 38 + 
aX 39 + aX40
	
aC.	 a^.	 a^.	 a^.	 a^.	 ac.	 ac.
	
i	 i	 i	 i	 i
ax 45 ax 49 ax 53 aX 58 ax63 ax 70 ax 82
a+ a^ + c + ac + ac - ac - ac - ac
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 ,l	 J	 J
+ ax 96_ ax 99 + ax 106+ ax i i5 _ axi 18 _ a xi 26 _ax 132
ax 1 45axi4 9
 
ax 150 ax i 54 ax i 59 ax 161
ax t73 ax 174 ax t76 ax 177 ax 184 ax t86
+ ac. + ac. + ac. - —9c .- + ac	 - ac
ax t 97 ax 20t ax	 224ax 24 ax230 ax239














i i i	 i i
_ _ i
p 18,73	 V f18
i	 _ ax i ax 3 ax 10 a.M it
ax 12 ax40
a i8, 74	 p f 18 + K 18 ap +	 ap + --57-p— +	 iip
+ 2
	 ap +	 a 
aX45 + ax 49 + ax 10 6 + aX 1 49 + ax 150+
	
ap	 ap	 ap	 a 	 a 
+ ax154 +axi59 +ax 230
	




ax1 ax	 axi 0 aXi 1	 ax 12aX14 aX17 _ ax 22
018, 75 - K18 aT + aT +	 +aT	 aT + 2 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
L
ax 25 - ax 30 -
 
ax 33_ ax 35 ax 38 + aX 39 + aX40
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
ax
 45ax49 aC53 aX58 ax 63 ax 70 ax 82
+ aT + aT + aT + aT
	 aT	 aT - aT
+ ax 96 - ax99 + ax io6 + ax ii5 - ax 118- ax 126- ax t32
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
ax 145 ax 149 aX i50 aXi54 aX i59 ax 161
aT + aT + aT + aT + aT + CRT
aX 173 aX 174 ax
 176 _
 ax 1 77 . aX ! 84 _x 186
+ aT + aT + aT
	 aT + aT
	 aT
ax 197 ax 201 ax 221 ax 224 ax 230ax 239
+ aT	 aT + aT
	 aT + aT + aT
+ ax 241- ax 257 -
aT	 aT
For Al





f 19 K 19 [X40 + X41 + X 42 + X46 X50 X51 X52 X53 X54 X55
- X 56 + X 59 + X61 + X 68 + X 69 + X 71 + X 83 + X88 + X89)
_ ax 40 ax
 41 ax
 42 ax
 46ax50Ox51 ax 52
19, j	 K i 9 ae . + ac . + ac . + ac .




J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 53- ax54 -
 




ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 j	 J	 J	 J
ax 69
aX 7i	 aX 83 aXSS
	
ax 89
+ ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.	 j	 i 2 , ° •,57
	





19 9 73	 V f19
i	 + K
	




	19 ap	 ap	 ap	 ap
_ ax 
40 ax 41 ax 42
ax 46 8x50 ax51 ax 52
P 19 9 75
	





ax 55- ax 56
+ 8X 59 + ax6i + ax 68
aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 8T	 8T	 aT
ax 69 + 8x 71 + 8x83 + 8x88 + ax 89




f20	 -K20 [X40 -X41 -X44 -X48 - X 50 - X51 -X52 -X53 -X55
+ x 57 + x58 + x59 + X 60 
+ x61 - X 62 - 2X 63 x67
- X70 x73 x78 "80 x90 x95 x971
_ ax 40 ax 41ax 44 ax 48_ ax 50 _
 ax 51_ ax 52
¢20, j	 K20 ac.	 ac .	 -ac-. - ac .	 ac .	 ac .	 ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 53 ax 55
+
 
ax 57 8x 58 ax59 ax 6o ax6i
- -
	ac. - ac	 +	 +	 +	 +
	
ac .	 ac .	 ac .	 ac.
	
J	 ^	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 62 - 2	












	 1, 2, 
... , 57
	





X 20, 73	 V f20
1 8X 40 8X41 8X44 8X48
	
X 20, 74	 p f 20 - K20 L aP	 -Tp— —cip	 aP
ax40 ax41 ax44 ax48 ax 50 ax 51 ax 52
p 20,75	 -K20 8T -	 8T 3T 8T -	 8T 8T aT
ax 53 aX 55 .X 5 7 .X 58 ax ax60 Cl) k
aT aT	 + aT	 + aT	 + aT	 + aT	 + aT














ax 90 ax 95 ax 97





f 21	 -K21 [X41 -X 54 -X 56 -X60 +X 62 +X 63 - X721
-K
	
ax 41- ax 54- ax 56 - ax 60 + .X62 .X 63 - ax 72
•21,j	 21 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
j= 1,2,...,57
_ -1
•2 1,73	 V f21
	(3	 = i f	 - K	
8X 
41`










ax 60 + ` x62 r ax 63 ax 72
aT	 dT	 aT	 ac.
J
For A1C 1
_ 62. 43 7p r*
	
K22	 V
f22 = - K22 [X42 - X43 - X45 - X 55 - X 62 + X64 + X65 + X66 + X67
+ X 68 + X69 + X70 + 2X 71 .+ X 72 + x73 + x74 x75




ax 43 - ax 45 - ax 55 - ax 62 + ax 64 + ax 65
	
22, j	 22 ac j ac. ^ ac j ^	 c^j _
+ 8X 66 + 8X67 + 8X 68 + 8X 69 + 8x 70 + 2 ax 71 + 8X72
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 -' C	 ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
+ 8x 73 + 8X 74 - ax 75 - ax 7 6 - 8X 81 - ax 82
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
















p 22	 22 8p	 ap	 8p
_ 8X42 ax 43 ax 45?X55 ax 62 8x64 ex 65
	
P 22,75
	 K22 8T	 aT	 8T	 aT	 aT + aT + aT
+ 8x 66 + 8x 67 + 8x 68 + 8x 69 + 8x 70 + 2 ax 7i + 8x 72
	
aT	 8T	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
+ 8X 73 + 8X74 -ax 75 aX ?6 - ax 81 - 
ax 82
	











f23 = -K23 [X43 _ X65 _
	 _	 _





 - 2X 71 - aX






	 ac	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.j	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J-
1, 2, - - - , 57
_ _ i
	
p 23,73	 V f23
^	 = i f - K 
ax 43
	
23,74	 p 23	 23 ap
















_ 78. 43 7p r*
K24	 V
f24 = - K24 [X44 - X 64 - X 66 - X 74 + X 76 + X 77 + X78 + X 79 + X80
+X 
81  .1- X82 X92 X941
_ -K ax 44- 
ax 64 ax 66 - ax 74 + aX 76 +














R 24, 73	 V f24




P 24, 74	 p 24	 24 ap
4-190
_	 aX 44 	ax 64 ax 66	 ax 74	 ax 76	 ax 77 ax 78
P24,75 = -K24 	 5T - -TT— - -5—T  - —TT + -TT + -T + -T
aX 79 ax 80 aX 81 ax 82 _ ax 92_ ax 94





f25 = -K25 [X46 - X47 - X49 - X 57 - X 58 - X 74 + 2X83 + X 84 + X85





ax 47 - ax 49 - ax 57 - ax 58 - ax 74+ 2 ax 83
a25,j	 25 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
aX84 ax85 ax86 ax 8 .^ axg8 ax89 aX90
+ ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 91 ax 98 ax 99
ac. - ac. - ac.
J	 J	 J
i
25,73 - V f25
^i	 = I f - K	
ax 46 -
 
ax 47 - ax 49




ax 47 - ax 49 - ax 57 - ax 58 ax 74 + 2ax 83
-KP 25, 75	 25	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
-
aX84 aX85 ax86 ax87 aXg8 axg9 ax90
+ aT + aT + aT + aT + aT + aT + aT
ax 91 ax 98 ax 99
aT	 aT	 aT
4-191
4	 = i f - K ax 4827,74







f26	 -K26 [X47 -X83 -X85 -X90 +X 91 -X93 - X96J



















6	 = i f _ K ax 47
	
26,74	 p 26	 26 ap
ax 47 ax 83 ax 85 ax 90 aX^ 1 ax ax96a	
- K



















f2? _ - K Z7 [X48 + X 56 - X 61 + X 74 - X 86 
+ X90 + x92 + x93
+ X 94 + X 95 + X 96 + X97 + X 98 + x991








	 ac. + ak. + ac.
	
i	 1	 3	 1	 1	 1
0x93 0x94 ax	 0X96 0x97 0x9 8 0X99
+ a . + ac. + 
ac95 
+ ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.





ax 48 aX 56 ax 61 aX 74 ax86 ax90 ax92









ax93 aX 94 aX 9 5 aX 96 aX 97 aX 9s ax 99




f28 = K28 [X 148 +X 149 +X 151 +X 155 X 160 X 161 X 162 +X164
+X 166 +X 172 +X 175 +X 177 +X 178 +X 180 +X 187 +X188
+X 189 +X 202 +X208 +X209 +X 211 ]
_ ax 148 aX 14g aX 151 ax 155 ax 160	 ax 161 ax 162
R 28, j	 K 28 ac . +	 ac. +	 ac. +	 ac. -	 ac.	 -	 ac. -	 ac.
J J J J J	 J J




+ ac. + ac.	 + ac.	 + ac.	 + ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
	ax 180+ ax 187aXiss aXis9 aX2o2 ax 208
+ ac.
	+ ac.	 ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.
	
J	 i	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 209 aX 2i 1 ^
	




28,73 - - V f28
R= i f + K	 aX148 
+ ax t49+ ax 151+ ax t55
28,74	 p 28
	
28	 ap	 ap	 ap	 ap












162 ax i64 ax i66 ax i72 ax i75 ax t77
aT + aT + aT + aT + aT + aT
ax 178 aX 180 aX 18? aX 188 aX 189 ax 202
+ aT + aT + aT + aT 	+ aT + aT










f29	 -K29 N48 - X 160 - X 161 +X 163 - X f 70 -X 176 -X190
- x210J













ac	 - aCi j = 1,2,...,57
i
8 29, 73 - - V f29








ax 148 _ ax 160 ax 161 ax 163 ax 1 70 ax 176
	
p 29, 75	 K29	 aT	 aT - aT + aT - aT - aT








f 30	 R 30 [X 149 X 150  X158 x 162 x 163 + 2X 164 + X 165
+X 166 +X 167 +X168 +X169 +X 170 +X 171 +X172
+ x 173 + X 174 + X 175 + X 176 + X 177 + X 178 + X179
+ x 180 + X 181 + X 182 X 185 X 186 X 196 X198
- X212 X 220 X222]
_
4-194
-K	 ax 149 _ ax 
150 - ax 158 _ ax 162 - ax 163 + 2 ax 164
13 30, j	 30 ^^:	 ac.	 ac.	 —ac. - — ac.	 ^c.—J	 J	 i	 J	 i	 i
ax 165 ax 166 ax 167 ax 168 ax 169 ox 170
+ ac. + ac. + ac. +	 +ac.	 ac. + ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 171 ax 172 ax i 73 ax 174 
ax i 75 ax 176
	+ ac. + ac.	 + (3c..^. + —	 + a j
	c 	 + ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J 	 J
ax t77
+ 	 +	 +
 
ax 178 ax i^9 13X 180 13x 181 EM 182
+ ac. + ac.	 ec.	 a C.	 ec. + ac.
	






















13 30, 73 - - V f 30
= 1,2,...,57
^i	 = i f - K	 ax 149 - 13X 150 
ax 158
	





8X149 - ax 150_ ax 158- ax 162- ax 163+ 2 EM 164
P30, 75 	30	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT.	 aT	 aT
ax 165 ax 166 aX 167 eX 168 aX i 69 
ax 170
+ aT + 8T + 8T + aT + aT + aT
ax 17t ax 172 ax i 73 aX i 74 aX 175 ax t76
+ aT + 8T + aT + aT + aT + aT
ax 177 ax 178 aX i?9 13x 180 13X181 ax 182
+ aT + aT + aT + aT + aT + aT
ax 185 _ ax186 ax i96 ax198 8X 212 _ aX220









f31	 ^K31 [X 150 -X 164 -X 165 -X 167 -X 171 -X 179 -X 182 +X183
+ x 184 + X 185 + X 186 X 195 X 216 X224]
_ ax 150 aX 164 aX 165 ax 167_x 171 ax 179 ax 182
	
p 31, j	 K31 ac .	 - ac .	 - ac .	 - ac .	 ac
	 ac .
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
	
ax	 ax
aXi84 aX i85 aXi86 ax i95 ax2i6 ax224
+ ac	 + ac
	 + ac
	 + ac
	 - ac. - ac	 - ac
	








i f- K 
ax 150
	
31, 74	 p 31
	 31	 ap
ax
164 ax f65 ax 167 ax 171 ax 179 ax 182p 31, 75	 -K31
[ 8X 150
8T 8T 8T	 - 8T 8T 8T	 - 8T
ax 183 aX i84 aX i85 ax 186_ ax 195_ ax 216_ aX224
+ aT + aT + 'T + aT





f32 = -K32 [X 151 X 152 X 154 X 168 X 173 + X 178 - X179
+ 2x 187 + x 188 + x 189 + x 190 + X 191 X 192 X199
- X200 X201 X205 X207]
_	




p 32, j	 -K3 2	 ac .	 ac .	 a 
J	 J	 J
c .	 -	 ac .	 ac .	 ac .	 ac .J	 J
	ax 187'x188 'x189 'X i90 ax i9i ax 192-+ 
2 8c + ac + ac
	 ac
	
.	 +	 .	 + a
	 -j	 j	 J	 J	 cj	 acj
ax 199 ax 200 ax 201 ax 205 ax207
a^^ - ac.
	 - ac -	 ac -	 acj j j
j _ 1,2,...,57
4-196
Zaxial axi4v ax 151
K32 ap	 - 8P	ap
-ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax151	 152	 154	 168	 173	 178	 179
8T - 8T ^ 8T
	 8T - 5'T—
 + 8T - 8T
ax 187 ax 188 
ax 18	 ax 1 90 ax 191 _ ax 192
+ 2 8T + aT + aT + aT + aT
	 aT
ax 199
ax 200 ax 201 aXios ax 207_
aT aT aT aT aT
^ p r*
X152 -X 153 -X 187 +X 192 -X 193 -X 194 - x 197
axt52_ ax t53 _ ax 187 + aX 192 _





	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac^	 ac.
j= 1,2,•••,57
i
R 33, 73 - - V f33
P 33,	 = 1 f	 - K	
ax t52 ax 153
74	 p 33	 33	 ap	 ap
ax 152 ax 153 ax 187 ax 192 ax 193 ax 194 ax 197R	 _ _K
33,75	 33 8T -	 2T 8T
+
2T 8T 8T	 - 8T
For BC13
_ 117. 19 I R2:f
K34	 V
f34	 -K34CX 153 + X1931
4-197
a- -

























ax 153 + ax 193





f35 = -K35 [X 154 X178 + X i ^ 9 - X 184 X191 + X 194 + x 19 + x196
+ x 19 + X 198 + x 19 + X 200 + X 201 - X217 - x 219
_ ax 154 ax 178 8X i 79
+
	
ax 184 ax i9i ax 194 ax i 95
	
^35,j	 K35	 ac.	 - ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 + ac.	 + ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
	
ax i96 ax i9 ^ axi98 ax
i99 aX2oo ax 201
+ ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.	 ac.
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 2t7ax2i 9
ac	 - aci	 j
_ _ i
	
p 35,73	 V f35
	
i f	 - K
	
ax 154




ax 1 78 ax i 7 9 ax 1 84 ax 191 ax i94











ax 195 8x 196 ax i 9 ^ 8x 198 ax 19_9 ax 200
+ aT + aT + aT + aT + -^ + —^"







f 36	 K36 [X 155 X 156 X 159 X 169 x'174 + X180 X i82 x191
+ 2X 202 + x203 + X 204 + x205 + X 206 + X207 + X208
+ X 209 + x210 + X 21 i + x212 X 213 X2231
-K
ax 155_ ax 156- ax t59- 




ac .	 ac .	 ac .
	





J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 191 8X202 8X203 8X204 8X205 ax 206
	
ac.	 2 ac. + ac.	 + ac	 + ac	 ac
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 .l	 i
ax 207 8X 208 8x 2 09 8X210 8X211 8x212
+ ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac	 + ac
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 .l	 J
ax 213 ax 223
ac	 - ac1
j= 1 1 2 , ... , 57
1
36,73 - V f36
1Fax 155
p36, 74 - p f36 - K36






140` 412^	 40 -	 -
ax 155 ax 156 ax 159 ax t69 (3x 174 ax 181 ax t82













ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax	 ax191	 202	 203	 ?,V4	 20_5	 206
aT +2 aT + aT + 3T + aT + aT
ax 207(3x208 ax2`^9 (3X 210 (3X 211 ax 212
+ aT + aT + aT +









 [X 156 - X 157 - X 181 -X202 -X206 + X 211 - X212
+X213 -X214 -X215 -X216 -X218 - X221
_
	
ax 156axi57 (3X181_ ax 202 _ ax 206 ax 21t_
 ax 212




J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
	ax	 ax
ax214 ax.,e.	ax	 ax 218 ax 22^
	
+ ac.	 -	 ac.	 - ac. — -- ac.	 - aC.	 - ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
j= 1,2,...,57
i
P37, 73 - - V f 37
i f - K
ax 156_ ax 157
	
37, 74
	 p 37	 37	 ap	 ap
- K 	
axi 56_ axi 57 _ ax 181_ ax 202_ ax 206 + (3x 21 1
	
R 37, 75
	 37 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT	 aT
_ 
ax 212 + aX 213 _ ax 214 _ ax 215 ax 216_ aX 218
	






f 38 : -K38 [X 157 + X 18! X 21 i + X 214 + X2151
^3	 = -K	 3 x 157 + 8X181 _ 
3X 21 1 + 3X 214 + 3X 215	
_ i ^ 2 ^ ... 5?
	
38, j	 38 ac j
	ac . 	T —^c c .	 J	 '
1
338, 73 - - V f 38
P38,74


















f39 = -K 39 [X 158 + X 159 - X 180 X 181 + X 182 X 183 + X 191 X203
- X 204 + x212 + 2X 216 + x217 + X 218 + x 219 + X220
+ X 221 + x222 + x 223 + x224]
-r,
ax 158 + ax 159 - ax 1 1-0 - ax t81 + 3X 182 - ax 183 + 3X 191
p 39,j	 39 ac	 ac	 ac	 ^	 ac	 ac.	 ac.
J	 i	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
- ax 203 _ ax 204 + 3X 212 + 2 ax 2t + 3X 21 7 + ax 218
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 219 ax 220ax221ax222 ax 223 ax 224










p 39, ?3 - - V f 39
= i f - K	
ax 158 + ax t59
39 9 74	 p 39	 39	 ap	 ap
aX158 ax i59 aX 180 ax 18t ax 182 ax 183_ -K










+ ax 191 - ax 203_ ax Z04 + aX 212 + 2 aX 216 + ax 217
	
aT	 8T	 aT	 8T	 8T	 aT
ax 218 8X219 ax220 ax 22t ax
 222 ax
 223








f40	 K40 [X 102 + X 104 + X 105 + X 106 + X 107 X109 + Xi i i + X114
+X 116 +X 117 +X 118 +X 125 +X 127 +X 130 +X133
+ X 136 + X 137 + X 143 + X144]
K	
ax 
102+ ax 104+ ax 105+ ax t06, ax t07- ax t09+ ax  i i
p	 ac .	 ac .	 ^c .
	




J	 J	 J	 J
ax 114 aX ii6 aX ii7 aX ii8 aX 125 x 127
+ ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
ax 130 aX 133 aX i36 aX i3? aX i43 aXi44
	





	 + ac. + ac.
	




P40, 73 - V f 40
= 1 f +K	
ax 102+ aX 104+aX105+aX106+ ax 107
40,74	 p 40
	
40 ap	 ap	 ap	 ap	 ap
_ ax 102 aX 104 ax105 ax todXi07 ax 109
40,75 - K40 aT + aT + aT + aT + aT - aT
aXili aX 114 aX ii6 aX ii? aX iiB aX125
+ aT + aT + aT + aT +aT	 aT
ax 
t27 
ax 130 aX i33 aX i36 aX i3? axi43







f41 - K41 [X 103 -X 106 +X 107 -X 110 -X111 -X 112 -X113 -X114
- X 115 X 116 X ii? X 118	 X119 +X 123  +X 124 + 2X126
+X 128  + X 131 + X 132 + X 140 + X145]
ax ax 
106
ax 107 aX Ito	 ax 
 1 i aX i 12	 ax  13= K






-	 cc	 -	 ac j
	acj	 ac.
aX i 14_ aX i 15 _ aXii6 _ ax H7_ ax t18_ ax t19+ ax t23
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 i	 i
+ 
ax 124 + 2 aX 126 + aX 128 + aX 131 + aX 132 + ax 140
	
ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.	 ac.
	
3	 1	 3	 1	 1	 1
+ aX 145 I j=1,2,...,57
ac t I
4--203












ax 103 _ ax 106 + aX 10 7
+ K 41	 ap	 ap	 up
0	 = K	 ax 103 _ ax 106 
+ ax 107.
41, 75	 41 aT	 aT	 aT
- ax  i i _ ax1 12 _ aX i 13
aT	 aT	 aT
x1 14 axi 15 ax i 16
saxi 
17
aT aT aT aT
ax 119+ ax t23
aT	 aT
_ ax 124 + 2 ax 12 6 + aX 128 +
aT	 aT	 aT












 ax 107_ ax 119ax120 aXi21	 axi22 ax 123
042,j	 2 ac.	 ac. + ac. + ac. + ac. + ac.
	
J	 J	 J	 J	 J	 J
_ _ i
	
042, 73	 V f42
0	 = i f - K EM 107
	
42, 74	 p 42	 42 ap
042, 75
_
ax 107 _ ax 119 aX 12 0 aX i 21 x 122 ax 123
K42 aT	 aT + aT + aT + 8T + aT
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4. 2. 3 C alculation of µ and Its Partial Derivatives
The gas viscosity and its partial derivatives are calculated from:
µ = 1. 2469169 x 10 5 To. 6
;K
R
— µ 'ate = 	 ^	 j_ 1,2,...57ac.	 2 R
i
at, = o. 6 µ
aT	 T
4. 2. 4 Calculation of Re; and Its Partial Derivatives
The particle Reynold's numbers and its partial derivatives are
calculated from:
2p(V - V )r




aRei_ _ 1 Re















av = V - V	 i= i,2,'	 ,5
Pi
	
a Re .	 Re.i
a P 	 P
=	 1	 i= 1,2,•••,5
aRe i	Rei a
aT	 µ aT i= 1,2,•••,5
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4. 2. 5 Calculation of y and Its Partial Derivatives






Rj C P -RCp^	 j = 1, 2, ..., 57
z	 s^ 7^	 ac
T	 \ Pl R C{ 8 T 1
4. 2. 6 Calculation of Pr and Its Partial Derivatives
The gas Prandtl number and its partial derivatives are calculated
from:
I
P r = —4--9y - 5
8Pr
	 -5 _ ay8c j
	y(9y - 5) Pr 8cj j= 1,2,...,57
8Pr	 - 5 ay8T	 y(9y - 5) Pr 8T
(o)
4. 2. 7 Calculation of Nu. and Its i)artial Derivatives
The particle Nussult number and its partial derivatives are
calculated from:
	





	 0.6 BRe i
 + 1 8Pr Nu (0) - 2
	
8c .	 Re.	 8c .	 3Pr 8c .	 1
	





8Nu(o)	 0. 6 Nu ( o) - 2 8Re.i	 _	 i	 i
aV	 Re.	 8V	 0	 i = i t 2 9 • • • , 5pi	 i	 pi
8Nu ( o)	 0. 6 Nu ( o) - 2 8Re .i	 _	 i	 i	 j= 1, 2 .9	 5
aV	 Re.	 aV	 'i
aNu ( o)	 0. 6 Nu ( °) - 2 aRe .1	 i	 1
FP	 Re	 ap	
i= 1, 2, . . , 5
i
(o)
aNui = 0. 6 BRe 1 + i aPr	 Nu ( o) - 2
-T—	 Re. a 	 3Pr (3T ) I i	 i = 1, 2, • • , 5i
(o)
4. 2. a C alculation of C n; and Its Partial De rivative s
The particle drag coefficient, based on particle diameter, and its
partial derivatives are calculated from:
(o) _ 24	 n
C Di	 Re. +bReii
(a)
ac 0)= 
aRei [bRe n(1 + n) - C(o)
ac j	 aci	 i	 D i Rei







Di 	 [bRe n (1 + n) - C (o)	 1 	 2, • • • , 5
avpi	 avpi	 i	 Di Rei
ac (o)
	
aRei	 n	 (o)	 1
	
Di - 
aV [bRei (i + n) - C(0 Re.	 i = i, 2, ' ' , 5av	 i
(o)
aC Di 
_ aRei [bRe n (i + n) - C(o)	 1	 i = i s 2, • . • , 5ap	 ap	 i	 Di Rei
(o)ac Di - 
aRei bRe n (i + n) - C (o)	 1	 i = 1, 2,- • • , 5
aT	 a r	 i	 Di Rei
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I4. 2. 9 Calculation of Kni and Its Partial Derivatives
The particle 'Knudsen number and its partial derivatives are
calculated from:
Kn. =	 0•,63 L
1	 fin' 1^ pr pi





B P 	 P
i =
 _	 1	 i=1,2,...,5
BKn.
BT 1 = Kni 1 at,
 - 2T	 i = 1, 2, ... 5µ
4. 2. 10 Calculations of fp i and Its Partial Derivatives
The momentum term fpi and its partial derivatives are calculated
from:
Rei
o)(	 (1 + 7. 5 Kni) (1 + 2 Kni ) + 1. 91 Kni	1	 {i= 1,2,•••,5fpi	 24	 Di (1 +7. 5 Kn.)(1 +3 Kn.) +(2. 29 +5. 16 Kn )Kn?
Bf i	1 BRei	1	 BC Di BKni
Bc	 f pi Re ac + (o) a  + 3 
CDi	 J	 J
2(1 + 7. 5 Kn i) + 7. 5(1 + 2 Kni ) + 3. 82 Kni
(1 + 7. 5 Kni ) (i + 2 Kni ) + 1. 91 Kni
1
3(i + 7. 5 Kni ) + 7. 5(1 + 3 Kni ) + 2(2. 29 + 5. 16 Kni )Kn i +5. 16 Kn i
(1 +7.5Kn.)(i +3Kn.)+(2.29+5. 16Kn. )Kn 2
1	 1	 1	 1
i = 1,2, ••• ,5	 j = 1,2,•••,57
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8f i 1	 BRei
	 aC8^_ 1	 Di
+ i =	 1, 2, ...	 5- fpipi Re. 8V	 .(o) 8Vi	 pi	 G	 pi  Di
8f i aiZ.ei aCDi
—	 = f
1	 i





 Re i 8p
i BC Di 8Kni
+ C(o) ap 
+ ap
Di
2(i + 7. 5 Kni) + 7. 5(1 t 2 Kn i ) + 3. 82 Kni
(1 + 7. 5 Kn i) (1 + 2 Kn i) + 1. 91 Kni
3(1 +7. 5Kn.)+7. 5(i +3Kn.) +2(2. 29+5. 16Kn.)Kn.+5. 16Kn?
( 1 + 7. 5 Kni) (i + 3 Kni ) + (2. 29 + 5. 16 Kn i)Kni
i= 1,2,•••,5
8f i	 1 BRe i	1B CDi 8Kni
_ i
8T	 fpi Re 8T + C (o) 8T + 8T
Di
2(1 y- 7. 5 Kni) + 7. 5(1 + 2 Kn i) + 3. 82 Kni
1 + 7. 5
. Kni ) (1 , +- ?. Kni) + 1. 91 Kni
3(1 +7.5Kn.)+7.5(1+3Kn.j+2(2.29+5. 16Kn.)Kn.+5. 16Kn?




_ i aPr _ i




1 aNui°) 1 Wni
Nu (0) ac t
	Kni act
1





4. 2. t  Calculation of gpi and Its Partial Derivatives
The energy term g pi and its partial derivatives are calculated from:
Nu( °)g =	 1
pl	 r	 Kn. Nu. °
2 1 + 2. 72	 1	 1
-yPr
agi	 i	 aNui°)
-- P1	 - 2. 72
act =gpi (Nu (0) act
1





i=	 5	 j= 1,2,...,57
Kni aNuio)
ag i 	 i	 aNui°^
	 2.72 ^... Pr av i












ag i	 i a Nu i°)	
2. 72 ^ Pr —^-
	
aV	 gpi Nu (0) a 	 r	 Kn. Nu(o)














Pr	 Kni 8P + Nu(° ) a 1_
Kn. Nu. °)
I + 2.72	 1	 1
) Y Pr
i = to	 ' • , 5
8gpi _	 1	 BNu(o)
8T	 gpi Nu(o) 8T
1
Kni Nui° ) 	1 BNuL
	 i aKni _ 1 8Pr _ 1 8





1 + 2.72	 1	 1
Pr
i= 1,2,•••,5
4. 2. 12 Calculation of ti and pi, j for the Particle Relaxation Equations
For the particle sizes of interest f.1 and (3.1	 for the particle..l
relaxation equations, are calculated from the following relationships:
9 µ Pf i	 p i)_
fi+57	 2 m r 2 . V
P1 P1 Pi
1 - 8J—' 	 i






i = 1,2,...,5	 j = 1, 2,-..,57c  
(3	 = f.	 1 ate_	 V	 is 1,2,...5i+57, i+57
	
1+57	 f	 8V	 V (V - V )




p i+57, 73 - f i+57	 f	 V + (V - V




a i+57, 74 - f1+57 f
	
i = 1, 2, • • • , 5
Pi
= f	 ! a "	 i O f A
p i+57, 75	 i+57	 µ aT + f
	 aT	 i = 1, 2, • • • , 5
Pi
3µg pi r", C Pg (T pi  - T)
	
fi+67	 2 	 1,2,•••,5
m .r . Pr V
Pi P i	 pi
R ' 7 - f i+67 1 ^' + 1 a— i^ + ^'1 _ 1 0 P ri +6 ,	 µ ac t gpi ac t CPg Pr act
i= 1,2,...,5	 ,	 i= 1,2,...,57
p.	 = f.	 1	 agpi _	 1	 =	 ...
	
i+67, i+5?	 i+67	 gpi act	 Vpi	
,	 i	 1, 2,	 , 5
aT
	
R i+67, i+67 
_ 




i= 1, 2, • ' ' , 5
Pi	 pi
where:














a= i+R" - R'M'2
(i.	 = f .	 1	 8gpi	 =
	
i+67, 74	 i+67 g
pi	
ap	 i	 1, 2, ' ' , 5
a	 = if	 i L + i agpi + i	 aC pg -	 i	 - 1 8Pr
	i+67, 75
	
+67 µ 8T gpi. 8T	 CPg 8T	 (T pi - T) Pr 8T
i= 1,2,'••,5
4. 2. 13 Calculation of the Pressure and Pressure Derivatives
For subsonic flows, the pressure distribution is given by the pressure
table and the pressure and pressure derivatives are calculated from:
2
P = P(xn 	) + dP	 (x - x) +.I d P	 x - xn 2
I x 	 dx	 )C 
n	 x
n




2	 (x - xn)
n	 x
n





where (t/2)(x n-t + x n ) < x < (i /2)(x n  + xn+i) and the subscript n refers to
the nth entry in the pressure and pressure derivative tables.
For supersonic flows, the pressure is determined by integration.
4. 2. i4 Calculation of the Area and Area Derivatives







	 2 i 2 i + R* - (R* 2
2)1 / 2	 2X2i+R=^- R^ -x,
	
+R*2 - x2
d 2 a =	 2	 +	 2x2




when x < x  and
a =r t + (x - x i ) tan 6112J
d—
daa = 2 [r, + (x - x i ) tan 0 t tan 91
2
d 2 = 2 tan 2 Atdx
when x > x 
4. 2. t 5 Calculation of M 2
 and Its Partial Derivatives
For .supersonic flows, M2




8M2 - M2 -2-y- - M2





where only the (8M2 / 8c j) I s of interest are calculated.
4. 2. 16 Calculation of S I, S2, S 3 and S 4 and Their Partial Derivatives




S 1 = R ^ fiR'i
as
	 1 57	 R.
	
p -^	 j= 1,2,...,57ac	 R	 i' ^Ri	 R S i 'j	 i = i
as 1	 1 57
aV - R, 73Rii=1 pi
as 1	 1 -57
a  - R L1 pi, 74Ri
aS 1	 1 5 7
_ _








ac	 RT	 pi, jhi - --I S 2 	j = 1, 2, • • • , 57
	
^	 i=1
as 	 1	 57
a 	 RT .L pi, 73hii=1
as 	 1	 57
h
ap	 R	 iT i=1 pi, 73 
as 	 1 57	 1	 57	 S2
a 	 RT .Z pi, 75 hi + RT E ficpi T
	
J = i	 i=i
J.	 5
S 3	 pRTV i=1 ppi If
Vpi(V - Vpi ) - f  +67 Vpi
as 3	 r*	 5	 R
_	 L_	 -^
ac .	 pRTV	 ppi 1p i+57 1  j Vpi(V - Vpi) pi+67, j VpiR Si= i 3^ 
j= 1,2,...,57
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^'	 (i	 V .(V - V	 - (3	 V - i
	





ipi	 +57, i+57 pi	 pi.)	 i+67, i+57 pi
	 +57	 pi	 )
fi +6?	 '
	 i= 1,2,•••,5
	Bppi 	pRTV [i+57 Vpi (V	 i	 i+67 p i	 '	 i 
= i, 2, • • • , 5
	
as 	 -r*	
^3 i	 V	 i = i, 2, ...  5Bh 
pi - pRTV Ppi +67, i+67 pi
J
	BV	 V3 + pRTV .^ P i[oi+57, 73 Vi(V - Vi) - pi+67, 73 Vi+fi+57 ViP 
	 PP	 P	 P	 P
BS 3 r*	 5	 S
	
_	 3_
	Bp	 pRTV .L Ppi[p i+57, 74 Vpi (V - Vpi) Ri+67, 74 Vpi	 p
=1
	
BS 3	 r* ^5	 S
	













BV pi	 Ppi (f i+57 + p i+5 7, i+57 vpi) '	 i = 1, 2, • • • , 5
as 




BV	 E P pi Vpi pi+57, 73i= i
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as  55
ap	 ,J PpiV pi R i+57, 74i=1
as  5
aT P pi Vpi p i +57, 75i=1
where the sums are performed only over the species of interest and only
the (aS i
 
/ ac i)'s, ( as 2 /ac^) ' s, (as 3 /ac i ) I s and (
as 
4 /ac i )
I
s of interest are
calculated.
4. 2. 17 Calculation of B and Its Partial De rivatives
The energy exchange term and its partial derivatives are calculated
from:




act - ac3 + ( i _ 1 ) a	 j = 1, 2, ... , 57Y	 Y Y
aB
__ Y-1 Os 
	 i=1,2,...,5avpi	 Y 
aVpi
aB _	 Y - i as 	 _	 . .
- -	
Y	
aPpi	 i - i, 2, •	 , 5p s 
A j
as_ y - 1 as 
BhPi	 y8hpi
as y - 1PS2
	
8V	 y 
as y - 1 PS2
Yav -v











aB = Y - i as 2_ as 3 +_ 1	 B
aT	 Y	 aT	 aT	 Y(Y - 1)	 aT
where only the (a B / ac J.)'s of interest are calculated.
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4. 2. t8 Calculation of A and Its Partial Derivatives
The diabatic heat addition term A and its partial derivatives are
calculated from:










ah	 . ah . '
pi pi
aA as 1 aB
"v - av av
aA as1 aB
a 	 = ap ap
aA aS t aB_
8
_









where only the (8A/8c 
i 
) I s of interest are calculated.
4. 2. 19 Calculation of C and Its Partial Derivatives



















8p	 = a 
3C as4
aT = aT
where only the (aC/ac j)'s of interest are calculated.
4. 2. 20 Calculation of E and Its Partial Derivatives
The diabatic heat addition term E<and its partial derivatives are
calculated from:
E = A+ CPV2
aE aA i ac_
ac
57
J j P V j
aE aA
aV 8V 1 2+ aV i	 =	 1,2,...,5
P i P1 PV Pi
aA
apE = a + 21pCa = i	 i, 2,	 ...	 , 5





aE aA aC 1	 ac_
aV
_
aV PV 3 + pV 2 a 
aE aA	 C	 1 ac
a P . = a P -
 P 2 V 2 + PV  aP
aE aA	 1 ac
aT aT + PV  aT





4. 2. 21 Calculation of Fi and Its Partial Derivatives
The supersonic particle continuity term F  and its partial derivatives
are calculated from:





ac = - V
	
i	 pi
,	 i= i s 2,...,5	 ,	 j= 1,2,...,57
8Fi
	 Fi
aV	 V	 ,	 -	 f	 i = i s 2, • • • , 5^i+57 i+5? V
pi	 pi	 pi
8Fi = -
	 i	 P _	 ,	 i = 1, 2,	 5iaV	 V .	 +57, 73pi
i+57,	 i = 1,2,..., 5E) p	 Vp   	 74
aFi = -11
	 P.	 =	 ..aT	 Vpi	 i+57, 75
	
i	 i, 2, •	 , 5
where only the ( aF i / 8c j)'s of interest are calculated.
4. 2. 22 Calculation of Di and Its Partial Derivatives
The subsonic particle continuity term D i and its partial derivatives
are calculated from:
D i
 = E - F 
aDi aE 8F 
ac . = ac . - ac.
i= 1,2,•••,5




av	 = av	 - av
	












_Di	 i= 1,2,•••,5ap piappi
aDi
	 aE








av - TV " av
	







ap 1	 i= 1,2,...,5
OF.I
	 ,	 i= 1,2,•••,5
aT
where only the ( aDi / ac j ) I s of interest are calculated.
4. 2. 23 Calculation of fi, ai and P i , j for the Fluid Dynamic Equations
For subsonic flow, f i, a i and P i, j for the fluid dynamic equations




f i+62 - Y P 
M 
2 1 dx - D i ppi	 i= 1, 2, ... , 5M
2	 p	 2	 2
a i+62 - 
M 2 1 
P 
d P_ P dx
	





i dP	 i	 am 
i+62, j	 pi P dx 2 2 ac j
Y M




f^Ilr ^	 rw..	 +rn 	 --
OD.
a i+62, i+62 = -Di - ppi Oppi = i, 2, • • • , 5
pi
OD.




i dP _ i	 am  _ aD	 11 2, - -,5
	
i	 w








a i+62, 74	 - ppi ap	 I	 i = 1, 2, • .. , 5
I dP	 i	 am  M2(M2 - 1) E)y - aD i_
a i+62, 75
	 ppi P dx 2 2 aT	 Y	 aT	 aT
Y M
i = 1,2,•••,5
where only the Pi+629 .'s of interest are calculated.
For V





X 73	 PV dx2
_ _ i ac
	
a 73, j	 PV ac .J
__i	 ac
	
X 73, i+57	 PV aV i
P
_ _ i	 ac
	
X 73, i+62	 PV ap	 '
pi
p	 _ _ f73 - 1 ac
	







	 f 73 _ 1 8C
	
? , 74
	 p	 pV 8p
_ _ 1 8C
	
a73, 75	 pV 8T













= _p dP ate _ p 8A	 j= 1,2,...,578c74, j 2 dx 8c j Y P
_	 8A
	













X 74, 73	 - p aV
i f 	 aA
	
X 74, 74	 p 74 p 8p
	_ 
	 i dP ^
R74, 75 	
(aA
aT + Y 2 P dx aT`
where only the's of interest are calculated. 	 I74 j
L
4-Z35
-^ -	 - ---
	
t - ,- -	 - I-	 ----




75 - (^L I^
 P dx- B T/
_ y-1 d2P _ i dP 2 T
	
`^75
	 y	 dx2 P Vdx	 P
_ i i d  a^L - aB
	
p 75 9 j	 y2 P dx ac j ac j T j= 1,2,...,57
as
p75, i+57 = -T aV 1
P
_ _ aB
p 75, i+62	 T app 1
,	 i= 1,2,•••,5
,	 i = 1,2,•••,5
aB





p75, 74 = -T ap
a	 =f75+i TdP Y -
 T aB
	75, 75	 T	 y2 P dx aT	 aT
where only the P 75, j 's of interest are calculated.
For supersonic flows, f. a. and (3.
1, j for the fluid dynamic equations






a^ dx- F 
	
i= 1,2,•••,5
1 d2 a - 1 da 2	 i = 1 2 • • 5
	
1+62	 a dx2 a dx	 ' • '
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6d
i= 1,2,...,5	 j= 1,2,-..,57
aF.
i




p i+62, j - ac
	 'i
aF.
p i+62, i+57 	 a V iP
i= 1,2;-••,5
aF.













where only the pi+62, j " of interest are calculated.
For V
_ 	 da	 Vf (_L
E73 	 a dx	 M2 1
_ 1 d2a_ i (.qda 2V
73
	a dx2 a x	 M2 - 1
f	 2
	
p 73 ^ _ - 2
	 a 
E 	 73	
aM. 	 i, 21 ... ^ 57M- 1	 j	 M 2 - 1
	
-V	 aE
p 73, i+57	 M2 - i avpi
	
_ -V	 aE




P 73, i +67	 M2 _ i 8h pi





f 	 i-	 1	 am2 -	 V	 aE




X 73, 74	 M2 - 1 ap
p	 = f 73 8M 2 -	 V	 aE
73, 75	 M 2 - 1 8T	 M2 1 8T
_ -V	 8E
p 73, 76
	 M2 - 1 8P
where only the P 73, .'s of interest are calculated.
For p
f	 _ - i da _ E	 M2 + A74 a dx  p
d a _ i da 2	 PM 
a74	 a x	 a dx	 M2 - 1




























ahpi i =	 1,p
-p i da aM2 M2	 aE	 aA















74,74	 P	 M2 - i 8 P	 8P
a	
= -
	 p	 E - i da aM2 + p M 2 aE - aA
	
C
74, 75	 M2 	 2	 a dx 8T	 M2 _ 1 FL	 aT )
m  aE aA
p74, 76 - P m  _ t aP a^^
where only the (3 74 ^'s of interest are calculated.
For T
r
I dafps = - 
L
IY - 1 ^(a dx - E) M 2 +B TM -
a	
_ - (y - 1) d 2 a - i f dal 2	 TM 
75	 a	 dx2 a dx	 M2 - i
a	
_ - (Y - i)T E - i da 8M 2 + (Y - i)TM 2 aE - ,f, aB
75, j	
(






+	 2 M 	 adx a	 j= 1,2,...,57M - i
	 ^
p	 - T (Y i )M2
	75, i+57	 M2 1
ITY
	
75, i+62	 M2 - 1
8E	 aB
av	 - 
T aV	 i - 1,2,...,5
pi	 pi
aE - ,I, aB
-5p	 i = 1, 29
8ppi	 pi
T(Y - i) M 2
	aE - ,I, aB
	
75, i+67	 M2 - 1
	
ah i	 ah i	 i = 1, 2, - • , 5
P	 P




1 2	 a dx a 
	






p	 = ()( - i)TM2 8E - T 8B
	
75, 74	 M2 - 1	 aP	 ap
p	 = f 75 -	 - i T E - i da 8M2 + (Y - 1)'1 2 T 8E - T 8B
	
75, 75	 T	 (M2 1 2	 a dx 8T	 M2 - i	 8T	 8T
+ E - i da M2 












f76	 - (a dx - E) M2
 1
1 d 2 a _ 1 (da) 2 YM2P
	
a 76	 a [—d2 a dx
	 M2 - i
p	 = -	 f 76	 8M2 + YM2P 8E + f 76
	
76, j
	 M2(M2 - 1) 8c j	 M2 - i ac j	 Y ac j
p	 = YM 2 P aE
	
76,i+57	 M2 - 1 8V Pi	
i= 1,2,•••,5
p	 = YM2 P 8E	 i = i, 2 ... , 5
	
76, i+62	 M 2 - 1 8p i
P
p	 = YM2P 8E
	
76,i+67	 M2 1 8h pi i= 1,2,•••,5
p	 = _	 f 76	 8M2 + YM 2P 8E
	
76, 73	 M2(M2 - i) 8V
	
M2 i aV
j= 1, 2, ... , 57
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P= YM2 P aE
76, 74	 M 2 - 1 aP
P 76, 75
f76
M 2 (M2 - i )
amt + YM 2P aE + f 76
a 
	
M2 - i a 
	 Y a 
p 	 f 76
76, 76	 P
where only the P 76, ^'s of interest are calculated.
4.3 INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE
Given the derivatives ( fi ) and partial derivatives (ai and P ig j ) of the
chemical relaxation equations and the fluid dynamic equations, this sub-
routine integrates these equations using the second order implicit integra -
tion method described in Section 3. The subroutine also determines the
integration step size required to maintain the integration accuracy within
prescribed bounds. Theee calculations are performed in the following order:
• Values of the derivatives and partial derivatives at the
present point are obtained from the Derivative Evaluation
Subroutine ( described in Section 4. 2) using the species
concentrations and fluid dynamic variables.
• Values of the species concentrations and the fluid dynamic
variables at the next point in the nozzle are calculated
from the corrector formulas.
• The ma w-imum allowable integration step size which will
maintain the integration accuracy within the prescribed
bounds is calculated from the error formulas and the next
integration step size is ..calculated.
• The integration then proceeds using the calculated step size.





4. 3. 1 Integration Procedure
The species concentrations and the fluid dynamic variables at the








i - 3 p i, i, nh kip n+1	 3	 (i - 61, j)p i, j,.nkj, n+i h - 3 k ip n + 2(fi, n +a ir nh)hj=1
Special Step
i
1 - hn+1 + h  a
	
h	 k	 _	 hn+1
2h	
+ h	 i, i,	 in n+1	 , n+1 ( 2hn+1 n	 n+i
+h	 N
n	
b.+ hn)hn j=1 (i	 1, j )R	 k	 hi, j, nj, n+in+i
2
_ hn+1
	 k.	 + (f(2h n +1 + hn)hn 	1, n	 i, n
h
n
+ ai, nhn+ i ) hn+ 1 ( hn+ 1 + hn)
The special step calculation is used only at print stations or in halving
the step size if required. If the special step calculation is used to deter-
mine the properties at a print station, the calculation is resumed using
the general step calculation and the previous step size (hn).
4. 3. 2 Step Size Determination
After each integration step (after the second step), the integration
step size for the next step is calculated from
h	 = 2h	 ki, n+1 - 2k
i, n + k.i, n:1	 < b
n+2	 n+1	 3k i, n+1
	 ki, n	 tomax
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ki, n+i - 2ki, n + ki, n- i	 > b
3k 1, n+1 ki, n max
h	 = h	 b	 ki, n+i - 
2ki, n+ ki, n- i	 < b
n+2	 n+ 1	 10	 3ki, n+ i ki, n max
On option, only the fluid dynamic equations are used in determining the
integration step size. If the step size is halved for the third step, the
integration is restarted with half the original step size.
4.4 SPECIES THERMAL FUNCTION SUBROUTINE
Given the temperature, this subroutine calculates the species free
energy ( F i), enthalpy (hi), heat capacity ( Cpi ) and the heat capacity tem-
perature derivative (dC pi /dT). For the species of interest, these quan-
tities are calculated from
F.(nOT ) - h.(nAT )	 C (nOT )
F'^ = F i (nOT,I,) + i
	 nOT	 1	
T (T - nOT T
,) - 2 nOT T (T - n^TT)ZT	 T
dC





C = C . (nOT ) + d--^	 (T - nOT ) + 1 —^	 T - nOT T Zp^	 pi	 T	 dT	 T	 Z	 Z	 C	 )
n^T .I,	 d T	 nO,I,'T
dC i dC i
	
d 2 C i	 "iL'_ _ —^'	 _^?




when I T - nOTT I _" (1/2)nAT T. If I T - nOT T 1 m- 0/ Z)n,&T T ,  n is set
equal to the integer nearest VAT T  and ne w values of F i (nOT T), hi(nATT),
Cpi(nOT T), dCpi/dT In&TT and d Cpi/dT :.InOTT are obtained from the
thermal function tables.
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4. 5 EQUILIBRIUM FUNCTION SUB
Given the temperature and spe
routine calculates the dissociation- r
constants and their temperature der
these quantities are calculated from
Reaction 1, CO2 + M^ CO + O + M




dT	 R I T + R 3 T + R18T -
Reaction 2, H 2O + MOH + H + M
i. 30296
,I,	 e - 
1(OH 2 +T) + 1
K 2 = 
dK 2
	
- h2 + hi 
i + h1 6
dT	 R 2 T R1 1 T R 16 T
Reaction 3, CO + M-4-0-0'C + O + M
9. 39389 - C(OH 3 /T) + FK 3 =	 Z,	 e
dK 3
	h3+ h 13 + h18
dT	 R 3 T Ri 3T Rt8 T
Reaction 4, C1 2 + M:^ 2C1 + M
24. 2743 -
 F AH 4 / T) + 1K4 =	 T	 e
dK 4
 _ -
	 + 2 h 14	 1. K4dT 	 R 4 T
	 R14T	 T
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4Reaction 5, F 2 + M f 2F + M





	+ Z h 15	 1 KSdT	 R.ST	 R15T	 T
Reaction 6, HC 1+ M O H+ Cl +  M







h6 + hi 4 + hi 6	 1 K6
	
dT	 R 6 T Ri4T R 16T	 T
Reaction 7, HF + M' H + F + M
t. 31064
,r
	e - [ AH7 / T) + F 7 - F i 5 - F161K 7 = 
dK 7 _	 h7	 h15	 h16	 K7
	
dT	 ( R AT + RiS T + R16T 1 T
Reaction 8, H 2 M 2H + M
K _ 0.690085 Q- [(IIH 8 /T) + F8 - 2F161
	
8	 T
dK8 _	 h8+ 2 h 16	 1 K8
	
dT	 T8  R16T - ^ T
Reaction 9, N 2 + M #-A 0-0-"2N + M





h9 + Z h 17	 ^ K9
	




Reaction 10, NO + M .: N + O + M
K	 _ 10.2267 e - F AH to /T) + F 10 - F 17 - F181
10	 T
dK 10 _	 h10 + h17 + h 18	 1) K10
dT	 R10T R17T R1ST -	 T
Reaction i i, OH + M^ 0+ H+ M




hi i + 1' i 6 + h18 _ 1 Kit
dT	 R11 T R1 6T R i8 T	 T
Reaction 12, 0 2 + M	 20 + M
10. 9538 - C©H12/T) + F 1 - 2F 18JK it =	 T	 e
dK i2 	 - '` 12_ + 2 h i8 -	 K12
dT	 R12 T	 Ri8T	 T




t3. 7522 Q-[(OH40/T) + F 2 - F 18 - F19J
40	 T
dK40
 -	 h20 + h18 + h 19 - it K40
dT	 R20T R i8T R19T f T
Reaction 41, Al20 + M .: Al + AlO + M
22. 6952 - ^( AH41 / T) -.+ F 21 - F i 9 - F2,1^K41 =	 T	 e
dK41 _ - h21 + hi 9 + h20 - i K41
dT	 R 2 T R 19 T R 20 T	 T
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^A1+C!+M
20. 9786K42 =	 T	 e
- rOH42 /T) + F22 - F 14 - F191l	 1
	
dK42 	 h22 + h14 + h19 1 K42
T 	 ( RZZT R 14T R l9T 	 T
Reaction 43, A1C1 2 + M ^ A1C1 + C1 + M




dK43 	 h23	 h14	 h22	 K43
dT - ( R23T + R14T + R22T - 1 T
Reaction 44, AIOC 1 + M	 A1O + Cl + M
26. 6025	 I(AN4/T) + F24 F t4 F201K44 =	 T	 e
	
dK44 	 h24 + h14 + h20	 1 K44
dT - ( R T k2414T R T	 T20 
Reaction 45, AIOCI + M -1 A1C1 + O + M








 (- RZ4T R 18T R22 T 	 T
Reaction 46, A1F+MIAI+F+M
15. 2652	 - r(OH46/T) + F25 - F 15 - F19]K4 6 :--	 T,	 e
dK4b _ _ h25 + _ h 15 + h 19 - ! K46
dT	 R25  R1 5   R19 	 T
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i_
Reaction 47, A1F 2 + M a-w'I*-O-' A1F + F + M
18. 4085 ^^47/T) + F26 - F15 - F 25K47 ":,I,	 e
dK4? _ - h26 ♦ hi 5 + h25 - 1 K47
dT	 R26T R i5T R25T 	 T
Reaction_ 48, AIOF + M f A1O + F + M
K = 18. 0403 e- [^AH48 /T) + F27 - F 15 - F201
	
48	 T
dK48 _ - h27 + hi 5 + h20 - 1 K48
dT	 R2?`T R  5T R20 T	 T
Reaction 49, A10F + M f A1F + 0 + M
K _ 16.2522 e-(AH49^T) +F 27 - F 18 _ F251J
	
49	 T
dK49 _ - h27 , + h i8 + h25 - 1 K49
dT	 R2?T Ri8T R25 T	 T
Reaction 100, BeC12
 + M f BeCI + C1 + M
_ 27. 0116 - [,66H IOO /T) + F45 -- F 1 - F44]
	
K 100	 T	 e
dK 100 = - h45 + h i4 + h44 - 1 K100
dT	 R45 	 R14 	 R44 T - T
a
Reaction 101, Be F2 + M .^_' Be  + F + M
K	 _ 15. 5014 -
 
[(AH l 0 1 / Tj + F47 F15 F461
101	 T	 c.
dK 101 _	 h47+ hi5 # h46 - 1 Ki01
dT	 R47T R15T R46T	 T
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Reaction 102, BeOH + M Be + OH ♦ M
8.06628 - AH102/T) + F43 - F 11 - F401
K102	 T	 C
	
dK 102	 _ h43 + hii
 .♦ h40 _ 1 K102
dT	 R43T Ri It T R40 T 	 T
Reaction 103, BeOH + M f BeO + H + M






dK 103	 h43	 h16	 h41
	 K103
dT	 R43T + R 16T + R41T ^ T
Reaction 104, BeCI + M F Be + Cl + M
_ 9. 83964 - ^^^H104/T) + F44 - F14 F401
K 104	 T	 e
	
dK 104	 h44 + h14 + h40	 1 K104
dT	 R44T R 14T R40T 	 T
Reaction 105, BeF + M .-wO'l—O* Be + F + M
_ 8. 37025 - AH105/T) + F46 F 1 5 F40]
K 105	 T	 e
dK 105 _ _ h46 + hi5 + h40 _ 1 K105
dT	 R46T R 15T R40 T 	 T
	Reaction 106, BeO + M	 Be + O + M
7.89402 - I(AH 106 / T) + F41 - F 18 - F40].
K 106	 T	 e
dK 106 _ _ _ h41 +
dT	 R 4 T
hi8 + h40 - :1 K106
R18 T  R40T
	 T
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Reaction 107, Be 20 + M.^ Be + B e 0 + M
9.07194 - (AH107/ T) + F42 - F40 - F41_
K107	 T	 e
dK i07	 h42	 h40	 h41
	 K107
dT	 R 42 + R 40 + R41T - ) T
Reaction 108, BeO 2 H2 + M' BeOH + OH + M
_ 14. 0829 - AH108/T) + F48 - F1 It - F43
K 108	 T	 e
dK 108	 h48	 hff	 h43	 K108
dT	 R48T + R I1 T + R43T	 T
Reaction 148, BN +M f B+ N+ M
8. 35866 - PAH 148 /T) + F29 - F 17 - F28_
K148	 T	 e
	
dK 148	 h29 + hf7 + h28	 1 K148
dT	 R29T R 17T RZB T 	 T
Reaction 149, BO + MFB+O+M
K
	





	 h30 + hi8 + h28 - t K149
dT	 R 30 Ri8 T R 2 8 T	 T
Reaction 150, BO  + M s BO + O + M
K	 -13.13. 7217	 AH150/T) + F
31 - F i8 - F 30]
	
150	 T
dK150h  + hi8
dT	 R31 T	 Rt8 T
+ h 30 - 1 K150
R30 T	 T
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Reaction 151, BC1 + M -' B + Cl + M
:--
1 i. 351 1 - P AH t51 /T) + F32 - F 14 - F28]
K 151	 T	 e
dK 151 = - _ h32 + h 14	 h28 -+	 1 K151
dT	 R32T R14 T  R28T	 .i,
Reaction 152, BC12 + M -IM-Of BC1 + C1 + M
:--27. 4878 - I(AH B2 / T) + F33 - F i 4 - F32
K 152	 T	 e
dK 152 	 h33	 h14	 h32	 K152
dT	 R33T + R14T + R 32T ^ T
Reaction 153, BC13 + M ^ B C 1 2 + Cl + M
_ 33. 8628 - PAH 153 /T + F34 - F 14 - F33]
K i 53 -	 T	 e
dK 153 _ - h34 + hi4 + h33 - 1 K i 53
dT	 R34T R i4T R33 T	 T
Reaction 154, BOC1 + M f BC1 + O + M
__ 16. 2792 - I(Al-f154/T) + F35 - F 18 - P321
K 154	 T	 e
dKi 54 _ - h35 + h i8 + h 32 - 1 K154
dT	 R35 	 Ri8T R3 2 	 T
Reaction 155, BF +M ' B + F + M
_ 9.4394: 8 - I(AH 155 / T) + F36 - F i 5 - F281
K 155	 T	 e
dK 155
 =	 h36+ h15 + h28 - 1 K 15 5
dT	 R36T R 15 T R28T	 T
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Reaction 156, BF  + M f BF + F + M
_ 15.8905 -[(AHi56/T) + F 37 - F i5 F361
K 156	 T	 e
dK 156 =	 h37 + hi 5 + h36 - 
1 
K 15 6
dT	 R37T R 15 T  R36T	 T
Reaction 157, BF  + M .: B F 2 + F + M
_ 18. 7270
	
(AH157/T) + F38 - F i 5 - F371
K 157	 T	 e
dK 157 _ - h38 + hi 5 + ^h3? - i I"..157
dT	 R38T R 15 T R37T	 T
Reaction 158, BOF + M s BO + F + M
_ 15. 2276 - PaH 158  / T) + F39 - F 15 - F301
K 158	 T	 e
dK 158 _ - h39 + hi 5 + h30 - 1 K 158
dT	 R39T R15T R30 T 	 T
Reaction 159, BOF + M f BF + O + M




dK 159 _ _ h39 + h18 + h36 - 1 K159
dT	 R39T R, 18T R3 6T 	 T
Reaction 225, LiOH + M .: Li + OH + M
6. 74867 - 1(OH225/T) + F 53 - F 11 - F491KL,25 =	 T	 e	 J
	
dK225 _ - h53 + 
	 + h49_	 K225
dT	 R53 	 R11 
	 R49 	 T
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Reaction 226, LiOH + M do-- LiO + H + M
K 	 1. 32208 e-[SAH226/T) + F53 - F 16 - F51]
226 -	 T
dK226 _ _ h53 + h i6 + h 51 - 1 K226
dT	 R53T R16 T  R 5 T	 T
Reaction 227, LiCI + M ^ Li + C1 + M
_ 7.94697 - OH227/T) + F55 F 14 F49 J
K227	 T	 e
	
dK227	 - h55 + h i4 + h49 - 1 K227
dT	 R55 T R 14T R49 T	 T
	
Reaction 228, LiF + M	 Li + F + M





dK228	 h54	 h15	 h49
	
K228
dT	 ( R54T + R15T + R49T 1 T
Reaction 229, LiH + M.^ Li + H + M





dK229 _ r- h50 + hi6 + h49 - 1 K229
dT	 R 50	 1 6	 49T R T R T	 T^
	Reaction 230, LiO + M	 Li + O + M
6. 62767 - C(OH 230 /T) + F51 - F 18 - F491
K230	 T	 e
dK230 _	 h51 + h 18 + _h49 - 1 K230
dT	 R51 T R 18 T R49T	 T
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I	 :i
Reaction 231, Li 20 + M4-M-O—"' Li + LiO + M
__ 7.29535 - 1(AH231 /T) + F52 - F49 - F511
K231
	 T	 e
dK231( h52 + h49 + h51	 1 K231
dT	 1- RSZT R49T RSl T 	 T
Reaction 232, Li 2F2 + M f 2 L i F + M
_ 17. 7589 - 1(AH232/T) + F 56 - 2F541
K232	 T	 e
dK232	 h56	 h54	 l K232
dT	 R56T + 2 R54T - 1 ' T
Reaction 233, Li2C12 + M
	 2 L i C 1 + M
29. 0255	 - C(OH233/T) + F57 2F551
K233 -	 T	 e
dK233	 h57	 h55	 K233
dT - ^- RS7T + 2 RSST - 1 T
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4. 6 OUTPUT SUBROUTINE
The output subroutine processes the output data, converts the data
to the proper units and calculates the required output quantities. These
calculations are performed in the following order.
• The pressure is converted to psia.
• The species mass fractions are converted to mole
fractions.
• The performance parameters are calculated.
• The gas static enthalpy and the percentage total enthalpy
change during the integration from the chamber are
calculated.
• The entropy change from the chamber is calculated.
• The average expansion coefficients are calculated.
The calculations performed by this subroutine are described in
the following sections.
4. 6. 1 Pressure Conversion
The pressure (in psia) is calculated from
P(psia) =	 P4633. 056
4. 6. 2 Species Concentration Conversion
The species mole fractions are calculated from
R.i
c i, m * R ci
4. 6.3 Performance Parameter Calculation
At the throat, the characteristic exhaust velocity is calculated from
P
C





The vacuum specific impulse is calculated from
_	 1	 P
I sp	 32. 174 V + pV
The vacuum thrust coefficient is calculated from
I
C = 32. 174 -pF	 C XC
4. 6. 4 Enthalpy Calculations
The gas static enthalpy is calculated from
57
h = ^ c h
i =1	 i i
where the sum is performed only over the species of interest. The





AH( %n) = 100 1 -	 H
c
4. 6. 5 Entropy Change Calculation
The entropy change from the chamber is calculated from
- 5 18
	AS(Btu/lb 0R) = 3 • 9952	 10	 C' c.(h. - F.) - S
	
T	 L i i	 i	 ci=1
where the sum is performed only over the species of interest.
4. 6. 6 Average Expansion Coefficient Calculations
At the throat, the average temperature expansion coefficient is
calculated from
T
^`	 cNT. = 2 TT - 1.
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In the expansion cone, the average temperature expansion coefficient
is calculated by iteration from
ri(n+1) _ L(n) + 1
	




In	 2	 t 2 ,r - 1




In N(n) + 1 T
T
and NT ) is the last average temperature expansion coefficient calculated.
The average pressure expansion coefficient is calculated by iteration
f rom
	
N(Pn+1) _ -L In 
P la.	— E 2 1
	
C	 N ( n) - 1
P
N(n)_1!N(1)
/Pp \ P	 P
N(n)+11N (n) _ I	
-1
N(I) + 1 P	 PP
L
where NP ) is the last average temperature expansion coefficient calculated.
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